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as Mr. Toshiaki Kusunoki for translating it 
into Japanese in a way that faithfully 
captures Dr. Takami’s style.  

Dr. Takami says, “I believe we can find some 
answers by studying and sharing food.” 
Dr. Samantha Senda-Cook’s paper follows 
exactly this proposal. During her 2019 stay at 
ARI, she studied how its members perceive 
food. She reveals the layers of meaning of 
food and how it can be a catalyst for commu-
nity building, equity, even healing. 

Dr. Donata Elschenbroich’s essay on  
school gardens links food and education. Dr. 
Elschenbroich has visited ARI regularly for 
almost a decade, and the ties she has made 
with the community have led her to numer-
ous trips and projects around the globe. Her 
suggestions emerge from a rich career of 
pedagogy research in Germany. 

Education in connection with climate change 
is the focus of a pivotal thesis written by ARI’s 
Associate Director Yukiko Ôyanagi together 
with Ms. Wakako Kanda and Dr. Yoshiyuki 
Nagata who both teach and research at the 
University of the Sacred Heart, Tokyo. In a 
joint study between Sacred Heart and ARI, 
Ms. Kanda and Dr. Nagata helped to lay the 
groundwork for climate change education at 
ARI based on their expertise in Education for 
Sustainable Development. Our community 
has observed and talked about the climate 
for years, but we owe it to our supporters to 
disclose that “Climate Change Challenge” is 
now a formal part of ARI’s curriculum. 

M any people regard 2019 as a water-
shed year for the global movement 

for ecology and climate action. Extreme 
weather phenomena, massive fires, the 
accelerated extinction of wildlife, the surge 
of climate refugees are some of the crises of 
unprecedented scale that have stirred citi-
zens to organize and demand efforts from 
their leaders to ensure a livable planet. Even 
in Japan, where awareness and media cover-
age about climate change remain alarmingly 
low, more people begin to ask questions. 
However, when it comes to discussing solu-
tions, political and social leaders are often 
stuck in thought boxes of economics and 
technology. The future of small farming 
communities tends to be blinded out. What 
visions are needed if we want to steer society 
toward a good future? 

In this issue of euodoō, we poke windows into 
those boxes: to let some fresh air in and to 
reveal new landscapes of thought on educa-
tion, food, and leadership. 

One window offers a look back: a rare 
speech by Dr. Toshihiro Takami which we 
present for the first time in 22 years in 
English and Japanese. Taking into account 
historical developments of economy, indus-
try, and international aid, Dr. Takami traces 
the larger forces that have influenced society 
before describing a solution based on the 
ARI experience: to build human life upon the 
principle of sharing. We express our grati-
tude to Mrs. Shinko Takami, who gave back-
ground information on this speech, as well 

Editorial Note ٥�箟꧊罏ַ
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To tackle that challenge, the paper 
states, “not only the acquisition of knowl-
edge, but also the transformation of values, 
behaviors, and lifestyles, as well as emotions 
and a sense of justice are required.” ARI has 
always been a conduit of such important 
values. One stood out as an important 
keyword during the 2019 training: ‘Dignity.’ 
The Rev. Jeffrey Mensendiek, who has known 
ARI through many years of Christian 
mission in Japan, highlighted this issue last 
year. In his essay, he presents us with dignity 
as a new language, a new mode of under-
standing and relating. It exacts socio-
emotional skills from leaders in times of 
crisis—another open window. 

Lastly, we are delighted to include contri-
butions from the two graduate students 
of our 2019 Advanced Training Program. 
Their texts show a deep concern about food, 
health, and the position of eco-farming in 
local economies.

2008 graduate Tebweretaake Tokan-
tetaake describes the situation of food secu-
rity in her country Kiribati and explores how 
local production of livestock feed might 
improve food sovereignty of farmers. 

With her background in marketing, 
2018 graduate Kaoru Kobayashi identifies 
problems of and solutions to the marketing 
of organic products. Kobayashi conducted 
field research in Minamata City, where there 
are many active citizens who collaborate in 
ARI’s educational network. 

We are grateful to all contributors and proof-
readers. Each of this journal’s contributors 
knows ARI through fertile bonds with its 
people and values. The fact that we could 
assemble their precious thoughts in this 
issue proves how we are expanding our role 
as a vibrant center of learning and sharing, 
leading to renewal at the grassroots level: in 
families, farms, schools, and local commu-
nities. We proudly present this edition of 
euodoō as an extraction of the learning that is 
fermenting at ARI.

Thomas Fujishima
Public Relations, editorial member

㝂ׂס☭ֿյ���� 䌑յ气䡢笠כ宜⠿㜟ⳛס
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Climate Change Education
at the Asian Rural Institute
Attempts toward the transformation of 
values, behavior, and lifestyle

1. INTRODUCTION

According to the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA), the average temperature of Japan in 

2019 will be the highest since the start of keeping statistics in 1898, and the global average 

temperature will be the second-highest ever since 1891.1 The negative effects of climate change 
have become more serious, and the term “climate crisis” has been recently used in newspa-

pers instead of “climate change.” Indeed, climate change has been devastating in many parts 

of the world, enough for it to be called a crisis. The impact is particularly acute in developing 

countries; by 2050 there will be an estimated 143 million “climate refugees,” people who will 

have to move due to rising sea levels and droughts.2

In such a situation, responses in all fields are required, and education is no exception. 
Article 6 of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), adopted 

in 1992, states that “education, training, and awareness” are essential, and the international 

community has worked to disseminate education about climate change. However, despite the 

international framework in place, membership countries have hardly adapted mitigation and 

prevention measures against global warming. Especially for future generations, climate 

change is an issue of life and death, and strikes on climate change have been continuing 

around the world, triggered by the Swedish environmental activist Ms. Greta Thunberg who 

started sitting in front of her country’s parliament. Her activities appeared to the world amid 

this critical situation like a comet in the night sky. Recently, young people’s demands extend 

to the inadequacies of their schools, from the curricula to the school buildings.3

As the importance of tackling climate change grows internationally, the Asian Rural 
Institute (ARI) has gradually created its own learning on climate change. Although its curric-

ulum is still in the developing stages, ARI is making efforts to respond to international 
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demands, with some success. In this paper, we will first outline the overall curriculum of ARI, 
state the characteristics of its unique climate change education, and examine specific achieve-

ments and challenges.

2. CLIMATE CHANGE AND CURRICULUM

Asian Rural Institute (ARI) trains grassroots rural leaders who live and work in their native 
communities, regardless of nationality, race, religious beliefs, gender, or age. The training is 

practice-oriented. It runs from April to December, and every year, ARI invites around thirty 

participants from about fifteen countries from Asia (including Japan), Africa, and the Pacific.
To train rural leaders, ARI has three pillars of training.

1. Leadership: We aim to transform the participants into ‘Servant Leaders’ who can 

encourage and empower marginalized people to live to their fullest potential.

2. Sustainable Agriculture: We train in organic farming and techniques not only by 

instilling knowledge in classroom lectures and technical skills through work, but by 

practicing organic farming and leading a self-sufficient lifestyle.
3. Community of Learning: Every year, through nine months of training, participants 

form a new community together with staff and volunteers. ARI motivates all members 
to participate in the decision-making process, to contribute with their full ability and 

selves, and to utilize local resources to seek better ways of community building so that 

they can use these experiences for rural development when they return to their own 

communities.

The ARI curriculum is “based on the training program which was created through the expe-

rience of living out ARI’s mission. It also links this experience with the current needs of the 

world.” (ARI training handbook) Staff needs to be sensitive to recognize what the current 
needs of the people in participants’ countries (= developing countries) and rural areas are. 

Among those needs is one that participants have frequently mentioned in the last ten years: 

“There is something wrong with the climate.” In many places in Asia and Africa, “the rainy 

season has become short,” “floods are occurring,” “droughts are more frequent,” “there is 
bigger damage from typhoons” and “seasons are strange; it rains when it should not rain, it 

is dry in the rainy season.” In the Pacific, the effects of high tides are becoming more severe. 
All of ARI’s participants are working in grassroots rural areas. Climate change hits the agri-

cultural sector directly. For example, the ARI farm also is heavily affected by climate change; 
there are more droughts from April to May, fewer evening rain showers from July to August, 

there is an unstable rainy season, a rise in the highest temperature in summer, etc. As a 

result, the yield of spring leaf vegetables and onions is becoming unstable (an effect from the 
decrease of rain in May), the production of eggplants and cucumbers is down (an effect from 
the decrease of rain in July). Sometimes seeds are washed away because of strong, concentrat-

ed rainfall. There is no watering/irrigation system in ARI’s vegetable fields because there has 
not been a need for it until now. But recently, we have difficulties growing spring vegetables 
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without watering, so we have to set water tanks in each vegetable field. In this way, regard-

less of country and area, we as farmers are the ones who develop a sense of danger related 

to climate change because we cannot react to these changes only by improving our skills or 

other superficial measures.
This is the background that led ARI to include the climate change issue in its curriculum. 

Of course, we already recognized and discussed climate change as knowledge since the 1990s 

or 2000s. However, only in the last ten years have we started sensing a crisis and become 

pressed by the necessity to learn. It was truly the consequence of “linking with the current 

needs of the world” (ARI training handbook) that we started including “Climate Change Chal-

lenge” by Dr. Yoshiyuki Nagata (University of the Sacred Heart) in ARI’s curriculum.

3. CHARACTERISTICS OF CLIMATE CHANGE EDUCATION AT ARI

As we mentioned in the previous section, ARI’s educational objective is to train “leaders who 

serve people,” and a series of studies on climate change was envisioned under this mission. 

Leaders in the era of globalization understand the essence of global challenges, includ-

ing climate change, take courageous actions with community members, and are expected 

to minimize the damage of climate change by changing community lifestyles to be more 

sustainable. For that, not only the acquisition of knowledge, but also the transformation of 

values, behaviors, and lifestyles, as well as emotions and a sense of justice4 are required.

In order to embody the learning principles described above, the curriculum for Climate 

Change Education at ARI has been designed to draw on the knowledge of UNESCO-led ESD 

(Education for Sustainable Development). Based on the vision of creating a sustainable society, 

ARI training emphasizes participatory learning based on questions. Further, it puts a focus 

on the understanding of structural problems, in that natural disasters in developing coun-

tries are mainly caused by rich lifestyles in developed countries, and on developing “climate 

justice” to correct it.

Climate change education in ARI can be divided into three phases. The first phase focuses 
on lectures, the second on group work, and the third on off-campus learning aimed at indi-
vidual learners’ self-expression.

The main topics covered in the lecture are as follows: 1) SDGs and climate change, 2) the 

Paris Agreement, 3) the Planetary Boundary,5 4) causes of global warming, 5) the importance 

of education, 6) the transformation of values, behavior, and lifestyle through education (ESD 

vision and approach), 7) adaptation and mitigation, 8) practical examples of each country 

(Indonesia, Brazil, UK), and 9) the self-transformation that causes social transformation.
Phase 1 is a series of lectures followed by participatory and mutual learning. The former 

is a knowledge-based learning activity composed mainly of “questions without answers,”6 

and the latter is a learning activity for developing emotions and a sense of justice within the 

scope of changing the learner’s values.

As we will describe in detail in the next section, in Phase 2, at first everyone shares the 
current status of climate change impact in their countries. Participants then discuss within a 
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group of around five people the possible concrete adaptation and mitigation measures against 
climate change at ARI and then discuss their feasibility.

Through this process, in addition to intellectual learning through lectures, we aim to 

deepen a series of learning that emphasizes emotional learning. Also, as a part of off-campus 
learning, 2019 participants had a workshop at BE*hive (a space for exhibitions and workshops 

at Sacred Heart University), sublimating the process into a seamless learning experience 

through an expressive activity of poetry making which was given as a ‘homework,’ based on 

the learning there (Fig. 1).

∙ Current status of climate 
   change in their own 
   countries
∙ Possibility of measures 
   against climate change at 
   ARI

Socio-Emotional 
Skill-Centered

∙ Climate change basics
∙ International trends 
   revolving around climate 
   change
∙ Global issues, ualities of 
   leaders, etc.

Knowledge- 
Centered

Values and Expression 
Activities-Centered

∙ Observation of exhibition 
   panels and art works at 
   E hive
∙ Watch poems and videos 
   on climate change
∙ Poetry

Figure 1: Seamless learning of climate change education at ARI

In the following sections, we will examine the specific outcomes of the issues and activities 
that we discussed in the lectures. First, we will start with an overview of the current situa-

tion regarding climate change in participants’ countries and regions and an analysis of the 

possible effects that can result from that situation. After that, we will explore future possibil-
ities of climate change education based on participants’ artworks, which were created during 

lectures on climate change education held at ARI in 2019 and during a workshop utilizing 

climate change exhibits at BE*hive at the Sacred Heart Global Plaza.

4. THE IMPACT OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON THE ARI COMMUNITY

As mentioned in Section 2, most of the ARI participants are from rural areas in developing 

countries. In other words, their environments are particularly susceptible to climate change. 

Before conducting the 2019 workshop, we asked them to fill out two preliminary question-

naires to understand the impact of climate change in their communities.
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The first questionnaire asked how each of the participants’ communities is affected by 
climate change (Appendix 1, p.21). This questionnaire surveyed eight issues related to climate 

change (food shortages, agricultural production decline, floods, life and health damage caused 
by sea-level rise, death or disease caused by heat waves, landslides caused by heavy rain, 

spread of diseases caused by mosquitoes or other disease carriers, emigration to another 

place to live due to drought)7 and asked about the current situation in the participants’ 

communities (multiple answers allowed). The most common problem was the spread of 

diseases caused by mosquitoes or other disease carriers, followed by landslides caused by 

heavy rain, and agricultural production decline (Figure 2).

Life and health damage caused by sea level rise

Emigration to another place to live due to drought

Death or disease caused by heat waves

Food shortages

Floods

Agricultural production decline

Land slide caused by heavy rain

Spread of a disease caused by mosquitoes or others

1IFOPNFOB�DBVTFE�CZ�DMJNBUF�DIBOHF

����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
 Figure 2: Climate change issues in participants’ community

The second questionnaire was a worksheet that described adaptation and mitigation measures 

in response to climate change in each participant’s community (Appendix 2, p.22). In each 

case, after clarifying the issues in each region, adaptation and mitigation measures to address 
the issues were listed. The following are examples from their responses.

<Adaptation measures>

• The practice of picking up garbage on the beach (this practice is called bayanihan in the 

Philippines, meaning “working together” in English) 
• The practice of adaptive measures for food loss based on traditional beliefs

• A change in the planting time from June to July

• The relocation of people living near the sea or river to a safe area
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<Mitigation measures>

• Regulations of garbage disposal to be set by the local government

• Mitigation measures regarding deforestation based on traditional beliefs

• Reforestation

• Promotion of clean energy

5. THE PRACTICE OF CLIMATE CHANGE EDUCATION I 
Based on ESD Knowledge

In the second phase lectures, we included a worksheet (“ESD/CCE Self-Assessment Sheet”) for 

participants to be able to reflect on themselves and their communities. As for the items on 
the sheet, ten questions are set forth for each of four sections: nature, economy, society, and 

culture.8 This self-assessment sheet can help them plan to tackle the challenges of climate 

change in the future, create their organization and community’s own indicators, and help 

their operation to pay more  attention to sustainability. In the lecture, participants were 

divided into six groups of about four or five people each, according to their countries or 
regions. The average for each group was then calculated (Appendix 3, p.23).

This survey, based on self-evaluation, revealed the following results. Although there was 

a slight difference between countries and regions, there was a common tendency among all of 
the groups to be highly aware of and committed to society and culture but be much less aware 

of and committed to the economy.

These results clearly show a characteristic of ARI participants: they live in rural areas. It 

is not hard to imagine that culture and tradition live on more persistently in rural areas than 

in urban areas and that there is a sense of social solidarity in the community there. However, 

the results should not be taken only as a self-assessment of climate change, but also of the 

structural challenges of climate change which people in developing countries who emit less 

carbon dioxide (a major driver of climate change) are most affected and threatened by. From 
this result, we can understand the vulnerability of people’s lives in developing countries 

which are most affected by climate change. Furthermore, it is desirable that the four items of 
the self-evaluation sheet can be kept in a good balance. The growth of the “economy” (which 

has the lowest value in their self-assessment sheet) and its growth process, as well as the 

education that causes such a growth-oriented worldview need to be discussed further.

6. THE PRACTICE OF CLIMATE CHANGE EDUCATION II  

Socio-emotional Learning at ARI

In recent years, not only have cognitive skills measured by tests and grades been found to be 

important, but also Social and Emotional Skills and Social and Emotional Learning (SEL).9 SEL 

refers to the process of learning the basic skills needed for personal well-being and manag-

ing relationships and work efficiently and ethically (Humphrey, 2013). In ESD, both cogni-
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tive learning and socio-emotional learning are considered essential for learning that leads 

to transformative actions in the process of the individual learner’s transformation (UNESCO, 

2019). The skills gained through such learning include perseverance, self-esteem, and respect 

for others, and they have a particularly strong impact on health outcomes, improved subjec-

tive well-being, and reduced antisocial behavior (OECD, 2018).

The workshop utilizing the climate change exhibition at the Sacred Heart Global Plaza 
emphasized socio-emotional learning and allowed participants to practice it. They were first 
divided into two groups: a group to observe the exhibition and a second group to take part in 

a workshop on socio-emotional learning. Group 1 mainly utilized the “Fashion × Climate 

Change” exhibition (April 1-August 31, 2019). They deepened their learning while filling in the 
worksheet questions based on panels and fashion-related exhibits that explain the basic 

knowledge of climate change and its impacts (Appendix 4, p.24). Group 2 performed an inter-

active task that helped them emotionally grasp the issues of climate change through the 

examination of two poems10 and used storytelling techniques to engage in interactive work 

that elicited their emotions. (Appendix 5, p.25)

Both group studies were organized with a focus on “Common but Differentiated Respon-

sibility” (CBDR), which is the issue of climate change. How can each individual learn about 

global issues like climate change and then change their own values, behaviors, and lifestyles? 

An education that responds to such questions has been on demand in recent years. Transfor-

mation does not need to start as climate change action right away. First of all, reflecting on the 
current situation in local areas and thinking about the problem alone were big steps for the 

participants. They were then able to incorporate others’ emotional elements into their learn-

ing by treating storytelling and poetry (art) as inspirational triggers.

These techniques proved effective—by creating a story while imagining each commu-

nity, the participants could grasp the global issue of climate change as a familiar problem and 

express understanding and empathy for others. After the workshop, the participants wrote 
nine poems. Here, only a few poems are shown due to space. (Appendix 6, p.26).

7. ACTIONS FOR CLIMATE CHANGE 
The Challenges of ARI

Using the four-areas framework of UNESCO’s whole-school approach for “climate action” 

which has positioned climate change education as part of ESD, we discussed climate change 

actions at ARI (Figure 3).11

Figure 3 lays out a framework that could be used in participants’ communities after their 
training at ARI. The following (Table 1) are recommendations on climate change for ARI from 

the six groups from Section 5.
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We mentioned the participants’ concrete ideas below (table 1); however, many issues need to 

be addressed, not only at ARI, but also in places of general learning such as schools. 

First, building a series of seamless learning that goes beyond several hours of class will be 

an important challenge, especially in learning places other than an ordinal community or 

learning/living community such as ARI. 

Secondly, a persuasive learning environment in which the lessons about renewable 

energy and other climate change classes are actually practiced in schools, as UNESCO and 

others proposed as the whole-school approach,12 needs to be created. 

The third issue is the development of tools such as the self-evaluation sheet for climate 

change education introduced in Section 5. Tools that reflect the voices of ARI participants 
need to be developed so that they can conduct climate change education and related work-

shops in their own organizations and communities. 

The fourth point is the challenge of linking the training/education to the rapidly deterio-

rating environment of the world, especially in the rural areas of developing countries where 

participants work. Every school is required to pour a constant effort into making sure these 
links continue.

Figure 3: Four areas of the whole-school approach 
(Source: UNESCO 2016 p.3)
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Table 1: Climate Change Actions for ARI suggested by participants

∙ Reduce plastic bags 
or ban plastics at ARI.

∙ Create ACE policy for 
ARI
∙ Create an “ARI 
climate education day
∙ Introduction of 
ARI-branded paper 
bags for shopping

∙ Signage and posters 
about electric usage 
and plastics
∙ Make an opportunity 
to hold presentations 
about environmental 
issues after supper

∙ Make a regulation to 
ban all plastics on 
campus (with fines)
∙ Send representatives 
to take part in climate 
change workshops
∙ Club activity on 
climate change

∙ Create regulation on 
the environment which 
every community 
member must know, 
and create room for 
amendment

∙ Observing a recycling 
center where  plastics 
or bottles are 
processed
∙ Lecture about 
climate change for all 
ARI members
∙ Make good products 
from garbage

∙ Develop ACE 
curriculum for ARI.
∙ Give climate 
information leaflets to 
all visitors to educate

∙ Minimize bringing 
plastic onto campus
Minimize using paper 
copies in class

∙ Make fence, 
container for farming, 
pillows and eco-bag 
using PET bottles and 
plastic

∙ Use of markers and 
white boards instead 
of chalk and black 
boards
∙ iPads, handouts 
through electronics, 
less use of paper
∙ Suggestion boxes on 
climate change action
∙ Climate change day 
celebration to create 
awareness

∙ Minimize paper usage
Stop use of plastics in 
the garden like nets, 
instead use 
sticks mixed cropping

∙ Recycle water
∙ Distribute shopping 
bags to ARI members
∙ Reduce paper use 
and change into 
computer data

∙ Introduce meters to 
measure water and 
electricity usage
∙ Reduce the usage of 
over-aged car sthat 
emit more CO2

∙ Shift to renewable 
energy (solar panel)
∙ Garbage measuring 
system
∙ Use LED

∙ All buildings should 
have alternative 
energy (solar system)
Regulate amount of 
water and light used by 
members of ARI

∙ Stop using plastic 
containers in livestock
Use wooden roof for 
chicken pen

∙ Involve in climate 
change conference 
outside of ARI

∙ Reduce waste
∙ Consider the way of 
waste burning

∙ Sensitization on 
climate change
∙ Organize workshops 
on climate change 
every uarter of the 
year
∙ Competitions and 
prize awards for 
people who fight 
against climate 
change

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

Group 5

Group 6

1. School 
     Governance

2. Teaching and 
     Learning

3. Facilities and 
     Operations

4. Community   
     Partnerships

YUKIKO ÔYANAGI, WAKAKO KANDA, YOSHIYUKI NAGATA
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1.        Japan Weather Association (2019). 2019 average 
temperature in Japan will be recorded as the highest, https://tenki 
.jp/forecaster/deskpart/2019/12/24/6993.html, accessed 
December 24, 2019
 2.       The estimated number of refugees in sub-Saharan 
Africa is about 86 million, South Asia 40 million, and Latin 
America 17 million in the case of an inadequate global 
response to climate change. More than half of the developing 
world’s population lives in these three regions, leaving 2.8% 
of the regions’ population at risk of climate change 
(International Bank for Reconstruction and Development 
and the World Bank, 2018)
3.       For example, a statement to the government from “Teach 
the Future” which is a youth activity in the UK, from  
https://www.teachthefuture.uk, accessed December 24, 2019
4.       For social and emotional skills, you can refer, to the 
OECD. (2018). Skills for Social Progress: The Power of Social and 
Emotional Skills. 
5.       For detail, you can refer to Rockström, J., & Klum, M. 
(2018). Big World, Small Planet: Abundance within Planetary 
Boundaries.
6.       The details of the “question without an answer” will be 
omitted due to space limitations, but examples of the 
questions actually used in the lecture are: “Among all 
animals, why do only humans throw away garbage?” and 
“Why is the global environment deteriorating in spite of the 
spread of education?”

Humphrey, N. (2013). Social and emotional learning: A critical appraisal. SAGE Publications Limited.
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the World Bank (2018). Groundswell: Preparing for Internal Climate 
           Migration. 
Rockström, J., & Klum, M. (2015). Big world, small planet: abundance within planetary boundaries. Yale University Press.
UNESCO. (2016). Getting Climate-Ready - A Guide for Schools on Climate Change.
UNESCO. (2019). General Conference 40th Session, 40C/1.
OECD. (2018). Skills for Social Progress: The Power of Social and Emotional Skills. 
Nagata, Y. (2019). Kikôhendô no jidai wo ikiru: Jizoku-kanô na mirai e michibiku kyôiku furontia  [Living in the age of climate change: 
          An educational frontier leading to a sustainable future]. Yamakawa Shuppansha
Nagata, Y., & Soga, S. (2017). Arata na jidai no ESD sasuteinaburu na gakkô wo tsukurô: Sekai no hôru sukûru kara manabu [Create a new 
          age of ESD sustainable schools: Learn from the world’s whole schools]. Akashi Shoten.

7.       Prepared with modifications to items appropriate for 
developing countries with reference to IPCC (Intergovern-
mental Panel on Climate Change) Fifth Assessment Report 
WGII from https://www.jccca.org/ipcc/ar5/wg2.html
8.       Added and modified English version of “Yattemiyô, 
kikou hendô workshop [Let’s try it out—climate change 
workshop],” appendix of “Kikôhendô no jidai wo ikiru: Jizoku-kanô 
na mirai e michibiku kyôiku furontia [Living in the age of climate 
change: An educational frontier leading to a sustainable 
future] [added and modified]” 
9.       The Organization for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) treats it as a skill (social and emotional 
skills), UNESCO treats it as learning (socio-emotional 
learning). In Japan, SEL (social and emotional learning) is 
commonly used. In this paper, we use “socio-emotional 
learning” based on these recent trends.
10.      The first poem is “Dear Matafele Peinam,” presented at 
the 2014 United Nations Climate Change Summit by Kathy 
Jetñil-Kijiner, a Japanese Marshallese from the Marshall 
Islands. (Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mc 
_IgE7TBSY) The second poem is “Raise” by Aka Niviâna from 
Greenland and Kathy Jetñil-Kijiner. (video: https://350.org 
/rise-from-one-island-to-another-ja/)
11.      Created and translated based on figure (p3) of UNESCO 
(2016)
12.      About the whole-school approach, you can refer to 
Nagata, Soga (2017), Nagata (2019)

CLIMATE CHANGE EDUCATION AT THE ASIAN RURAL INSTITUTE
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孡⦪㢌侄肪ֶֽח㷕ꤍ،آ،
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宐ⲇׄטր☭ֻ♐מ䭰㸬脢ցסיכ魕鮐כ׆ף⛞潨䭰մ
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���⪴⻎✄气嵛מ㕈ׂט煝⟵㳔气ע �٦劓ס煝⟵劻ꪨꄼיյ舓〉מ⪳כؓؔط٬ٍٚ٤气嵛
יא鬚桬յסי茣ⲇꄼס䟨䘼尴㴻յ蔦䉁סն겏㎒䓺䧯✄⻎⪳םגյ嬐䌑偆ֿם
魕徎ס嵛氠יַֽמյْ յ偙岺䱱䓺䧯✄⻎⪳虘ַյ➶Ⲏם畤嚋溷ס〈⪡٭ف٤
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עיכ焒餟؆׳ ���� 䌑♣յ���� 䌑♣מ需յ霼餟גַיעնֿם־րⷩ塌䠊ց
ס׆ֿסגזַיꂿמ䖩锡䙎סצ㳔חח䠊ךױ �� 䌑ֵךסםלն臉䖥㟕㲳㝕ס寏氭✲▆宋
מ ���� 䌑䍲־ $MJNBUF�$IBOHF�$IBMMFOHFיכ�㳔ꯖמֹ⪛⺅מّٖٚ؞ٛס
նֵךסם篙卸גցؠ٤ٛמث٭ؼס槁㐂סր┾汔מױյעכ׆גזם

杅䖇ס宜⠿㜟ⳛ侷芌ֽׄמ㳔ꯖؓةؓ���
⯼硼ךꃍמֹגյؓ ٘بشِגֹ׆յ芌䧯ֵֿס䭰㸬脢ցֻ♐מ☭րעמ侷芌潨溷ס㳔ꯖؓة
״宜⠿㜟ⳛ㢼עמ٭ر٭ٛס♣免ٜف٭ٞءնג圸䞯㳔肪סꅙ┞ꫀמ宜⠿㜟ⳛמכס٤
ذتنؕٚס✄⻎⪳յ׆鉿ⳛ鱍ⳅ宜ֵמ⪳כչ☭ס✄⻎⪳յ勓鮐槏闋ס㐌槉锺埛鞏꾴גכ
סאն劻䔵ֿכ׆״婝ַׂמ錺㵬劄㸯ꮹיזמכ׆㜟ֻמ偙ֵם䭥籽⺪茣ٜؕ
帎너ס婞聋䠊䝠ⳛעמ㜟㵼յסٜؕذتن鉿ⳛյٚؕյ❿⡑镸םײס肪䕑ס焒餟עמ״ג
ֿ寛״ �ն

┪阾ס㳔סצ圸ꅎ⪽槁ⵊמ״גյؓؓة㳔ꯖס宜⠿㜟ⳛ侷芌עյֿٗؤتؾ╭㸬ג׀י
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&4%䭥籽⺪茣םꪛ溪ס״גס侷芌ס焒锶嵛־䓺ך陭阛ג׀יնעך׆א䭥籽⺪茣ם獗⚶ס
䓺䧯מכס٤٘ةلַֹכゼַ╚䖥מ䰕ֻגⲎ㒘ס㳔ֿצꓨ镄յגױꄫ┪㎼סך蔦撬捇㵬ע
儱婞אכ槏闋㸐מゼ꾴ם圸ꅎ溷ַֹכַיגֿٜؕذتنؕٚם־骅סךꅼ㎼⩰מ╭
նַי־翝מ㸚瓦כ׆ր宜⠿婞聋ց너ַֹׂי

ס姌ע宜⠿㜟ⳛ侷芌ס㳔ꯖؓةؓ � סյ颉聋╚䖥הםն׀ךֿכ׆ׄ⮔מث٭ؘنסח
睗 睗ס䖥╚ؠ٭٠و٭ٜءכث٭ؘن� ך㳔㜽ג蔦䉁銨槁潨䭰ס㳔肪脢ס⠥չמյث٭ؘن�
睗ס㳔肪ס նֵךث٭ؘن�

颉聋ך䪒ֹ╭עؠشمعם姌ֵךֽכסն
4%(T 宜⠿㜟ⳛכ頲潨埉ס
ٛقⶾ㴻
٭ٛر٤ؗف٬٭ٛذؾٚو �
廛凇ⵊס⸮㎋
ם侷芌ֿ㝕⮗־
侷芌מ❿⡑镸٬鉿ⳛסٜؕذتن٬ٚؕ㜟㵼&4% ز٭ٞوؓכ٤٘ةلס
ꈌ䗎כ累⾔
⻄㎼ס㵅鴫◜❛ؕؓبؾغ٤յٜةٚهյ蝠㎼
獗⚶㜟㵼ג蔦䉁㜟㵼ն

┪阾ע┞ꅙס颉聋睗 ַימכ׆ח免ꪨ䭥סַ⻉צ㳔ס◦潸ךⲎ㒘יյ籽ֵַךث٭ؘن�
ֵך㳔肪嵛ⳛס焒餟╚䖥גי皑ײ篁מ䖥╚ゼַցַםסր瞩ֻעն⯼脢 �յ䔿脢ע㳔肪脢ס❿⡑
㜟㵼ךױמꂿכ׆㸚瓦ג⪛מ䝠ⳛ婞聋䠊ס帎너ס״גס㳔肪嵛ⳛֵךն

姌硼ך霄ׂ䲾ׂמֹ睗 � ⮔ך〈⪡槁枱ꫀמ䔔꼸ס宜⠿㜟ⳛס蔦㎼ױյעךث٭ؘن
מյ姌ַ⻉ה־ �☭⯼䔿ך⫏و٭ٜءס㸐需յؓؓة㳔ꯖך宜⠿㜟ⳛמ㸐׀ךי廛凇ⵊמ㸐
ꈌ䗎瞬כ累⾔瞬⪽✄溷מⱁ呾յסא㵅槁⺪茣䙎יַחמ阧饗免ꪨ陭ַׄיն

幾ⵊסצ㳔סꅙ┞ג؆ꓨצ㳔םյ䝠ⳛ溷י⻉כ㳔肪ם焒溷מ颉聋יꄼ׆
潨䭰յמ吾㜽㳔肪ס┞欎יכ臉䖥㟕㲳㝕㳔ֽׄמ㺤獏ت٭ًتס״גסوش٘بؠ٭٬٠
ր#&�IJWFցوش٘بؠ٭٠סךסך׆אצ㳔מצ㕈ׂטր㶆꾴ցֵך雭✑ַֹכ銨槁嵛ⳛמ蔷
㎫նַׂי僰襪יכצ㳔םتّٝ٭بךױ

㔳խ�،آ،㷕ꤍךד孡⦪㢌侄肪זأٖي٦ءך㷕ן

㣐史歋秀㶨ծ牞歊ㄤ〳㶨ծ宕歊⢕⛒
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嵲♳傻״ח欰崞װ⨳䏿ך鄃㹱
䎁װאל嵲♳傻״ח⡝㽿ך獳

攦岚״ח娤❕װ氫氺
굸俱♶駈
峿宏

鴋噟欰欵ך幾㼰
韜ꨍ״ח㕼瀧䄶

走וז赇״ח氺孡ך訫䒀

孡韋㢌ג״ח饯ֿ植韋

����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������

姌硼♧ꮳעךյ颉聋⫐ך㵅偡ג嵛ⳛס⪽✄溷ם䧯卸յעמ鞏꾴יַחמ脝㷋նױ㳔气ס㎼
סאն卥篙卸ꃍ⮔⺅ײ鞅־槁枱סאյ槁枱嚣镸ꫀמ宜⠿㜟ⳛֽׄמ㐌㔔צֽ
䔿յ���� 䌑䍲ؓؓة㳔ꯖימ㵅偡ג宜⠿㜟ⳛ侷芌ס颉聋ֽצ臉䖥ف٭ٞء ٭㺤獏٬٠ס⫏اٚو٬ٜ
ֵךت٭ًتס״גסوش٘بؠ #&�IJWF 气יꄼوش٘بؠ٭٠ג宜⠿㜟ⳛ㺤獏嵛氠סך
ն茣䙎䱱⺪ס䔿♀ס宜⠿㜟ⳛ侷芌מ־䩘ֿ✑סהג㳔气גױ

ס㳔气ס㳔ꯖؓةؓ���
䔔꼸ס宜⠿㜟ⳛֽׄמؔطؼِٖؤ

� 硼ךꃍמֹגյؓؓة㳔ꯖס㳔气עꄫ┪㎼ꀸ匆⮂麃脢ֿ㝂ַնױחյ宜⠿㜟ⳛס錺㵬⺇ׄ
٭آ٤ؓ⯼◜סח�յמ⯼㵅偡وش٘بؠ٭յ٠״ג䔔꼸䪻䳢סאնַֻכד欎㘶ַ
նגז鉿מ㳔气ع

⯼◜ゼֹ־סַיׄ⺇䔔꼸ס宜⠿㜟ⳛםֹסליַֽמؔطؼِٖؤסյ⻄㳔气ע潨ח�
魕倣ֵךع٭آ٤ؓ �նעع٭آ٤ؓ⯼◜ס׆յ宜⠿㜟ⳛיזמ鱍ַי׀ゼ꾴ס � 꽃潨낛
倣┮鳉յꀸ噺气氙ס庿㸴յ崼寊յ嶮긖┪僰מ气嵛⣌䎘ס錺㵬յ斪峒מ媃◾洑洠յ骿곝מ
瓌ⳛס㺇⛿מ嶮긖┪僰חף诵䐤յ䌏ס洠宜מ輮לםյ轗㏸焻䁼 � ؼِٖؤס㳔气蔦麃כ
מ輮לםյ轗עゼ꾴גז־㝂鏿俙㎇瞩⺪ն劄ֵךסגנ㸨י⻉槁枱攍סכؔط
㎫ַי籽ַכ庿㸴סյꀸ噺气氙㏸焻䁼מյ骿곝ךն姌ַגזֵך诵䐤ס洠宜 �ն

㔳 �խ㷕欰ד؍ذصُىך孡⦪㢌ג״ח饯ְֹג㉏겗

孡⦪㢌侄肪ֶֽח㷕ꤍ،آ،
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� ٭٠阾ꃍמ累⾔瞬蔦氮צꈌ䗎瞬ֽ㸐מ宜⠿㜟ⳛֽׄמؔطؼِٖؤסյ⻄㳔气ע潨ח
魕倣ֵךع٭بؠ �նַ⻄㐌㔔ס鞏꾴僻牞ⵊג䔿յסא鞏꾴ز٭ٞوؓ偙瞬כ
նֵךꌃ䫕穀┞ס㎇瞩סյ㳔气ע┫♧նגַי累⾔瞬ֿ陭㴻כꈌ䗎瞬י
ռꈌ䗎瞬ս
䭠ַِإסز٭ل٬ CBZBOJIBO傽勓靣עךր⪴מ⦍ׂցַֹכ䟨⽱ַֹכ
մ㐌㔔栃蔦יׄ♕⯼⻏ס宜⠿㜟ⳛסꈌ䗎瞬יכ㵅鴫ַיն
٬⚻簡溷ם⟤䗻מ㕈יַטյ낛ٞמتꫀꈌ䗎瞬ַי⪛⺅ն
٬�劓־ �劓嗘ֻ♕ׄ免劻㜟剳ַיն
٬嶮䈢סꁿַׂך؆⛿מ☭չ㴗⪢ם㐌ⶓ瓌⛿ն
ռ累⾔瞬ս
٬㐌㔔ס鉿侓ِإיזמ⭦槏ס锺⯜俤ַַיն
٬⚻簡溷ם⟤䗻מ㕈יַטյ喖卲⚩䱰ס㕈勓嚣䗻מꫀ累⾔瞬ֵֿն
٬嗘卲鉿ַיזն
նַי䱿ꅼ٭؟ٜؾ٤ؙ٭ٛؠ٬

���宜⠿㜟ⳛ侷芌ס㵅鴫�*
ˌ&4% ˌמכ焒锶ס

睗 ِٖؤס蔦麃צ蔦麃ֽיց氠ַع٭ب❿յր&4%�$$&宜⠿㜟ⳛ侷芌蔦䉁雄עך颉聋סث٭ؘن�
յOBUVSF蔦撬յFDPOPNZ篑座յTPDJFUZ獗ע꽃潨סع٭بնג㵅偡ؠ٭٠ꂉרؔطؼ
⚶յDVMUVSF倀ⵊס באמ叻ח� �� ַי鮐ゼֿ陭㴻ס �նס׆蔦䉁雄❿עع٭بյ宜
⠿㜟ⳛס鞏꾴מ♀䔿⺅מֹסל篁־ס׳阛氺皑גיյ蔦麃ס篁縨ؔطؼِٖؤ栃蔦ס䭰埉
✑䧯յמؔطٛلػؔطتئꏕ䢩גꆻㅰמ䔢皑׀ךֿכ׆גיն颉聋עך╚סյ㎼ֽצ
㐌㔔⯁מ ��� و٭ٜءסל⻏ 魕倣ג⮂䌐㐬⡑砯סכׇو٭ٜءյ✑ח� �ն

蔦䉁雄❿מ㕈ׂט � זםמ־篙卸ֿ僻םֹסյ姌־㵅䡢鞪吉צ䟨餟ֽסو٭ٜءסח
־�յֿײע䈼ם־מ⯁㐌㔔צն㎼ֽג � עמو٭ٜءסךױ TPDJFUZ獗⚶ֽצ
DVMUVSF倀ⵊס䟨餟⺅篁עײ둚ַֿյFDPOPNZ篑座ס䟨餟⺅篁גזַכַ⛼עײ
⪴ꄼגײֿ⻔⥰ն

նꌬַי銨מ杅䖇㠀㵅ַֹכַי气嵛ך㳔气ֿꀸ匆㐌㔔ס㳔ꯖؓةյؓע篙卸ס׆
䉖ꌃꀸ匆ꌃסך凰ס偙ֿյ倀ⵊ⚻簡מדױַ呧䒣ׂ媘յסؔطؼِٖؤ獗⚶溷ꅙ䊝䠊
յ宜ׂםעךׄדססיכ❿蔦䉁雄㸐מյ宜⠿㜟ⳛ־նַם곓ׂמ⦍䞯עכ׆ֵֿ
⠿㜟ⳛס圸ꅎ溷鞏꾴ֿ僻獏כ׆ַי锶ꄁַםםעיնסא圸ꅎ溷鞏꾴עכյ宜⠿㜟ⳛ䑛
յ凰錺䔔꼸劄סאչֿ☭סꄫ┪㎼ַם䱖⮂ꓪֿ㸴סꐦⵊ掣筶◝ַיכ锡㎋ם׀㝕׆鱍׀
סչ☭סꄫ┪㎼錺䔔꼸劄סյ宜⠿㜟ⳛע־篙卸ס׆նֵךכ׆ַֹכַי־茲
凰ס茴䒘䙎꿃詇מ獏ֿכ׆ַי鞅⺅ײնמյ蔦䉁雄❿עع٭ب ٤ٚف꽃潨סח�
ג⡑獏ַ⛼ն劄ַױ劳ֿכ׆׀ך粪䭥ׂت FDPOPNZ篑座ס䧯ꩽֵס偙䧯ꩽꇃ瓦
ֹնדׂיゼ偙ֵס侷芌䧯꒼汔镸┾סאյ汔镸ֿゼ┾ꓨ镄ך

㣐史歋秀㶨ծ牞歊ㄤ〳㶨ծ宕歊⢕⛒
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���宜⠿㜟ⳛ侷芌ס㵅鴫�**
ˌ獗⚶䝠ⳛ㳔肪ֽׄמ㳔ꯖؓةؓˌ

ꁿ䌑յعتط䧯緷ך廠霼焒溷ׂםעךׄדٜ؞تյ獗⚶䝠ⳛ溷ٜ؞ت獗⚶䙎כ䝠ⳛס㳔肪 �♧
┫յ4&- -&ն4ַיꓨ锡䙎ֿ飅ס汻阾瞏כ ⡠槏ח־ⲯ椙溷◜♐յ蔦⮔蔦麃յ☭ꪨꫀ➳յעכ
溷מ䪒ֹמ״ג䖩锡ם㕈勓溷ٜ؞تם㳔כ׆סتجٞوש)VNQISFZ�����ն&4% ַֽמ
ג鉿ⳛם偙ֿ㜟㵼溷ס獗⚶䝠ⳛ㳔肪צ霼焒㳔肪ֽמتجٞوס㜟㵼ס㳔肪脢סյ⠥չי
㳔מצ┮⺪姊ַיכֵך6/&4$0�����նסא㳔肪ꄼי䕑עٜ؞تגյ䖴脸ⲇյ蔦㸥䖥յ
♑脢ס俓䟨סגזַכײյ⣌䎘מꫀ䧯卸כ╭镸溷ؘٜؗסء٤ؕ٭ل⻔┪յ獗⚶溷鉿ⳛ
%$&0ַיׯ䒣ַ䔔꼸מ杅מלם庿㸴ס�����ն

臉䖥סاٚو٬ٜف٭ٞء宜⠿㜟ⳛ㺤獏嵛氠עوش٘بؠ٭٠ג獗⚶䝠ⳛ㳔肪ꓨ؆־
닫✄وش٘بؠ٭٠ס�ΐ�獗⚶䝠ⳛ㳔肪و٭ٜء�Ώ�㺤獏锶㳔ױն㳔气ג㵅鴫ךהג
סو٭ٜء ����٤�宜⠿㜟ⳛց٘بشؒن宜⠿㜟ⳛ㺤獏րמ╭ע�նΏגׄ⮔מو٭ٜء� 䌑 � 劓 �
傽 � 劓 �� 傽嵛氠յ宜⠿㜟ⳛס㕈勓溷ם焒餟ֽסאצ䔔꼸鞃僻٤٘بشؒنٜؾق
魕倣גזַי״幾צ㳔ֿם״ゼַ㓷סع٭بؠ٭٠עյ㳔气מכ㺤獏ꫀꅙמ �նΐ�
✑ס雭סח�յעךوش٘بؠ٭٠ס �� ꄼי宜⠿㜟ⳛס鞏꾴䝠ⳛ溷מ䯚ֻյ٤ٛط٭ٛ٭عت
魕倣גז鉿ؠ٭㸐需㒘٠⮂׀䠊䝠䑛ס㳔气י䩘岺氠ַסء �ն

�鬬⚈$PNNPO�#VU䈼沌ֵֿדր⪴ꄼםכ韢掾סյ宜⠿㜟ⳛיַֽמ㳔肪סַ
%JFSFOUJBUFE�3FTQPOTJCJMJUZ��$#%3ցמ撋掾䓜גי⫐㵼ך紬䧯גն宜⠿㜟ⳛםֹס㐌槉锺埛
鞏꾴מ㸐յ┞☭סאֿכץ鞏꾴מ潨⻔ׄյ❿⡑镸յ鉿ⳛյٚؕמٜؕذتن㜟㵼ֹג
ն㜟ַי״侷芌ֿ寛םֹ䗎⽿מゼַסאյעնꁿ䌑־ס׀ך㵅槁ימ־յַעצ㳔ם
㵼ֿמ׃宜⠿㜟ⳛؓיכ٤٘بؠ气ַיׂםױնעױ槁枱焒յסא槁枱מ膀⥰ׄյ
䞯ַ䈩ךׄדյ㝕ם׀┞婧םכնםֹסא脝ֻ־յ䝠ⳛ溷ם锡筶㳔⪛⺅מצյ☭չ
նגז䪒ع٭雭ؓיאյء٤ٛط٭ٛ٭عتיכ٭ٛع־ⳛ׀䖥ֿ痒ס

ֵךյ㐌槉锺埛鞏꾴ד朮靣筸ֿׁם⦍䞯ؔطؼِٖؤסבאյע䩘岺ס׆
宜⠿㜟ⳛゼ꾴㳔气蔦麃ס麃ꁿםゼ꾴יכ䯚ֻյ♑脢ס־槏闋⪴䠊ש⽿銨槁偙岺יכ劔ⲯ溷
ײסꫀ➳┪յ俙掾ס筤䋀עך׆׆նגױ气יכ雭ֿ✑סח�箽ֻյوش٘بؠ٭ն٠ֵך
䲔鼥ն魕倣 �ն

���宜⠿㜟ⳛ٤٘بؠؓסיׄ⻔מ
ˌ䮄䨏ס㳔ꯖؓةؓˌ

宜⠿㜟ⳛ侷芌 &4% ٭ؠتٜ٭ٌס״גס٤ց٘بؠր宜⠿ؓסؤتؾٗג׀יׄ♕翝⛺יכ欎┞ס
٬ٜؓ סز٭ٞو �꽝㔔�� 㳔吾ت٤ػف��� 侷䱅כ㳔肪��� 偡陭כꆻㅰ �� 㐌㔔ꅙ䶏ס卽篁ײ氠ַיյ
㎫ג脝ֻיַחמ٤٘بؠ宜⠿㜟ⳛؓסך㳔ꯖؓةؓ ���ն

傽勓סך煝⟵箽ֻי㳔气ֿ䊟㎼䔿מ气־卽篁ֵךײն♧┫ע⯼ꃍךو٭ٜءס✑䧯ג
㳔气ؓةؓסהג㳔ꯖס宜⠿㜟ⳛמꫀ䳀阋ֵך銨 �ն

孡⦪㢌侄肪ֶֽח㷕ꤍ،آ،
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խխխ邌 �խ㷕欰ך䲿周آ،״ח،㷕ꤍךד孡⦪㢌،ؙّٝء

ַׅ幾٦ٕ郌صؽ٥
犜姺ؙحثأٓف
կׅ

٥&$"ך㷕ꤍ،آ،٥
ٔه&$"ך㷕ꤍ،آ،
կ⡲䧭ׅ٦ء
٥$MJNBUF�&EVDBUJPO�
%BZֶך牜ְֻאկ
٥顠ְ暟欽آ،חؚحغ
،㷕ꤍךسٝٓـך秵
կׅ➜稱ؚحغ

أٓفװ٦ؘٕط٥ؒ
ꟼׅח⢪欽ךؙحث
կ⡲䧭ׅ٦ةأه
٥㢧굸䖓ח橆㞮㉏겗ח
遤ֲ儗涪邌גְא
կ鏣ֽ

٥㷕ⰻؙحثأٓفד⢪
欽犜姺ׅ٦ٕٕ瘻
㹀ׅկ项ꆃָ䗳銲
٥孡⦪㢌٦ؙٙך
邌➿ׅ⸇חفحّء
罏崢黎ׅկ
٥孡⦪㢌ـؙٓך
կֻא

ٕزنװؙحثأٓف٥
ؙٕ؎؟遤ֲٔⳢ椚ך
կ鋅㷕ׅ٦ةٝإ
孡ח٦غًٝךגץ٥ׅ
⦪㢌侄肪ך䱇噟㹋倵
կׅ
կ⡲葺ְ醡ㅷַى؞٥
يُٓؗٔؕ&$"٥
涪ׅկ
鏝㉏罏ך㷕ꤍ،آ،٥
ぢֽח孡⦪䞔㜠ך
կ䲿⣘ׅزحٖؿ٦ٔ

٥㷕ⰻؙحثأٓفךפ
䭯鴥剑㼭ꣲׅחկ
٥侄㹓ך٦ؾךד⢪欽
կׅח剑㼭ꣲ

أٓفװٕزنزحل٥
ٝؑؿծג欽ְؙحث
٥卉٥شذٝ٥鴋噟欽أ
կֻאؚحغؒ

٥랲匢س٦نز؎ٙم
٦ؕ٦و٦ؙّثծפ
կ㢌ִפ
٥J1BE瘝ך堣㐻欽ְגծ
ꂁ䋒项俱ך幾կ
٥孡⦪㢌㼎瘻ך䲿周
鏣縧կךأؙحن
٥孡⦪㢌ך傈ֻאծ
䠐陎넝կ
٥秵ך⢪欽ꆀ剑㼭ꣲח
կׅ

٥宏ؙׅٕ؎؟ٔկ
٥顠ְ暟欽ؙحغؒח
կꂁ䋒ׅ
٥秵ך⢪欽幾׃ծ
կ⢪欽ׅٝاػ

٥㷕ⰻד宏ꨵה孡ך⢪欽
ꆀ庠㹀ׅ٦ة٦ً
㼪Ⰵׅկ
⻉罈勀ׅ⳿䱖�٥$0
⢪欽ך荈鮦׃
幾ׅկ

٥ⱄ欰〳腉ؒפ٦ؘٕط
٦ٓ٦ازؿءך
ٕطػ
ךيذأء庠㹀ى؞٥
㼪Ⰵ
٥-&%ꨵ椔⢪欽ׅկ

剏ִ➿ך倵鏣ךגץ٥ׅ
ء٦ٓ٦ا٦ؘٕطؒ
וזيذأ
٥宏ꨵה孡ך⢪欽ꆀ鋉
ⵖׅկ

٥㹺残ؙحثأٓفך㺁
㐻ך⢪欽װկ
٥땼莔ך㾊呎加勞ח
�կׅ

٥㢩鿇ך孡⦪㢌⠓陽ח
⸇ׅկ

٥幠䰾幾ׅկ
嗚鎢Ⳣⴓ倯岀ךى؞٥
կׅ

٥孡⦪㢌חꟼׅ㉔涪կ
٥䎃ח♧䏝ծ孡⦪㢌ך
遤ֲկفحّء٦ؙٙ
٥孡⦪㢌㉏겗ח甧ぢ
獥籐⸆פ➂ְגַ
遤ֲկزأذִٝ

ف٦ؚٕ

ف٦ؚٕ

ف٦ؚٕ

ف٦ؚٕ

ف٦ؚٕ

ف٦ؚٕ

���㷕吤ؖأٝشغխխխ������侄䱇ה㷕统խխխխխ�����倵鏣ה麊㌀խխխխ���խ��㖑㚖鸬䵿
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♧┪յ䧯卸⪽✄溷מꃍֿג׀יյؓؓة㳔ꯖםײסյ㳔吾םֹס┞薭溷ם㳔צ㖪ך♀䔿⺅
նַםׂם㸴ע鞏꾴׀׳篁

睗מյ俙免ꪨס䱅噺鱩ֻםتّٝ٭بי┞ꅙס㳔ֹלצ圸碎־סַׂיյ杅ؓةؓמ㳔
ꯖםֹס气嵛⪴⻎✄♧㜽ס㳔סצ㖪עךꓨ锡ם鞏꾴ֹםכն

睗מյٗؤتؾ瞏ֿ䳀ゃز٭ٞو٬ٜؓ٭ؠتٜ٭ٌյהםյ⫙气ؙ٭؟ٜؾ瞏ס宜
⠿㜟ⳛס䱅噺ך㳔؆ֿכ׆ד㳔吾⫐ך㵅갾מ⪽槁ⵊםֹ鞃䕑ⲇֵס㳔סצ欎㘶ֿׂט潨
䭰ַםםעיׂם ��ն

睗מ � 硼ך箩♃ג宜⠿㜟ⳛ侷芌ס蔦䉁雄❿סٜ٭صםֹסع٭بꪛ溪ֵךն宜⠿㜟ⳛ侷
芌ꫀꅙوش٘بؠ٭٠㳔气蔦麃ס篁縨ךؔطؼِٖؤ㵅偡מֹ׀ךյ㳔气סהג㛽
儙סٜ٭صגꪛ溪ֿ寛ֹד״ն

睗 � ؠ٤ٛמ־ַמ槁枱סꄫ┪㎼ꀸ匆ׂ⦐ֿהג㳔气מյ杅מ槁枱ס汔┾ַׂי䜬ⵊמ䙊ꅋמ
նֵךסַי״Ⲛⲇֿ寛ַם簮ֻꪨסך㳔吾槁㖪עמ׆אնֵך掾ַֹכյ־籽ׄ

㔳 �խךث٦ٗف،٦ٕ٥ؙأ٦ٕم � 걄㚖�	 ⳿Ⱙ ��6/&4$0
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APPENDIX 1 ・ ♕ꜗ魕倣�
Questionnaire on How Climate Change Affects Particpants’ Countries ・  

宜骭㜟ⳛס䔔꼸ع٭آ٤ؓסיַחמ
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Q 1: What kind of adaption do you have in your community?

Q2: What kind of mitigation do you have in your community?

Name: ______________________
Country: ____________________

Copyright © 2019  宕歊⢕⛒灇瑔㹓

APPENDIX 2 ・ ♕ꜗ魕倣��
“Adaption and Mitigation in My Community” ・ 
蔦ֽׄמؔطؼِٖؤ宜⠿㜟ⳛמ㸐ꈌ䗎瞬ֽצ累⾔瞬
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כ�ف٦ؚٕ �ؕ㕂ؗٔأغծ؎ٝءطس،ך
㷕欰�せַ䧭կ4PDJFUZ爡⠓ֶ VMUVSF俑$ן״
⻉כず侧⦼֮דծךא�갪湡כח㣐䊴כ鋅
կְז

կ䧭㷕欰�せַךش㕂ؖ٦ؕ�כ�ف٦ؚٕ
$VMUVSF俑⻉ך侧⦼ָ➭ך갪湡ח嫰גץ湡甧
䠐陎װ穈》㼎ׅח넝ֻծ/BUVSF荈搫ג
⡚ְկכ

כ�ف٦ؚٕ �ؕ㕂٦وٍٝىծ؎ٝسծؕٝن
կ$VMUVSF俑⻉ָ剑䧭㷕欰�せַך،آ
䊴ז㣐ֹה�갪湡➭ךծָ֮כד⦼넝ְ侧
կְזכ

כ�ف٦ؚٕ �ؕ㕂傈劤ծيشزكծٝؾٔ؍ؿ
�せկ4PDJFUZ爡כ剣⸬㔐瘶䧭㷕欰�せַך
⠓ֶן״$VMUVSF俑⻉ָ넝ֻծ&DPOPNZ穗
幥ָ剑⡚ְկ

כ�ف٦ؚٕ �ؕ㕂ًٕؕ٦ٝծطٖؔٓؒءծ
կ$VMUVSF俑⻉䧭㷕欰�せַך،ٔكٔ
ָ넝ֻծ&DPOPNZ穗幥ָ剑⡚ְկ

כ�ف٦ؚٕ �ؕ㕂؍ؐٓوծص؛،ծؐ تٝؖ
կ$VMUVSF俑⻉ָ넝ֻծ䧭㷕欰�せַך
&DPOPNZ穗幥ָ剑⡚ְկ
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APPENDIX 3 ・ ♕魕倣��
Climate Change Actions at ARI ・ 
٤٘بؠ宜⠿㜟ⳛֽؓׄמ㳔ꯖؓةؓ
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 ∙ Which  exhibition, pictures, phrases or keywords are the most impressive? Please tick on the map below.

APPENDIX 4 ・ ♕ꜗ魕倣��
Work Sheet for BE*hive ・ #&�IJWF氠ع٭بؠ٭٠

 ∙ Why?

 ∙ Throughout exhibition in zone A to D, what messages did you get?

 ∙ According to data of exhibition, who causes climate change?

 ∙ According to data of ehibition, who will suffer from climate change most?

 ∙ Generally speaking, richt countries suffer loss, poor countries suffer more because of climate change. 
    How do you feel about that?

Please give us any comments and suggestions.

Copyright © 2019  宕歊⢕⛒灇瑔㹓
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I am ____________________ (your name).

The reason why I came to Japan is to ____________________.                            

My hometown where I was born and raised is ____________________ (what kind of place it is? 
Please explain using adjectives etc...).

I like very much my hometown because ____________________. 

There now, ____________________ (what is happening in your community?).

I ____________________ (what do you feel or think about that?).

When I go back to my hometown, I would like to ____________________. 

What I do not want to lose is ____________________ (what is most important in your life?).

APPENDIX 5 ・ ♕ꜗ魕倣��
Storytelling ・ ء٤ٛط٭ٛ٭عت

Copyright © 2019  宕歊⢕⛒灇瑔㹓
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Climate Change Poem 
Ngoh Rita Nsakani, Cameroon

waste here and there 

nowhere to place a foot

materials emitted from the sea 

enough to start up a supermarket

life under water struggling like creatures without mothers

mixtures of gases competing with each other in the air

You send out but I receive the most 
You create but I am destroyed 
our rich biodiversity both on land and sea are nowhere to be found

the conscience of great men and women 

lie cold like dead bodies

the young and the old alike 

there is no one to guide 

behaviours, cultures, and lifestyle all lost to so called modernity

the result are environmental hazards competing against each other

we need a saviour to save us from this neighbour

but it may be better if we first take that measure

We have come a long way
Patrick Kullie, Liberia

a world of beauty she once lived in

with glory and splendor 

we all adored

the freshness of air and the beauty of nature

a soil upon which my ancestors sowed their seeds

has flown into a dusty brown sky, leaving the rocks uncovered
the beautiful trees under which grandparents sat for stories

were taken in a hurry

we have come a long way

a choice we have no more

the fight against climate change is a must
from global warning to global worming

we have come a long way

take action now!

APPENDIX 6 ・ ♕ꜗ魕倣��
Climate Change Poems ・ 宜⠿㜟ⳛ雭
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Mother Earth
Lordson Setsoafia Kwasi Tagbodza, Ghana

I am Mother Earth

I gave birth to triplets 

The soil, the sea, and the atmosphere are my children

I am friendly and the most habitable place for all creation

Each of my children is specially endowed with resources for good living

I am the land, the land of Ghana

I have received my fair share of resources from Mother Earth

I am beautiful and adorable

I am the home of plants

Gold, diamond, and iron are found in my belly

My beauty is found in the green vegetative clothes that hide my nakedness

Trees, shrubs, climbers, twines, herbs, and micro-plants celebrate my generosity

Tropical trees give me protection from the rain and the scorching sun

I enjoy peace from the serene aroma from the flowers and the smell of tropical fruits
Because I am protected

I endeavor to provide rich food for my children

Micro-animals are my cook and the minerals are my recipe

I have abundance of nitrogen, potassium, phosphorus, calcium, magnesium and the likes 

To make my food palatable

[Call for attention] Ahhhhh, eeeiiii—Help! Help!

I am finished, I am robbed
My treasures are stolen, my happiness is taken away 

My beauty is taken away

I have been stripped naked by wicked assailants from foreign lands

My medicinal plants are abused to commit crimes

I have been forced to drink poison 

My soldiers are killed

My tropical trees are in exile  

My clothes are taken away 

And my joy is turned to sorrow

[Cry] Somebody help! Somebody help!

I used to provide tens of thousands of harvests 

Now I am rendered barren, harvest now in kilograms

I used to be the home of other smaller organisms 

Today I lost all these friends of mine 

I am forced to swallow polythene, to eat indigestible food

孡⦪㢌侄肪ֶֽח㷕ꤍ،آ،
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I am the green plant, a peacemaker between the land and the atmosphere

I arrest the ultra-violet rays of the sun and prevent them from harming the soil

I swallow the dangerous emissions and reduce their effects on the atmosphere
Am I not a peacemaker? 

[Call for attention] Why do you hate and harm me?

 I spend sleepless nights mediating between the atmosphere and the land

These selfless services were not respected
I am destroyed with impunity

Those who hate me in the east are now seeking my return in the west

They are now my enemies, visited by heat waves

Typhoons and landslides are knocking at their doors

Flood and weather uncertainty have become their neighbors

They become their annual visitors

[Deep call] Who is listening? Who is watching? 

Tell someone to bring back my treasures

Bring back my dignity

Replant the trees you have cut down 

Bring back my vegetation and you will have peace

Replace the trees on the beaches

The canopy over my rivers

Cover my nakedness and remove my shame

Do not poison me, do not force me to eat what makes me vulnerable

[Scream for help] Nai… Nai… No… No…

Where are you? 

Come and help me

I am helpless, put in a word for me

The rocks in my belly are removed

My chair is removed beneath me 

My children, run, take refuge

Hide your face 

A disaster typhoon is coming

An earthquake is near

A flood is knocking at your door
The land and mudslide is not far from you

Take care of me 

And I will take care of you

㣐史歋秀㶨ծ牞歊ㄤ〳㶨ծ宕歊⢕⛒
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A Wish to Wounded Land
Mana Hleih, Myanmar

You are the house to live
You provide foods to eat
You are feeding plants, animals, human beings, insects
Recycling nature is in you; you are providing living things, and they are interrelated

Each single part has its own timing in you as you are supporting each single part

I like to do a handshake with you when I see fresh fruits, nice flowers, fishes in the fresh 
water, birds in the tree, and colorful nature

You might be proud of yourself
What a lovely land you are

My forefathers were faithful to you; they used to tell me how to live in you

When I was young, I used to walk into the deep forest and sleep under big trees

I used to breathe fresh air and used to drink clean water anywhere

I used to hear bird sweetly singing in the tree, and gentle breezes from the brook

Things used to be in harmony

I used to see people helping each other co-exist

How wonderful it was

Today, the residents are not fair; a big gap between powerful and powerless

The powerful are selfish; they are preserving and keeping their belongings, but taking out the 
belongings of the powerless

Big trees I used to see are gone; plastic elements are returning back

Fresh waters I used to drink are polluted; chemical elements are there

The harmonious community I used to experience is disappearing

The birds can’t sing anymore, for the air is not fresh at all because of selfish residents
There is no safe place to produce safe food; the hungry are increasing in number

You are already in wounded
Land, you might be crying and waiting with eager longing for the revealing of helpers

I want to tell it to the world

I wish you would hear again the birds singing

I want to see again what I used to see in you

I want to get back what I used to have from you

I want to invite the world to come and see the wounds in you

I want to continue keeping life in communion for a better future

May your wounds and tears be seen and healed

May the world hear my wishes…

Land, may you see the revealing of helpers

孡⦪㢌侄肪ֶֽח㷕ꤍ،آ،
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“Food is...” 
Deepening our understanding of food  
at the Asian Rural Institute

INTRODUCTION

To make something food, a process of transformation must occur. It may be as simple as 

harvesting a cabbage blossom or washing a carrot before popping it in one’s mouth. Or it 

might involve cutting, combining, and cooking, as we might do with pork, onion, and komat-
suna. It can even be quite an intensive process, requiring special skills and equipment such as 

milling flour or brewing soy sauce. But once that natural object is transformed into food, it 
has the power to take on entirely new meanings. Moreover, what is now food has the power 

to transform individuals and communities. 

The Asian Rural Institute’s (ARI) founder, Toshihiro Takami, was transformed when he 
took a job as a cook for a missionary, Albert Faurot, in Japan. “This was a transformation that 

seems to have been brought about not by some effort at ideological persuasion but by a 
number of small every day acts.”1 Many of those ordinary acts were grounded in respect and 

sharing. He experienced acceptance from someone outside his home culture and that prompt-

ed Takami to question all of the assumptions he had learned about superiority and inferiority. 

Additionally, the job as a cook was the vehicle that afforded him this opportunity. In this 
somewhat tangential way, food was the catalyst that set a new course for his life. 

With this in mind, “ARI’s training program involves focusing on one very important 

form of matter: food, including its relation to both human beings and the environment.”2 ARI 

responds to contemporary concerns about food, summarized here by Michael Pollan: 
Our growing distance from any direct, physical engagement with the processes by which the raw stuff 
of nature gets transformed into a cooked meal is changing our understanding of what food is. Indeed, 
the idea that food has any connection to nature or human work or imagination is hard to credit when 
it arrives in a neat package, fully formed.3
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ARI seeks to close the distance, emphasizing rather than minimizing the relationships 

between food, work, and nature. While I was at ARI as a researcher and volunteer, I learned 

much about the culture of ARI, which means learning a lot about food. 

At ARI, food has special significance and therefore must be cared for and treated with 
respect. More than that even, I would go so far as to say that daily life at ARI revolves around 

food. It organizes the work schedule and encourages conversations; it keeps people alive 

every day and has been offered to nearby community members in times of crisis. It is a way 
for people to learn communication and leadership skills and it helps people explain who they 

are and where they come from. It also offers a chance to develop a deeper relationship with 
the environment and an understanding of natural cycles. In many ways, food is the heart of 

ARI even while it maintains multiple meanings to different community members. In this 
essay, I will begin by discussing my methodology, my approach to research at ARI. Next, I 

will discuss the themes that emerged about food—life, medicine, love, pleasure, and poli-

tics—and interweave them with research about food to provide additional perspectives. 

Lastly, I will turn my attention to some of the food barriers that exist for individuals and 

communities and conclude the essay with a summary.

METHODOLOGY

To gather data for this project, I engaged in participant observation and interviewing.4 Partic-

ipant observation means participating in activities while observing with an analytical mind, 

taking field notes by hand in a notebook during activities, and then expanding those notes 
by typing them up and adding as many details as possible. The goal is to get a sense of the 

rhythms and values of everyday life and gain a deep base of knowledge from which to draw 

examples and insights for analysis. I lived near ARI for five months (February to July) in 2019 
and engaged in ‘Foodlife Work’ and other aspects of daily life during that time. 

I also interviewed over forty community members: staff, participants, and volunteers. 
At ARI, participants are trainees who participate in a nine-month training program. These 

interviews ranged from around half an hour to about two hours long. I recorded them with a 

digital recorder and then transcribed them. Interviews offer a researcher different perspec-

tives and an opportunity to ask direct, clarifying questions that provide valuable knowledge 

for analysis. Together, participant observation and interviewing are especially powerful 

because not only does a researcher gain the type of understanding that comes from doing an 

activity oneself, he/she also can check his/her understanding by asking direct questions 

about the experience in an interview. Additionally, an interviewee may answer a question in 

one way but then engage in a different kind of behavior at a different time. By seeing people in 
situ and talking with them in an interview, researchers can confirm or complicate their 
understanding of people’s mindsets and actions, which is helpful for understanding the 

nuances of human behavior and beliefs. By analyzing my field notes and interview tran-

scripts, I found five themes about food that can provide depth about the ways that people 
conceptualize, discuss, and treat food at ARI.
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THEMES

People recognize that food is more than something to consume to keep them alive. Certainly, 
staying alive is some people’s first thought about food. In answer to the question, “Food is 
_________ ,” people said things like “necessary,” “very important,” “what makes me,” (indicating 

that it literally becomes part of the body) and “myself,” meaning, “without food, I cannot live.” 

But they also explained that food was “more than the things you eat.” Food not only keeps 

people alive, but it also acquires cultural meanings that evoke values, attitudes, and beliefs. 

Food itself communicates; it is a physical way to express traditions and relationships between 

people. At ARI, the food reflects the intensively intercultural nature of the place, which 
means that people bring knowledge, skills, values, and preferences about food from all over 

the world and combine them in the kitchen of Koinonia (the main building and dining hall 
of ARI). What they produce could be called a “third taste.” Jean Duruz and Gaik Cheng Khoo 
explain that, “third taste” refers to a combination of food that one knows and prefers—first 
taste—and the food of an unknown person or culture—second taste. They state, “the eating 

of each other’s food… and… tasting hybridity [can be thought of] as a dynamic tension of self 
and other, past and future—a neither-wholly-‘self’-nor-‘other’ third taste that is distinctively 
‘something else.’”5 Third taste, then, is a way to recognize the connections and combinations 

of mixing cultures as they manifest in food.

As a concept, third taste offers an especially appropriate description of the food at ARI, 
which is constantly shifting flavors and reflects the learning and experimentation of the 
cooks in the kitchen even as it adheres to a routine of serving certain foods on certain days 

and ensuring that each meal has consistent components (i.e., a soup, rice, main dish, and side 

dish). Eating in Koinonia means experiencing third taste. Therefore, when offering answers 
to my interview questions, staff, participants, and volunteers brought not only all of their 
home and traveling food experiences with them but also the values and norms of talking 

about and eating food at ARI together. Over half of the people I interviewed answered the fill-
in-the-blank question above with, “life,” which is the first theme I will discuss below. But 
there were other themes that emerged as well that are worth discussing: medicine, love, plea-

sure, and politics. These answers reveal the layering of meaning that we attach to food and 

offer insights into the ARI community.

Food is Life 
This theme is about food as all-encompassing—which certainly indicates its biological foun-

dations—but also about all of the intricacies of life such as relationships and economics. It 

communicates a connection to nature and work as well. Interestingly, two people said, “Food 

is life”; “Food is everything.” To them and others, food is not only central, it is the essence of 

life itself, and in that sense, everything. In this way, people talked about food being essen-

tial to being alive, as something that comprises their body, but also as something that needs 

to be cared for as a living thing. In beginning to explore this theme, people contrasted food 

with death, linking food to survival. One person said, “Without food, you cannot survive.” 

Along these lines people responded with, Food is “fundamental to life” or “part of my life.” 
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One person said that it is “important to life” and another said it is “why I survive.” So, in a 

literal way, food keeps people alive; therefore, it is life-giving. 

In this way, some people also saw food as energy, something that allows them to grow, 

work and develop. Answers that indicated this are “food,” “fuel,” and “power.” One person 

said, “Food is food,” conceptualizing food as the energy that allows a living thing to continue. 

Similarly, “food as fuel” is an interesting kind of mechanical idea. It points to the body as a 

machine that needs to be powered, and food becomes the fuel that allows it to move and work. 

“Food is power” means that food gives people the ability to think, to engage in labor and to 

stand up for themselves in literal and metaphorical ways. In some ways, this aspect of food as 

life has overlaps with another theme, politics, but for now, I will stay focused on these life-

giving components of food since they are what makes this theme unique. 

Beyond people’s own perspectives, one reason why food might most commonly be 

thought of as life is that this is part of ARI’s mission. At ARI, the term “Foodlife” inextricably 

connects food and life, weaving them together and constantly reinforcing this idea not only 

through language but also through daily physical labor that emphasizes one’s own life with 

the food that members are working to grow. ARI’s 2019 Training Handbook explains,

Foodlife is a special term used at ARI to express the reality that food and life cannot be separated; both 
depend on each other. God has given us the gift of creation so that we can sustain our lives by making 
food. Human beings cannot survive without food, so we work to sustain life through a healthy relation-
ship with nature. At ARI we are making an effort to create Foodlife in which the soil becomes richer as 
we produce food and human relationships to become more beautiful. … ARI Foodlife involves activi-
ties such as producing, processing, cooking and eating food and sharing [it] with others. Foodlife pro-
vides learning opportunities to deepen our understanding of organic farming, the importance of food, 
[the] dignity of labor, and the necessity of food self-sufficiency for people’s self-reliance.6

This quote previews some of the complexity of food that I will discuss later in this essay, 

which makes sense since “life” is a complicated word. The end of the quote points to political 

power, as mentioned in the previous paragraph. It also ties in the idea of nature as an integral 

part of “food and life.”

The answer, “food is life,” points to the cyclical nature of growing food, harvesting it, 

preparing it and consuming it. Then putting food waste into animal feed or compost to be food 

for the things that will once again become our food. Thinking of “food as life” is the essence of 

ARI and the concept of foodlife, a core value of ARI. It is not surprising that people would see a 

strong connection between food and life. Indeed, our everyday activities reinforce the rela-

tionship, eating food to live. But, as Pollan’s quote above indicates, this understanding is novel, 
particularly in a world where modern food might bear no resemblance to its natural origins 

and the labor of growing and preparing food is largely undervalued and invisible.7

Food is Medicine
Related to “life,” five people said, “Food is medicine.” Thinking of “food as medicine” is 
wrapped up in thinking of “food as life,” but it has some distinguishing features that are worth 

discussing. Like “life,” “food is medicine” communicates the feeling of the importance of food 
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as well as its connection to survival and biological needs. As Sarah Bowen, Joslyn Brenton, 

and Sinikka Elliott write, “Food matters. It’s a central part of our daily lives. It’s vital to our 

health and our social lives.”8 When we think “food is medicine,” we recognize the role that 

food plays in creating our bodies and shaping our social interactions. Similar to “life,” think-

ing of “food as medicine” is common at ARI and is part of the curriculum for ARI participants. 

The ARI 2019 Training Handbook implores, “Remember, FOOD IS MEDICINE!”9 Therefore, it 

is not surprising that this would be one of the most prominent themes. 

However, “food is medicine” has its own connotations that mark it as somewhat different 
from “food is life.” Unlike “life,” it does not evoke cycles in the same way; it is focused on human 
health in a way that “life” is not. Whereas “food is life” can refer to plants, non-human animals, 

and ecosystems in addition to humans, “medicine” positions eating healthy food as a way to 

avoid expensive medical costs or arduous trips to a hospital. In this way, the answer “medi-

cine” re-centers humans instead of having the more holistic connotation that “life” does. 

Additionally, whereas “life” implies its opposite “death,” “medicine” suggests “disease” or 

“illness.” Therefore, “medicine” becomes a way of communicating that food is a treatment, 

something to maintain or restore health. This is an idea that goes back to ancient civiliza-

tions; Innocenzo Mazzini states that dietary practices’ “aim was not merely to cure illness but 

also—even primarily—to prevent ill health.”10 Taking care of one’s health can certainly 

prolong one’s life, but for ordinary illnesses such as the flu or even chronic but survivable 
diseases such as diabetes, the idea that “food is medicine” communicates not the life and death 

extremes of famine and starvation. Rather it points to the quality of food; it encourages people 

to think of food as more than available or not. Healthy or unhealthy becomes one of the central 

concerns for those who think of “food as medicine.” Another concern would be for balance, 

seeking out a variety of types of food to ensure proper nutrition. Food, in this calculation, 

then becomes more than a means of survival; it becomes a protection against poor health, 

which is why one would share food to show love.

Food is Love
The title of this theme, “food is love,” was an answer that one interviewee gave. It is true that 

sharing food shows care for another person, and we often use food to mark important occa-

sions such as births, marriages, and deaths that foster community and love among people. 

These uses of food mark its positive and negative social and spiritual components. Food 

has had a long-standing history as a tool for bringing people together. As Francis Joannes 

explains, “When people—from the highest court official to the humblest of farmers—drank 
from the same cup, a kind of fraternity was established.”11 For these reasons, food is a “power-

ful tool to connect people,” as one interviewee put it. Food is part of culture—an indicator of 

rituals and traditions—but it can also be used strategically to bring people together, as it does 

daily at ARI through labor, songs, and prayers at mealtimes. 

Another common sentiment associated with the idea that “food is love” at ARI is the 

concept of sharing, and with this in mind, it is not surprising that many people would see 

food as associated with community, with other people. It helps us understand the things we 

have in common. Marion Nestle contends, food “cannot help but represent the larger issues 
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that affect us all. Everyone eats. People around the world differ in many ways, but dinner 
unites us all.”12 In a world where hospitality and friendship are often communicated by 
sharing food, people show respect and comradery by sharing food. If someone is willing to 

give what they have, especially something as central to life as food, that goes a long way to 

developing a relationship with another person. 

In fact, sharing food as a means of building relationships is central to the story of ARI’s 

beginning. Takami was deeply moved by the people in Bangladesh who shared their food 

with the members of the Japanese relief team who had come to help them in the cyclone 

disasters. Takami said, “Food is the thing that allows them to overcome the barriers making 

communication difficult. Through producing and sharing their own food, everyone finally 
becomes one community (one common body).”13 In this understanding, it is not only food that 

is shared but also the community and one’s physical being. By eating the same, our bodies 

have things in common; they become made of the same materials. Related to this idea of food 

as part of the body are clear spiritual connections.

One person responded that food is, “spiritual,” which has associations with the “food as 

life” theme. But I am including it here because to say that food is spiritual implies a commu-

nion of some sort, the building of a different sort of relationship. Although religions use food 
to build community and mark important occasions, to think about “food as spiritual” can also 

mean building a relationship with a higher being. Depending on one’s religious beliefs, that 

could be a specific god or something more general. Additionally, the conceptualization of 
“food as love” aligns with the perspective of the san-ai spirit, or ‘three loves:’ “love God, love 

the soil, and love the neighbor.”14 Although food is not one of the three loves, it is a product of 

this kind of mindset and connects spirituality with caring for the earth and caring for other 

people; these are foundational concepts for ARI as indicated in the quote above from ARI’s 

Training Handbook. The connection between food and Christianity (and other religions to a 

lesser extent) at ARI is often reinforced through daily rituals and the mission of ARI.
One other note about this theme is that although food can certainly bring people togeth-

er, it can also create divisions or mark differences. Although no one whom I interviewed 
expressed this notion, I see it as a flip-side to “love” that should be acknowledged. One way 
this manifests is through seating arrangements at tables, they can take on particular signifi-

cance when expressing power. For example, sitting at the head of the table communicates 

power. Interestingly (and perhaps intentionally) ARI’s dining tables are round, which 

communicates equality. But this is not always the case for all eating situations. Massimo 

Montanari describes how this functioned in the classical period: “It is important to stress that 

sitting at a table together was not only a useful tool for social aggregation and unity but also 

an instrument of separation and exclusion. … Excommunication… often took the form of 
being sent away from the table.”15 By unifying—showing love—for some people, community 

members can also show disdain, fear, or indifference to others.
One way this happens is through what seems to be an unintentional but still problem-

atic practice of sharing food only with people who are the same as you. While I was at the ARI, 

I saw this happen among some groups who would consistently sit together at lunch to the 

exclusion of other people. Another way that this can happen is that if one person craves the 
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same kind of food as another, they may go out to eat together or make a special meal with one 

another and not think to include other people. These actions are not intentionally exclusion-

ary, but they do create conflict sometimes, particularly in a place where food carries such 
importance in the community. 

The more intentional, malicious way that food can be divisive is when people are not 

open to new foods and new cultures and use food to express dislike for another person or 

group. Duruz and Khoo recount why eating together does not always indicate love or respect 
for another person: “However, while food provides perhaps an easy starting point for conver-

sation, … sharing of tables (and sharing food, if this occurs) should not be regarded simply as 

a form of fuzzy ‘multicultural free-for-all.’ Propinquity under the same roof does not neces-

sarily ensure positive cross-cultural interactions.”16 Thinking of “food as love” engenders 

opportunities for respect and community; it can even foster more spiritual connections to the 

earth and religious figures. But it has another side where, intentional or not, people may feel 
unequal and undervalued. Duruz and Khoo put it succinctly: “Eating together…is steeped in 
both pleasure and anxiety—the power for food to create, and to mirror, identities of belong-

ing and togetherness, as surely as it can push identity meanings apart.”17

Food is Pleasure 
“Food is good,” was the direct answer that one interviewee gave and, in doing so, communi-

cated not only the life-giving properties of food but also the simple pleasure of eating some-

thing that fills the stomach and tastes delicious. This sentiment is echoed by Claude Fischler 
when he writes that food encompasses “two seemingly antithetical aspects of the modern 

food system: functionality and pleasure.”18 That is to say that when we desire food, we desire 

something appealing and nourishing. The lure of food is in not just its sustenance but also in 

its taste. One interview participant described food as, “delicious, essential, a crutch, comfort, 

fattening, and beautiful.” This answer showcases the complexity of food, particularly for 

communities that have more than enough food to eat. The sensuousness of food is brought 

to the forefront when we think of “food as pleasure.” Speaking logically, it makes sense that 

humans would learn to expect something necessary for our survival to be accompanied by a 

desirable experience; one rooted in textural contrast and flavor complements. 
Unfortunately, these tasty elements are also the factors that can be exploited and engi-

neered to elicit the “bliss point” in food, that is, the perfect combination of salt, sugar, and fat 

in processed food that makes overeating almost a foregone conclusion.19 Fischler explains, 

“Apart from price, three factors contribute to the success of these new [food] products: taste, 

healthfulness, and convenience. But taste comes first: the ‘organoleptic,’ or pleasure value, of 
food is paramount.”20 It is, therefore, the pleasure of food that tricks our brains into overin-

dulging. This is why food, in many countries, can produce complex feelings of guilt and 

anxiety. Only a few people whom I interviewed talked about food in this way; it is a darker 

side to the life- and love-giving properties of food that many people—even those who feel 

shame or fear about food—feel toward it.

More than deliciousness, though, the pleasure of eating can be about knowing the work 

that went into producing the food. Michael Pollan lays out the argument:
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Tongue taste is the straightforward chemical phenomenon that takes place whenever molecules make 
contact with taste buds, something that happens with any food as a matter of course. Tongue taste is 
the kind of easy, accessible flavor that any food scientist or manufacturer can reliably produce in order 
to make food appealing…. Hand taste, however, involves something greater than mere flavor. It is the 
infinitely more complex experience of a food that bears the unmistakable signature of the individual who 
made it—the care and thought and idiosyncrasy that that person has put into the work of preparing it. 
Hand taste cannot be faked…. What hand taste is, [Pollan] understood all at once, is the taste of love.21

To be sure, thinking of “food as pleasure” overlaps with thinking of it as “love.” Love, though, 

is about building relationships and “pleasure” is about enjoyment. As “hand taste” indicates, 

we can enjoy food not only for its flavor but also for the work that goes into producing it. I 
certainly experienced this at ARI when I would pick a particular crop during morning Food-

life Work and then see that veggie on my plate at lunch. I was able to make the connection 

between my labor and the food I was eating, and I felt happy because of my own efforts and 
involvement with this unique community. Additionally, there is a pleasure in cooking food, 

knowing that someone has labored for another’s benefit or that one has overcome a challenge, 
learning a skill that they did not have before. In this way, “food is pleasure,” demonstrates 

a complexity that is belied by the statement, “food is good,” but nevertheless emerges upon 

careful reflection.

Food is Politics
Very few people thought of “food as politics,” which is a conceptualization of food that does 
not come up very often at ARI directly. However, it is an undercurrent and worth exploring 
here a bit. In the most neutral sense, politics shape our food experiences.22 But the relation-

ship between food and politics goes deeper than mere experiential influence. Like the divisive 
power of food, it is not pleasant to think about food as a tool of oppression or as a basic need 

that many people do not have reliable access to. Furthermore, in a place where people from all 

over the world come into contact with one another—as is the case at ARI—it is possible that 

directly discussing the political power of food would generate productive but also potentially 

hurtful conversations. Only two interviewees made an explicit connection to politics in their 

answers, but it is impossible not to address the political implications of food. One person said 

that they saw food as “tainted.” By this they meant that food carries the baggage of inequal-

ity; it is tainted with the unfair practices meaning that some have more than enough high-

quality food while others suffer and are even blamed for their own precarious situations. As 
Bowen, Brenton, and Elliott report, “Food, and our bodies, are also bellwethers of inequality.” 
23 Access to resources such as land and water as well as political conflicts and climate change 
mean that, historically and contemporarily, food is fraught with disparity. And because food 

is inherently integrated with life, our bodies show the consequences of the food we consume 

or fail to consume.

Another answer that only one person gave was, “Food is a human right.” This also has 

political connotations but ones that are slightly different from those that conceived of “food 
as tainted.” In thinking of “food as a human right,” this person recognizes that inequality 
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exists, but articulates their vision of food as something positive, a human right, as something 

that everyone should have equal access to. Even though this sentiment is at the heart of ARI’s 

mission, it is a perspective that is not often expressed in this way, in political terms. But it is 
part of ARI. As Samuel Sihombing argues, in a past issue of euodoô: Journal of Rural Future Study: 

Food is a basic need of humans and other creatures, but there are still many countries that cannot 
meet the needs of the society. It is a pity that in this advanced age, there are so many people who still 
cannot obtain enough food. But more worrisome is [that] there are still many countries that throw 
food away in vain.24 

This quote bridges the divide between thinking of “food as politics” and “food as life.” Because 

food is central to our lives, our health, and our relationships, it may also be thought of as 

something that can be denied, and, therefore, something that leaves some at a great disadvan-

tage. Because of the marginalization enacted through safe and healthy food access, Bowen, 

Brenton, and Elliott urge the kind of thoughtfulness about food that exists at ARI. They argue, 

We need to reframe the way we think of food: not as a privilege to be dispensed by charities to people 
who deserve it, but as a fundamental human right, for everyone. The right to food is included in the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted by the United Nations in 1948.25

Even as ARI constantly and explicitly reinforces the relationships between food and life, and 

food and medicine, it implicitly frames food as social and loving. By offering indulgent food 
as a treat for special occasions, ARI also implicitly affiliates food with pleasure. Through 
the framing of food as self-sufficiency and including a copy of the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights in the Training Handbook, ARI also recognizes that food is political.26 This 

might not be the way that most people at ARI think about food, but it is certainly an under-

current and a component of the training that participants receive while there.

If I was to summarize food in one word, it would be “complex.” Food not only nourishes 

our bodies, it also tells us who we are, where we come from, and what is valuable. It is worth 

noting that none of the participants in my study take food for granted; none talked about food 

as something to be ignored or something that will always be abundant. If nothing else, the 

staff, participants, and volunteers at ARI adopt a reverence about food, an awareness of its 
centrality, as answers like life, medicine, love, and pleasure communicate. Even the more 

ambivalent answer of politics acknowledges food’s importance while also showing its poten-

tial for inequality and power.

DISCUSSION

Food serves many purposes; it is a “way people celebrate one another, affirm identities, resist 
oppression, and experience and negotiate networks of care and community.”27 ARI recognizes 

the potential of food and uses its campus to train people to live with intentionality. But it is 

also worth considering what challenges exist in food preparation and preservation. There are 

individual barriers such as skills and knowledge, which ARI addresses effectively by encour-
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aging, “learning by doing.”28 But there are also social, economic, and environmental barriers. 

ARI tries to take these into consideration when designing the training program for 

participants. ARI uses the concept of “appropriate technology” in the kitchen as well as the 

field. Appropriate technology means, “Participants often ask which technique is the best, but 
you [the participants] are the ones who know about your own community’s situation and can 

choose the most appropriate techniques. ARI would like to demonstrate as many different 
techniques as possible...”29 It would not be helpful to learn a method with a technology that 

was not widely available or irrelevant in one’s home community or climate. I noticed this 

approach happening in the kitchen as well, which demonstrated a thoughtfulness on ARI’s 

part. For example, community members explicitly talked about challenges to the food 

processing part of the curriculum. ARI has different preservation practices: root cellar, 
processing (e.g., making miso from soybeans), electric refrigeration and freezing, and drying. 

However, they do not usually teach canning because food preservation materials are often 
very expensive (e.g., jars for sealing food in). 

In some ways, though, in the kitchen of ARI, the needs of the community must take 

precedence. Therefore, that means big gas stoves and burners, ovens, plenty of sinks, knives, 

utensils, and spices. Additionally, industrial sterilizers keep people safe from food-borne 

illnesses. But some of these materials may not be equally accessed or useful to learn. An infra-

structure like this might make it difficult to adapt ARI’s techniques in a home community 
situation even while it is necessary for the operation of ARI. So, there is a bit of a tension there.

Equipment and practices, such as those at ARI, are the frequently invisible forces that 

play an important role in how food makes it to the table. Indeed, in their book Pressure Cooker, 
Bowen, Brenton, and Elliott explain that without adequate time, space, and materials, prepar-

ing food at home is often more than challenging. This is to say nothing of things like clean and 
plentiful water, good roads to transport food or other materials for growing food, education 

about food safety and preparation, all of which can become assets or barriers for communi-

ties. While food itself can come to take on specific meanings for an individual or in a commu-

nity, food, in society, also reflects sound government policies and protections as well as a 
peaceful country, factors that impact the degree to which people can adequately feed them-

selves and their families. 

CONCLUSION

Food has the power to transform. But it is also a storehouse and expression of memory and 

identity. Albert Sonnenfeld elaborates, “Food is perhaps the most distinctive expression of 

an ethnic group, a culture, or, in modern times, a nation.”30 This points to the dynamism of 

food; it simultaneously recalls for us the past and reveals what is possible. Those possibilities 

can be inspiring or frightening, which is why there is so much to say about food and what 

it means to people. As Bowen, Brenton, and Elliott state, “Food is never just food.”31 This is 

why asking people to complete this sentence, “Food is _________ ,” allowed me to uncover such 

varying perspectives and implications even within a community that seems to have its mind 
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made up about food. After all, at ARI there are many different experiences and expressions 
of food mixing together and informing daily life, making ARI a beautiful place to transform 

one’s own relationship with food. 
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Survey on Actual Sales of Organic and  
Eco-Friendly Products in Minamata

ABSTRACT

This paper aims to clarify the current selling situation among farmers and other producers in 

Minamata City, especially those who are engaged in organic farming and other environmen-

tally oriented businesses. Despite the city’s tragic history of the “Minamata disease”1, many 

producers mentioned that public awareness of safe food and environmental issues is not very 

high. Rather, Minamata disease has created division among citizens in Minamata City and 

it seems this is affecting their sales in the area. Results show that, in many cases, more than 
half of the consumers are from outside Kumamoto Prefecture. Still, a few producers are selling 
more to neighbors in their locality, and there is also a new initiative, Minamata Taberu Tsûshin, 

which is supported by local people. Moreover, it seems that communication between producers 

and consumers strengthens their mutual understanding and supports long term relationships 

regardless of where the consumers are living. On the other hand, producers are struggling with 

small and varied tasks—from producing to processing and selling—and face the necessity of 

renewing products and sending information due to changes in consumers’ lifestyles.

1. PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND

I wanted to know the real situation of marketing in organic and other environmentally 

oriented businesses, such as who is buying their products and what kind of problems they 

are facing. 

Those questions originate from my concern of how to empower rural areas through the 

‘local production and local consumption’ (chisan-chishô) movement. When I was a university 

student, I was sad seeing the same chain stores standing alongside the main roads in different 
cities across rural Japan. I also became aware of depopulation, which was repeatedly reported 

on in newspapers at the time, and from observing my batchmates who got jobs in big cities 

rather than going back to their hometowns in the province. After graduating from university 
and finding a job at a long-established Japanese confectionery maker, I witnessed the aging of 
many people who support this industry and the lack of successors. I even felt dissatisfied and 
frustrated when I was trying to find new materials for developing new products because I 
found that they seemed not to have changed their model for decades, and even new products 

were just following trends and not distinctive from competitors’ products. In those times, I 
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took a business trip to Minamata and had an opportunity to talk to Mr. Hiroshi Amano, then-

president of Amano Tea Farm, who also cooperated with this survey. I heard that the main 

customers are outside Kumamoto Prefecture and that, in the production area, it is difficult to 
sell organic (or pesticide-free, non-chemical fertilizer) products because they would be more 

expensive, and local people are able to get free or cheap agricultural products. Learning that 

many resources, including human resources, are flowing towards cities, I began thinking 
about the potential of the ‘local production and local consumption’ movement for producers 

to maintain their business sustainably and to pass on local culture by stopping the flow 
towards the cities. In particular, with regard to sustainability, I realized that it is necessary to 

promote food safety and environmentally friendly production, such as organic farming. 

Looking at the market, you can see that organic agricultural products have traditionally been 

distributed through a production-consumption alliance, such as the teikei system, but in 

recent years there have been many home delivery services provided by specialized compa-

nies and others, and this has changed with society. When I wanted to find out about the 
current situation, I happened to know that there were many local subscribers of Minamata 
Taberu Tsûshin (a magazine-style publication about food creators in Minamata, with samples). 

I chose Minamata as the survey site because, as I mentioned above, Minamata is the place 

where I became interested in local production for local consumption. Against this back-

ground, I set the following hypothesis.

2. HYPOTHESIS

Although people in Minamata City are more conscious about food safety and environmen-

tal issues because of Minamata disease, which has been happening since the 1940s, organic 

farmers and other environmentally oriented producers there are selling more to consum-

ers outside of Kumamoto Prefecture, especially to those who are in metropolitan areas. The 
market in cities is big. However, the farmers and producers are struggling with sales-related 

tasks for the following reasons: 1) the tasks are time- and energy-consuming, 2) the market 

is getting more competitive, 3) it is difficult to have deep communication with consumers, 4) 
producers are aging, and 5) they are not good at researching the market in order to develop 

new products which fit current needs. Therefore, they need to shift to local consumption by 
new methods like Taberu Tsûshin, and also need services that provide product development 

and/or model change to add value to their products.

3. SUBJECTS AND METHODOLOGY

I interviewed people who engage in organic farming and other environmentally oriented 

businesses in Minamata City, Kumamoto Prefecture. Interviews were held in Minamata City, 
from September 4 to 7, 2019, for 30 minutes to 2 hours for each person. The subjects are as 

follows (in the interview order).
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 1. Ms. N. O., orange farmer/ food retailer

 2. Mr. M. S., fisherman
 3. Mr. K. M., organic tea farmer
 4. Ms. K. O., organic farmer
 5. Mr. K. M., Minamata Taberu Tsûshin, editor-in-chief

 6. Mr. H. A., organic tea farmer

 7. Mr. K. Y. and Ms. M. Y., dairy farmers

4. RESULTS

Minamata citizens’ interest in food safety and environmental issues
Minamata City was designated as an “Eco Town” 2 in 2001, and there are references to Mina-

mata disease on the city’s environmental website, but many subjects said, “Minamata citi-

zens are not very aware of food safety and environmental issues.” And in that case, we can  

think that this has affected participants’ businesses (details will be described later). Produc-

ers talked about their thoughts and the significance of tackling environmental issues in 
Minamata City, but many said that they could not obtain “active support.” Due to the history 

of division, it is very difficult for Minamata to be unified. The word “division” (bundan) was 

frequently heard in interviews, and it can be inferred that the history of Minamata City and 

its disease still affects many fields.

Customers’ place of residence/location
I divided the customers’ places of residence/locations into “outside the prefecture” and 

“inside the prefecture,” and asked what percentage was outside the prefecture. Four out of 

seven subjects said, “More than 50% of customers are outside the prefecture,” of which two 

tea farmers’ outside customers accounted for 90% and one citrus farmer’s for 70%. In addi-

tion, some producers answered that the number was particularly large in urban areas, while 

others stated that they were not limited to urban areas. However, at least in their cases, sales 

outside the prefecture play an important role in continuing the business. This is a marketing 

strategy, but it can also be seen as an inevitable outcome since locals rarely buy products from 

them. The reasons are: 1) Agricultural products can be obtained free of charge from family 

members, relatives, and neighbors, or they do not need to buy them because they themselves 

produce them. 2) In general, organic/environmentally friendly products are more expensive 

than non-organic, so they are not competitive in terms of price. However, the most typical 

reason, in this case, was 3) The producers surveyed this time are victims of Minamata disease 

or supporters of the victims. As mentioned above, Minamata disease has led to the division 

of “either the side of the patients or the side of Chisso” (the corporation which caused the 

disease), and this is thought to have affected the purchasing behavior of many locals.
On the other hand, some producers do sell products to nearby residents. First, they are 

purposely building a business model that restricts their customers to locals. The same is true 

of Minamata Taberu Tsûshin and Y Dairy Farm. Taberu Tsûshin is an information magazine that 
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specializes in telling the story of food creators and their products, and the magazine is deliv-

ered regularly with each product order. Since its launch in 2015, Mr. K. M. has been the editor-
in-chief of Minamata Taberu Tsûshin. He said, “People in Minamata are avoiding each other and 
other regions continue to ignore Minamata’s problems,” and “I want to untie this knot.” Mr. K. 
M. interviewed the producers carefully to get the subscribers to reconsider their lifestyles 

and to reduce the burden that is attached to the word “Minamata” in local people’s minds so 

that they would be able to accept themselves as they are. Reaching Minamata locals is his 

special concern.

At the time of the magazine’s launch, many people in Minamata were skeptical of the fact 

that Mr. K. M., a newcomer from outside the region, chose the name Minamata Taberu Tsûshin 

(meaning “Minamata Eating News”), wondering, “Do you really understand what you’re 

saying?” Minamata has fought to dispel the image of unsafe food. Due to its long history and 

deep sadness, people’s feeling for words is strong. However, the strong concerns raised by 

local producers were overwhelming. Eventually, it got 70% of all subscribers from within the 

city and 30% are outside the city. (Currently, the number of out-of-city subscribers has 

increased, and the percentage of city subscribers has dropped to 45%.) 

There is another farm that has been selling to locals for more than thirty years. Mr. and 

Mrs. Y, who run the Y Dairy Farm, call themselves “the smallest dairy farm in Japan.” At 3 am 
each morning, they go out to deliver milk to about 300 households within a 20 km radius. 

They do not ship to distant places and refuse offers from supermarkets. They deliberately 
choose that approach. “We want ordinary people to enjoy our milk casually and want to sell it 

directly, not at supermarkets where consumers choose products at a price.” They said they 

restrict their work so that they can work with less stress. However, it seems that communica-

tion with consumers is close-knit, such as delivering milk directly to homes and issuing 

letters every month. They also sell rare products that consumers cannot easily access. The 

products are, for example, boiled whitebait, milk, eggs, and glutinous naked barley. In rural 

areas, many people do not need to buy agricultural products because their families and rela-

tives are farmers, or because they also own home gardens. At the above-mentioned natural 

grocery store in Minamata City, clerks said that customers who live in the city center and who 

do not have a field purchase a lot of agricultural products, and customers who come to the 
shop from outside the city come for eggs or processed products such as tofu and seasonings. 

As mentioned in the previous section, nearby residents have accepted Y Dairy Farm for many 
years and continue to purchase their products. 

Mr. M. S., who works as a fisherman, also said that the number of customers was about 
half each, both inside and outside the prefecture. However, many local residents would buy 

freshly boiled whitebait from him, which is available for a limited season and for which 

freshness is essential for its taste.

Identifying the class of customers
Previous studies (Ishida/Aida 2005, Yamamoto 2007, Yasui 2018) have shown that the frequen-

cy of purchasing organic products is directly proportional to consumer income and higher 

education, and that people interested in environmental and social issues purchase them. 
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Although this survey did not confirm a clear income or educational background, sales 
staff at the aforementioned natural grocery store said that their customers were relatively 
well-off families, especially those who moved from other areas and had relocated in order to 
work as researchers or in hospitals involved in Minamata disease research. In addition, the 

customers of producers who are Minamata disease patients and their supporters are empa-

thetic to activities which support the patients and are highly interested in food safety and 

social issues, which seems to be consistent with previous studies.

Difficulties of producers
Producers selling more outside the city and the prefecture were found to be having difficul-
ties, as I hypothesized. The reasons are as follows: 

Intensifying market competition
Although this survey did not give accurate figures, many producers said that their 

customers were spread all over Japan and that some were in urban areas especially. Among 

them, tea farmer Mr. H. A., who has many customers in urban areas, said that the problem 

with selling products outside the city or prefecture is that there are many competitors. 

Although the market is large, new products are continuously being replaced, so products that 

can withstand intense competition are needed. In keeping with the develpment of digital 

commerce systems of recent years, many producers sell online, and consumers’ choices have 

increased while competition has become more intense. How to survive in the midst of that is 

a challenge amongst producers.

Aging of producers and existing customers and acquisition of new customers
This was not limited to a particular producer but also recognized as a problem among the 

seven participants in this study (their average age was 55.6). In the 1970s, supporters emigrat-

ed to Minamata from all over the country to support Minamata Disease patients. In those 

times, nearly fifty years ago, they were in their 20s. But now they are in their 70s and some 
have decided to pass on the baton to the next generation of people in their 20s to 50s. Many 

consumers who have, from the beginning, resonated with the producers’ support activities 

and have backed those activities by purchasing products, are also progressing in age. “The 

next challenge is how to approach the younger generation. But customers from the younger 

generation are more likely convinced to purchase by the products’ taste than a desire to 

support us,” said Ms. N. O., whose parents were migrants and who took over the business as 

the second generation. It may be necessary to take a different approach from the one in the 
1970s when the civil movement was active. 

Producers also talked about changes in consumer preferences due to changes in lifestyle, 
such as a decrease in the number of people who drink milk, brew tea from tea leaves, and 

make soup stock from iriko (small dried sardines). Also, with the increase in nuclear families, 

the tendency to favor small amounts with more varieties continues, and of course, good taste 

and safety are also required. Given this situation, producers are trying to acquire new custom-

ers by improving cultivation, production, and processing techniques, and by utilizing social 
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networking services such as Facebook. Tea farmer Mr. K. M. has developed a product that 
packs various types of tea in small quantities. It is perfect for casual gifts and souvenirs and 
seems to be gaining in popularity. Also, Ms. N. H. said, “I have been talking with my neigh-

bors about my desire to establish a local trading company that handles Minamata products, 

but it’s not easy to make time for it and it has not happened.” As mentioned above, although 

there was a call for the necessity of product improvement, sales activities, and activities on 

dietary education, there were only a few producers who could devote time and personnel, and 

they seemed to be looking for an environment where they could simply concentrate on 

production. 

Trust building
Producers not only are busy with farming and fishing, but also have to spend time on 

processing, packaging, order management, website creation, product development, and 

advertising. In recent years, direct sales have increased, and also digital systems have evolved 

day by day, so it was thought that producers would have time to spare, but instead they have 

experienced troubles such as not being paid after sending their products. Many producers 
feel there is a lack of communication with distant consumers, and they try to disseminate 

information by sending newsletters with products and holding events where they can meet 

face-to-face. The S family are fishermen who also process and sell. The family personally 
experienced the tragedy of how food safety was threatened by economic priority as Mina-

mata Disease broke out among its members. For this reason, they have spared no effort in 
fishing and processing, and they continue to produce safe and high-quality products without 
additives and preservatives. However, consumers once complained that, “There is shrimp 

mixed in with the iriko.” Given fishing methods and processing facilities, such contamination 
is unavoidable, and there is no problem with the quality, but it seems that consumers who 

have become accustomed to industrially produced food have not been able to accept it. Some 

say that over time, customers have come to empathize with the philosophy and love the prod-

ucts, but it will still take time and effort to help consumers to understand the situation at 
production sites and to strengthen their relationships with producers. One can hope that by 

overcoming problems that cannot be solved by heightened efficiency, producers and consum-

ers can create sustainable solidarity that goes beyond a mere exchange of goods and money.

5. CONCLUSION

A few years ago, since I went to Minamata, I began to think about the environment around 

us and how far away the products which we consume are made. Living at the Asian Rural 
Institute, my mindset and feelings have changed completely. For my daily meals, I eat rice, 

vegetables, meat, and eggs that we grow here, and I know who grows them and how they 

were raised. If we do not have enough food in the kitchen, we go to the field and harvest. How 
delicious fresh vegetables are, and what a luxurious life this is! I am savoring the joy. After 
knowing that happiness, I have no desire to buy mass-produced items such as those sold at 
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supermarkets, and not just food either. I want to buy from people whom I know, empathizing 

with their philosophy. But in retrospect, I realized that the lives of many people, including 

myself in the past, were completely separate from the soil. I now know that vegetables grow 

in the soil and live together with the insects, but as soon as you go to the city, you feel that the 

soil and the insects are dirty, and you don’t want to touch them. Now that more than half of 

the Japanese live in the three major metropolitan areas and have no chance to get in contact 

with the soil or to get local agricultural products, how can we know the field and join in creat-
ing the food we eat?

The survey in Minamata revealed to me the current local situation which is not apparent 

in many widely available data. In the case of Minamata Taberu Tsûshin, editor-in-chief Mr. K. M. 
intentionally approached the local people with the desire to convey the presence of excellent 

local producers to them. Given the problems Minamata has, it must have been unimaginably 

difficult. However, they have continued to try, and many locals are now aware of the wonder-

ful products that come from the land of Minamata. Building a relationship of trust between 

producers and consumers is key to continuing a business that satisfies purchase motivations 
other than price. Therefore, it is necessary to tell the story of the products more effectively. As 
one of these methods, Taberu Tsûshin has been successful.

And, unexpectedly, I gained a glimpse of the impact of history on current consumer 

behavior. Many people still suffer damage to their reputation simply because they are from 
Minamata. One producer told me about his experience with in-store food sampling. As soon 

as he told the customer that the product was from Minamata, that person threw away the 

sample in front of his eyes. And even when the producers’ children went out of the city for 

club activities, other children shouted out at them, “Don’t come over, we will be infected by 

Minamata disease.” I sincerely hope that the right information will be transmitted to many 

people and that such sad incidents will stop soon.

A previous study (Yasui 2018) stated that people who recognize themselves as belonging 
to high social class3 often buy because “we can suppose that they show off their class position 
through meals.” Buying is not just a choice, but an action to express a way of life. I hope that 

as Mr. and Mrs. Y of Y Dairy Farm said, “more ordinary people,” would “casually” enjoy, be 
interested in, and support the products made by the producers surveyed this time. 

Observing the problems faced by the producers, and confirming that they need support 
such as in processing and sales, was very helpful in considering my future career as a product 

developer. I felt, again, that I want to be involved in attractive product development and 

structure making. 

Lastly, I would like to thank those who took the time to work for this survey even during 

a busy time. In particular, Ms. Naoko Ôsawa who arranged my schedule and supported every-

thing in Minamata, Mr. Ken’ichi Morohashi who showed new initiatives in Minamata, and 
Mr. Hiroshi Amano who gave me the opportunity to think. I couldn’t have completed this 

survey without them. I would also like to thank not only the respondents but also the people 

who provided the accommodation, especially the Yoshida family, who was my host family 
during my training trip last year and welcomed me again this time. I want to give back to 

everyone by sharing their thoughts on Minamata. Thank you very much.
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Postscript:
In December 2019, the publication of Minamata Taberu Tsûshin was suspended. Editor-in-chief Mr. Moro-
hashi explained the background of the suspension to subscribers as follows. “I rented an old traditional 
house in a mountainous area in Minamata three years ago and started agriculture. (...) I want to deepen my 
farming and living. It was not compatible with publication work, so I asked myself, ‘Is it alright for me to 
continue publishing even though I cannot even enrich my own living? In this case, aren’t they [farming and 
publishing] both half-hearted?’ and my dilemma kept getting bigger and bigger. Then, in order to face living 
on a satoyama (village-vicinity mountain), I decided to quit Minamata Taberu Tsûshin for now.” Mr. Moro-
hashi says he will continue his activities by practicing it. “We plan to organize publications and events that 
connect the land of Minamata to people around the theme of ‘eating’ under the name of ‘Minamata Repay-
ing the Favor of Food Project’ (Minamata Shoku no Ongaeshi PJ) while focusing on living on the satoyama.”

NO T ES

1.       “Minamata Disease was caused by methylmercury in 
drainage from the acetaldehyde production process of Chisso 
factory in Minamata. Methylmercury-contaminated fish and 
shellfish and, through the food chain, the brains of those who 
ate them without knowing the contamination, were affected. 
(...) Minamata Disease was officially reported in May 1956, in 
Minamata, Kumamoto Pref., Japan.” MICO NET leaflet. Even 
though, as the leaflet says, the “official” discovery was in 1956, 
Kumamoto University researchers found the first possible 
record of a patient already in the 1940s.
2.       “Eco Town Program, which was first created in 1997, put 
Zero Emission Concept (a concept to shift all the wastes 
generated from an industry sector to utilize as material in 

other industry sector, aiming at removing any types of 
wastes) as a basis for establishing an environmentally 
harmonizing socio-economy in local community. Also, the 
Program aims at promoting advanced environmentally 
harmonizing town by being integrated into a major pillar in 
measures to realize local revitalization.” Eco Town Program, 
Ministry of Environment, https://www.env.go.jp/en/recycle 
/manage/eco_town/index.html
3.       Yasui divides society into ten levels and asks respondents 
to identify where they are located in this hierarchy Depen-
ding on varying factors people place themselves in low or 
high class hierarchy.
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嚣锡
ס鬦㛿嵛ⳛסהג鉿ֹ气氙脢تؾةلגꏕ䢩מ欎㘶劔塌ꀸ噺יַֽמյ救勓澛寊⟨䉖ע煝疴ס׆
㵅䡢٭ٖلذ٤ؕיַחמ鞪吉鉿גזնր寊⟨洠ցַֹכ䜸Ɫ溷ם婹⺮篑닫ֿםַיյ寊⟨䉖
宐ס낛ס㴗⪢յ欎㘶ס䟨餟ֿ杅מ둚ַכַםעךׄ㝂ׂס气氙脢ֿהגꃍֽיյ׳寊⟨洠
יַֽמ气氙脢ס㝂ׂגױնג坎㲳ֿ癤ַֻיׯ䔔꼸מ鬦㛿嵛ⳛס偂ֿ䔦⮔ג⮂✑ֿ
㝂ׂמ꿧㵉סꁿ걋עהג气氙脢ס⚂յ俙ֿגז־⮔ֿכ׆ַי⛿㺇מ꿧㵉ֿ救勓澛㜽ס┪♧⮔
鬦㛿ֽיյ偆ַ雧ֵךײր寊⟨낛ꄼ⟤ցע㐌⩧⛿宐ס佻䭥겏ַי״նגױ气氙脢כ巆
魀脢٤ֿ٘ب٭آؼِٖؤס潸◦槏闋䒣ⵊյ巆魀脢ס㺇⛿㐌מꫀꩽ劻溷םꫀ➳םחמׂט
巆יյⲎֻֽיꃯמ鬦㛿噺ⳡ气氙٬Ⲏ䈰עהגյ气氙脢ךն┞偙ג׀ך牞霼坎㲳ַיזֿ
魀脢ס气嵛סٜؕذت㜟ⵊמ⛘ֹカ侉虘䝠㖥溪⟤ס䖩锡䙎מ潲긖כ׆ַי㒼ꪨ锶ֻגն

���潨溷כ芻再
םֹסלךカ鬼ַյ鬦㛿嵛ⳛס鞋ֿ䔦יַֽמ气氙噺גꏕ䢩מ欎㘶劔塌ꀸ噺ס⟩յ寊ױ
ゼ꾴䫱ֻ־סַיյכ׆ַֹכ僻כַגמ־脝ֻגն

ꀸ匆㐌ַיז倀ⵊ㝤ס㏸㐌杅劔סא٬☭յ篑座ⲇ٬עמ呧䍏ס沼ゼםֹס׆յאא
㔔㐌氙㐌巆ꆻⳛמֹסליזמⲇ־׀ךֿכ׆ׄטյַֹכ瑭סゼ꾴䟨餟ֵֿն㝕㳔免♣
מ⩧㐌יאյ䠊㶌מכ׆ַך؆╒٤䍔ֿ٭ؘزמ茶غ٭٤ْٞؕכׄ־⮂מյ㐌偙־
䨴ꌬ䉖ך㹦舓⻎筦气סהג㥌锶יյ偆臝⺅ך屦尢ַי㐌偙סրꇃ沷ⵊց㵅䠊גն
㝕㳔ⶻ噺脚蕻⾔褨㲳ْמ٭٭㹦舓כյ噺汔佻ַֻי㝂ׂס☭չס둚벉ⵊכ䔿类脢┮鳉
潨ס䓜מגյ偆カꪛ溪״גס杅䖇ֵס偆锺⸮包倣䱱יַיյ✇ⶥ䌑ؘزٜظٓ־⯼
םַי׀ך䈼⯁ⵊכ獗♑ךׄדגז▗מ嵣鉿יׂյ偆カ䘼ֻכ־ַםעךסַםַיة٤
ⶾׇמ鞪吉յ♀㎇䒟⮂מ⟩寊ךյ噺ⳡ׀כגַי镊ֻյ婱ֿםն朮鳉גז־㝂ֿסַ
ⲇ꼾ַג㝘ꓩ鏫蟫㏡ס㝘ꓩ嶙♣銨䓜免מ需⛠ֹ塌⚶䕑גնך׆אյ╭ם꿧㵉ֿ救勓澛㜽ַמ
ױ劔塌ם呬ֿ둚ׂ❿יֹלյ״ג⪛מꀸ氙朮ֿ䩘ךדגעׂ㴗❿յעך气氙㐌יאյכ׆
嵣魕徎ֿꌬ䉖ס㝂ׂׂםךׄד☭յ׀臝כ׆ַט气氙朮ֿ㛿סꀸ赟յⵊ㳔良倣┮❈氠עג
ֿהגյ气氙脢״汦⮂嵣ס包٬魕徎☭סꌬ䉖־ꀸ匆㐌㔔יֹאնםמכ׆焒כ׆ַי
䭥籽溷מ◜噺籽ׄյגױ㏸㐌ס倀ⵊֿ类䪩מ״גַׂיյ㐌氙㐌巆ס⺪茣䙎脝ֻ㢼ג״ն杅מյ
䭥籽⺪茣䙎脝ֻכ劔塌ꀸ噺לם낛ס㴗⪢յ欎㘶מꏕ䢩ג气氙噺➶ꅼכד׀脝ֻגն䉖㖪
锶כײיյ劔塌ꀸ氙朮ע䕋匡յ氙巆䳀䶏יזמ嵣ꄼֿג׀יյꁿ䌑ע㸗ꪎס⚕噺מלם㴎ꏕ
ն־⮔ֿכ׆ג׀י㜟ⵊמככ⚶㝂ׂյ獗ֿتل٭ئ

㸯卲�赞
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槁枱焒כַג脝ֻגַי免յ⣪撬ր寊⟨낛ꄼ⟤ցס鮫鞅脢מ㐌⩧⛿宐ֿ㝂ַכ׆焒յ
♀㎇ס鞪吉㐌יכ寊⟨ꈷ؆דն✇侚ם⯼ꃍֽכסյ寊⟨א׆瑭ֿ㐌氙㐌巆מ蕟⽱־ז׀ח
նֵך־ד㖪䨾גזםכׄ

նג鞃陭㴻♳םֹסյ┫阾־芻再םֹס׆

���♳鞃
救勓澛寊⟨䉖יַֽמ ���� 䌑♣־鱍ַיז׆寊⟨洠 � ٬欎㘶ゼ꾴⪡㴗ס낛סյ寊⟨䉖宐ך䔔꼸ס
⛿㺇מꌬ䉖ꌃמ救勓澛㜽յ杅ע气氙脢ס气氙噺גꏕ䢩מ欎㘶劔塌ꀸ噺ס⫏둚ַֿյ䉖עꫀ䖥ס
㎦곓䫱מ鬦㛿噺ⳡעהג气氙脢յꀸ㵵ַֿ׀㝕ע䉖㖪סնꌬ䉖ꌃַי㝂ׂ鬦㛿מ巆魀脢
յ巆魀ַיזםׂ盨◚ֿ懈סյ䉖㖪ׁ־־Ⲩⲇֿכյ�免ꪨםםնַיֻ
脢כ㶔ֿכ׆כ٤٘ب٭آؼِٖؤם곓ַյ气氙脢ֿ둚벉ⵊַיյُء٤ؔطآ٭
䨏汻ֿ┮䕑䩘ךյ槁㐂גז⻉מث٭ؼס偆カꪛ溪ַם׀ךֿכ׆նיזյր寊⟨낛ꄼ⟤ց
تل٭ئ侉虘カꪛ溪ס״גׅ┪カ❿⡑גױյכ׆瓌鉿מ㐌氙㐌巆ס偙岺ַ偆םֹס
ֿ䖩锡ַיזםכն

���鞪吉㸐骭脢כ鞪吉岺
救勓澛寊⟨䉖⫐ךյ劔塌ꀸ噺欎㘶מꏕ䢩ג气氙噺מ䶏ַיז☭չ鞪吉㸐骭גכն���� 䌑 �
劓 � 傽 � 傽յ寊⟨䉖⫐באימ �� ؕꄼס┫♧עն㸐骭脢גז鉿٭ٖلذ٤ؕס免ꪨ⮔
꽄ն٭ٖلذ٤

��� /٬0宋叆堽꿔ꀸ㵵յ낛鬦㛿
��� ,٬.宋ֽ蟫ꀸ㵵
��� .٬4 宋恩䊘
��� ,٬0宋ה뫗ꀸ㵵
��� ,٬.宋寊⟨낛ꄼ⟤紬겏ꩽ
��� ,٬:宋յ.٬:宋ꐋꀸ㵵
��� )٬"宋ֽ蟫ꀸ㵵

���篙卸
寊⟨䉖宐ס낛ס㴗⪢٬欎㘶ゼ꾴סꫀ䖥
寊⟨䉖ע ���� 䌑מրؙ٤ؗذؤց� ֵ阋ס寊⟨洠ך╚סعؕئյ䉖欎㘶ֽי䪩霼יכ
ֿյր寊⟨䉖宐ס낛ס㴗⪢כ欎㘶ゼ꾴ס䟨餟ע尴י둚ַׂםցַֹכ㛽ֿ鞪吉㸐骭脢־㝂ׂ臝־
䔿ע霄箖脝ֻכַיֻ┰䔔꼸מ噺◜סהג鞪吉㸐骭脢ֿכ׆סא㖪⻉յסאיאնג
ꃍն气氙脢עהג寊⟨洠ס鱍ג׀寊⟨䉖ך欎㘶ゼ꾴⺅מ篁׳䟨聋䘼ַ靣ֿגזյ鉿侓מ㸐י
ח┞יכ⟩ր寊מ槏氮⺮婹ס偂⮔סאגױ㛽ֿ㝂ׂյַֹכցַם䕑ֿع٭َئםր畤嚋溷ע
꾗緽ך╚ס٭ٖلذ٤ؕע阋訪ַֹכր⮔偂ցס׆նגז䮕ֿ㛽ַֹכցַ곓מ긊䊬ֿכ׆םמ
նג焒ַ⛠ֿכ׆ַיׯ䔔꼸מꓩ⮔ס㝂ׂ♀ֿ⺮婹䫱ֻסյ寊⟨䉖־臝מ

㼭卌��讑
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꿧㵉ס㺇⛿㐌
꿧㵉ס㺇⛿㐌 � 䨾㐂㐌澛㜽٬澛⫐ך⮔ׄյ澛㜽סⰺ⻉臝ַגն�⻏הֹס �⻏ֿր꿧㵉ס ��♧┪
ֿ澛㜽ցכ瞩ֻֿגյֹֽה蟫ꀸ㵵 �⻏ֿ ��յ叆堽ꀸ㵵 �⻏ֿ ��ⷑכ״靣גזնגױ杅מ
ꌬ䉖ꌃמ㝂ַכ瞩ֻג气氙脢ףַյꌬ䉖ꌃמꮹכַם㛽ֵյ⩰鉿煝疴╋鞃ֵն־
ז־⮔ֿכ׆ַיז䔢ⰺ䬎םꓨ锡מ类籽ס鬦㛿ֿ◜噺ס澛㜽עיַֽמ噺◜ס䔦כׂם㸴
气氙朮鬼ֹ־յ㐌⩧宐ֿ䔦םםն阋ֻכֵך篙卸סյ䓜撬ֵֿך䨏汻עאնג
גױյ⪛מ䩘ךꀸ氙朮ֿ摾倣־☭㵵傈٬镩䧻٬걋ע槏氮סאնֵך־דױמ긊䊬עכ׆
ךֹאע气氙朮גꏕ䢩מ劔塌ꀸ氙朮յ欎㘶מն┞薭溷ַם鬼ֹ䖩锡ֿ״גַי蔦麃ֿ气氙ע
յיכ槏氮ם杅䖇溷劄ךت٭آס׆יאնַם盨◚ⲇֿך呬긖❿״ג呬ֿ둚ַ❿朮ַם
♀㎇鞪吉㸐骭גזםמ气氙脢ע寊⟨洠ס錺㵬脢־ֵךյ錺㵬脢ס佻䴈脢ֵךכ׆ַֹכֵךն⯼
ꃍסꄼ寊⟨עך寊⟨洠יזמ⮔偂ˌր䜟脢⣨خشز־⣨־ցˌֿ鱍ֽי׀յֿכ׆סא㝂ׂס㐌
⩧宐ס鮫⪜鉿ⳛמ䔔꼸כַיֻ┰脝ֻն

┞偙յꁿ걋⛿宐מカ鬦㛿ַי气氙脢ַהגնױ䔦ע䟨㎫溷מյ꿧㵉ꮹ㴻ג
ր낛עꄼ⟤ցնր낛ֵךֹא末㖪ֿגױꄼ⟤ցյնր寊⟨낛ַי圸碎ٜظٓتؾةل
㺐ׂמ㴻劻溷ךعشجֿס낛ג疛ֿյ䔦כ䝠㖥霺ג䩘杅겏ׂחס 낛׀♕ס䝠㖥
霺ցֵךյ槁㐂傽勓⪢㎼מ �� 霺俙ֻ낛ꄼ⟤նր寊⟨낛ꄼ⟤ցע ���� 䌑מ
ⱁ⮜♧匡յ瓌⛿脢ֵך٬宋ֿ紬겏ꩽⳡ״ն䔦עր寊⟨ס☭չֽֿ◦ַꉌׄյ♑ס㐌㔔ע寊
ت气嵛ס䔦מהגն鮫鞅脢גז靣כցյַג׀ל潨צր篙יאցյַי籽ׄゼ꾴摾镄ס⟩
ױױסյֵꓨ衠庿ַֹכր寊⟨ց㐌⩧宐ֿ䫱ֻיאյ״גֹיֽם״ח锶ٜؕذ
յַג㺐ׄמչ☭ס⟩寊מյ杅包⺅מ䗻╫הג气氙脢עյ٬宋מֹ⪛ׄ⺇⮔蔦ס
ס瓌⛿脢עչ☭ס⟩նⱁ⮜䓜免յ寊ַי籽ׄ⟥溪ך䘼ַַֹכ ,٬.宋ֿր寊⟨ 낛 ꄼ⟤ց
ע⟩ն寊גז־םׂם㸴☭גז沼䗻䭥כց־סַיյ溪阋יז־⮔מր勓䓜מכ׆גז▗⻏כ
ր寊⟨עסס낛ַםցة٭ַֹْؕכ䩧䭈מ״ג䨏ג׀יזն婹⺮ֿꩽׂ䜸ײ幾ַ
箽מ匘䣙ע䒣ַ䧂䗻גַי䫱ַֿהג㐌⩧气氙脢־նגז־䒣ֿ⪛䘼ַ㸐מյ阋訪א׆־
הֹסյ⪢鮫鞅脢 ��ֿ䉖⫐յ��ֿ䉖㜽ַֹכ俙㲻ֿ⮂ג槁㐂ע䉖㜽ס鮫鞅脢ֿ㙟ֻյ䉖⫐鮫
鞅脢סⰺ⻉ע ��מ訒ַיהն♑מյ�� 䌑♧┪גמ㐌⩧⛿宐מ鬦㛿籽ַׄיꀸ㵵ַֿն
末㖪篑ㅰ㝜㢐עյ蔦⮔הגր傽勓ך┞沁㸯ַꐋꀸ㵵ցש⽿כն嬐劸免כםמյ㝜㢐
ךהג⮔蔦ע �� द㏝⫐ס笴 ��� ┾䊝מ朙►ꏕꇖׄ־⮂מնꇶ偙ס溪ꃻעյ٭ُ٭ق٭ت
յע►朙סהגնր瑭ַך؆偙岺ꈷגֹאמ䟨㎫溷עն䔦ַֹכַיז偂䪒ַ⺅סךعشآ
册ꄼמהג☭סյ宜鼓מ嚝ַך؆նיא潲䱸鬦㛿ך؆ַגն巆魀脢ֿ❿呬ךカꈷש
յמֹׄ⦐ׂם㸴ֿتٝعتהג⮔蔦ׂםעյ䔦גױնցיׂםעךعشآ٭ُ٭ق٭تםֹ
噺ⳡ⯜ꮹכַי靣גזն־㵵䎁מ潲䱸朙►ꏕꇖյ嬐劓ֽ➬溪鉿לםյ巆魀脢
ם׀ךסכ׆⪛מ䩘מ巆魀脢ֿ祔ⷃע䔦גױնג坎㲳ֿ癤ֵֻך٤ֿ㶔٘ب٭آؼِٖؤסכ
ַյעׂ䉤㸴םカ鬦㛿ַיնカףֻ❛עꓸ蟳ךյ朙►յⷯ յהיא뫗זַכלם
ַי㵵䎁褺㏡蔦麃עגױյגזֵךꀸ㵵ֿ׀镩յ㵵傈עיַֽמնꀸ匆㐌㔔ֵךסג
䖥╚ס寊⟨䉖עյꀸ氙朮עך蔦撬낛䍔ס⫏寊⟨䉖ס㝂ַն⯼ꃍֿ☭ַםյꀸ氙朮鬼ֹ䖩锡ֿ״ג
㐌׳⛿מյ汛䭥ַםג☭չֿ㝂ׂ鮫⪜յⷯעׂ骀菃鞪⽱倣סלםⲎ䈰עיַֽמ䉖㜽־
⪛鮫⪛ׄ⺇מյꩽ䌑ꁿ걋⛿宐ꄼגꃍך꽃⯼ն末㖪גꃍכַ꿧㵉匡䍔
ֿ籽ַַיնגױ恩䊘ךⲎ䈰鉿ֹ٬宋ע꿧㵉ע澛⫐٬澛㜽מ笴俙כדחꃍֿגյ㳌硼ֿ
ꮹ똀䍲ֿ⽱䈱⺯ꓸ蟳עךꁿ걋⛿宐ֿ㝂ׂ鮫⪜ַֹכն
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꿧㵉ס갧㺽
氭⚶鉿煝疴焪氭٬⩰גױ ����յ㻗勓 ����յ㴗◪ ����ע劔塌ꀸ氙朮ס鮫⪜꾗䍲ע巆魀脢ס䨾䕑յ둚
㳔婹מ婞嬟❛כ׆յיא欎㘶ゼ꾴٬獗⚶ゼ꾴מꫀ䖥ֵס☭ֿ鮫⪜כ׆獏ַיն勓鞪
吉עך僻牞ם䨾䕑㳔婹牞霼ֿגז־ם׀ךעכ׆յ⯼ꃍס蔦撬낛䍔ס鬦㛿〉עյ䔦ס꿧㵉
ךלם黨־յ♑㐌㔔☭״מ洠ꯖ煝疴脢ꫀמ寊⟨洠煝疴מ㵵䎁յ杅ֵס鎑✍מ嬟鼛溷ע
瓌⛿ג׀י☭չֿ㝂ַכ需גնגױ气氙脢ֵך寊⟨洠䜟脢佻䴈脢סהג꿧㵉ע䜟脢佻䴈嵛ⳛמ
⪴䠊ַיյ낛ס㴗⪢獗⚶ゼ꾴מꫀ䖥ס둚ַ☭չֵךյ⩰鉿煝疴מ┞蔹כַי䱿㷋׀ךն
气氙脢ס䫱ֻ㎦곓
䉖㜽յ澛㜽מ㝂ׂ鬦㛿ַי气氙脢עהגյ♳鞃ך皑גיꄼյ㎦곓䫱ֻגז־⮔ֿכ׆ַיն

٬䉖㖪ס盨◚懈ⵊ
♀㎇ס鞪吉עך婞牞ם俙㲻䕑ֿגז־ם׀ךֿכ׆յ㝂ׂס气氙脢ֿ꿧㵉ֿ傽勓⪢㎼מ䌮ֿ

յע蟫ꀸ㵵٬宋ֽ꿧㵉䫱ֻס㝂ׂמꌬ䉖ꌃך╚סאնגꃍכ㝂ַמꌬ䉖ꌃמ杅ע⻏յ俙
䉖㜽յ澛㜽מカ㛿갾סゼ꾴掾ע盨◚潸䩘ֿ㝂ַכדכ׆靣גזն䉖㖪ע㝕ַֿ׀յ偆םגカֿ
ַ⛘מ溪ꇖסّطتبնםכカֿ䖩锡脸ֻמ◚盨ַյ懈״ג槁♣ה皑劂⪛
ꁿ䌑عشؾע鬦㛿鉿ֹ气氙脢㝂ׂյ巆魀脢סꈷ䫘艩ֿ㙟ֻ盨◚ע懈ַיזםׂն־םסא
նַיזםמ鞏꾴ךꪨסהג气氙脢ֿ־ס䫕ׄ׀气ףֹלյך

٬气氙脢כ債㲽꿧㵉ס둚벉ⵊכ偆锺꿧㵉棨䕑
霼餟יכゼ꾴ךꪨסהג鞪吉㸐骭脢סյ♀㎇ׂםעךכ׆גזꮹמ气氙脢ס杅㴻ע׆

䔦גַי ע䌐㐬䌑벉ס⻏� ���� 婸ն寊⟨洠䜟脢佻䴈״גס佻䴈脢ֿהג⪢㎼־寊⟨מ瓌⛿㎒
✄陭皑ֿסג ���� 䌑♣ֵךյ�� 䌑ꁿׂגזג♀յ䓜免 �� 䔦גזד♣ �� ־☭✇ꁿׂյמ♣
ע ��  �� յカ럭⪳מ佻䴈嵛ⳛ־㝂ֿׂ⮴劻ס巆魀脢יאնַיزشذ٤عفמ♣┾姌ס♣
鮫⪜ךכ׆嵛ⳛֿג׀יع٭َئյ䔦ס둚벉ⵊꅼ؆ַךն╋镩ֿ瓌⛿脢ךյ�♣潨
♣┾յ蝄ַך䮄䨏նס姌ֿ־ز٭ٞوֹؓלמ♣┾յր蝄ַע٬宋ד类ַ׀噺䑛◜יכ
זד؆潂סն䉖宐ꆻⳛג需כնցך㝂ַֿ☭ׂי⪛鮫י等䕑מ⽱յׂםעך佻䴈ע㵉坎ֽס
ג ���� 䌑♣ס꿧㵉עכյꇙز٭ٞوؓגז䖩锡ֵַֿם־סնגױ气氙脢עהג朙►
냊ײյ蟫訪ֽ־蟫序յؕٛךؤ⮂寚כ☭ֿ庿㸴לםַיյ气嵛סٜؕذت㜟ⵊמ
巆魀脢סㆶ㟱ס㜟ⵊ靣גזնגױ呥㵵傈ס㙟Ⲏךյ㸴ꓪ٬㝂甦㟱ע⻔⥰׳籽ַֽיյⲎֻי
气氙٬Ⲏ䈰䪫呭㕆עהגյ气氙脢ֻױ槁枱鵕גֹ׆նַי״寛㴗⪢䙎כ虘ס⽱؆ה
銉ס⻔┪յ'BDFCPPL גזַכ 4/4 նַי䮄䨏מ偆锺꿧㵉棨䕑ךלם嵛氠ס

ֽ蟫ꀸ㵵ס٬宋ע坎չם甦꿔ֽס蟫㸴ꓪגؠشقחカꪛ溪גն宜鼓ם鯂朮
ֽ㏸氙ךגזקמյ☭宜겏דַֹי״նגױ٬宋עրꁿ걋ס♼ꪨכյ寊⟨ס气氙朮䪒ֹ
㐌㔔カ獗כַג✑需ַֿיյ־ם־ם免ꪨֿ⺅㵅槁מ蔷ַםַיזցכ需גնֹס׆
ע气氙脢ⰺׄ〈☭כյ免ꪨֿגז㛽ֿ䮕ֿיַחמ䖩锡䙎ס낛芌嵛ⳛגױㅰ噺嵛ⳛյカ侉虘מ
ꮹֽיյ气氙מ겏╚׀ך欎㘶寛ַי״坎㲳ֿ⛠גն

٬⟤꾙圸碎
气氙脢עהגꀸ✑噺恩מ䗉ׂםךׄדַյⲎ䈰٬ⴭ鍮٬峜倀硄槏٬✑䧯٬カꪛ溪٬㵋

傽չꅼⵊלםّطتب㙟ֻյ潲䱸鬦㛿מ气氙脢עնꁿ䌑ַםַׄףׄם־免ꪨⰺמלם⚻
篑ٜهٚعגזַכַםꓭֿ佻䩧♣יזյカꃻ׀䘼ַכגױ免ꪨ溷✍鎑ֿ气ֽי
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닫ג气氙脢גַն㝂ׂס气氙脢ֿյꇶׂ곐ג巆魀脢٤٘ب٭آؼِٖؤتِסכ䠊ֽיյ
カꃻ♕ס갾٭ذٝت٭ٖؼמ⻎㸖גյ巆魀脢כ潲䱸꿁ع٤يؕ׀ךֿכ׆⻉ꪛ⥎
זמ⩰⨲յ篑座㵵傈ֿ寊⟨洠溪洤ע鉿ֹ┞㵵Ⲏ䈰٬鬦㛿ךն恩䊘ַי䖥ֿׄ⟥䝠㖥溪
յ庒ױ䩘ꪨ䞊עמ恩٬Ⲏ䈰״גסאնג篑닫יז䜸Ɫ麃ַֹכ־㴗⪢ֿ茲ס낛י
Ⲏ朮⟛㲽倣ַם❈㴗⪢ך둚鮐םカ✑籽ַֿׄיյיח־巆魀脢־րַֿلؙמ׆
庋⪜ַיցסלם蝆䝠ֿ㶐ַֹכגն恩岺Ⲏ䈰偡陭ꤥףײ庋⪜עꉌׄյגױ
鮐עמ⪢ׂゼ꾴ַֿֿםյ䈰噺溷מ气氙ג낛מ䢍גזױי巆魀脢גז־ם⪛ׄ⺇עמ
յ巆魀ֵ㛽ַֹכגזםמֹ꿧㵉ֿ媘յカ䠀䠊⪳מ槏䗻מככն免ꪨֵךֹ
脢ֿ气氙槁㖪槏闋气氙脢סכꫀ➳䒣㎷עךױמסם❸撬免ꪨכⲨⲇֿעמכ׆־־㜟
ꅙ䊝ֿ气ם䭥籽溷ַםעך䳕★סꓭכ朮סדגյי鱳ֻ▗אַם׀ך闋尴עךնⲯ椙ⵊַםֿ
ֹնדסױ

מֽ���
寊⟨סך鞪吉ע־ذ٭ظע癤ַ焒ַם槁枱焒ג׀ךֿכ׆նր寊⟨낛ꄼ⟤ցעךت٭آסյ
紬겏ꩽס٬宋ע㐌⩧ס筶冔ַ气氙脢סהג㲽㐂㐌⩧⛿宐ַֹכַגֻ⚻מ䘼ַךյ䟨㎫溷מ
㐌⩧⛿宐גز٭ٞوؓמն寊⟨ֿ䫱ֻゼ꾴䘼ֹכյעמ׆א䞯⦐簮㎦곓ֵֿדכ׆גז
ֹն־䔦ע䮄䨏籽ׄյ♀עך㝂ׂס㐌⩧⛿宐ֿ寊⟨ַֹכ㏸㐌־气ױ筶冔ַカג
ֵךꞆֿכ׆碎ׂ➳꾙ꫀ⟥מꪨס巆魀脢כ气氙脢עמ״ג类籽تؾةلնַיַ♕宜ֿמה
䖩锡ֻ⚻٭ٛ٭عتחカֿ䭥מⲯ卸溷յמ״גסאնג鮫⪜ⳛ塌彸ס呬♧㜽❿עא
նַי״䧯Ⲍעꄼ⟤ցր낛יכ偙岺סח┞סאնֵֿ

מדչֿ勑☭סն㝂ׂג䔔꼸㒼ꪨ锶ֻ┰מ巆魀鉿ⳛסյ婹⺮ֿ槁㐂ֿגזֵך䞯㜽◙יא
寊⟨⮂麃ךׄדכ׆ַֹכ뀸雄錺㵬ַיׄ⺇նֵ气氙脢ע雧낛鬦㛿ך寊⟨氙גׅ⼴כֵךꄫ盚
⮂מ䉖㜽ךלם⻉雧סꌃ嵛ⳛֻךהגל㲳גױյ篑닫靣גי雧낛䰌ך⯼ס潨מյ㵉מ
⚻מ☭ס䝠㖥ֿ㝂ַׂն婞ף⺣כցם㶐־ր寊⟨洠ֿ瓌מהגל㲳ס♑מ갾גׄ־
꿈ֹնמ⮗כ׆םׂם匡◜ֿ僃ׂ⮂ַ䜸םֹס׆յ

⩰鉿煝疴㴗◪ ����ע갧㺽䟨餟ס둚ַ☭ס鮫⪜꾗䍲ֿ둚ַעסյր낛◜י♃蔦麃ס갧㺽溷㐌
⛺霱獏כ׆◙䞯׀ךցכꃍַיն鮫⪜עյסדגꈷ䫘ׂםעך气׀偙銨僻鉿掿ך
ס气氙朮ֿյ:末㖪םַֹיז✑ֿהג气氙脢גն♀㎇鞪吉ֵ :㝜㢐ֿ阋ֹמֹյրכז
宜鼓מյ册ꄼס☭ցֿ嚝ײյסא气氙מ蕟⽱䭥ַיזםמֹ׀ךع٭َئיזն气氙脢ג
♀յעכ׆ג׀ך牞霼ֿכյַיכ䖩锡ع٭َئסלם鬦㛿յⲎ䈰׀ゼ꾴锶臝䫱ֻסה
䔿ؓٛٔ؞ס脝ֻךֹֻ긊䊬מ脝םמյ땋ⲇ溷םカסꪛ溪כ♐篁מׂטײ䶏כַג侉
նג䠊י״

俙䌑⯼ס寊⟨־ַ⚶⮂סכյ瑭⺅הג䉌ׂ欎㘶յ傽չ巆魀ַיカַֿמ־ꇶַ㖪䨾
脝ֻ偙յ䠊סյ瑭ך╚气嵛ך㳔ꯖؓةؓיאնגזםמֹ脝ֻיַחמ־ַי✑ך
偙־זע㜟גזױיזն傽չס낛◜עյؓؓة㳔ꯖך芌גי稌յꓩ褺յ舸յⷯ낛יַיյ
鞋ֿמֹסל芌־סגי焒ַיזն鳉ףׄםյ汛מ䱰מ鉿ׂն偆똀םꀸ✑朮י؆םע耘⽱
յ낛־יזױיז焒䌗סאնַי״ײ㊖צㄻכֹד؆ם鮻屴כ؆םֹյד؆ַ
זն焒גזױיזםׂם鬼ֹ宜ֿؿٓג㝕ꓪ气氙םַֹי㛿ך٭ق٭تյꮹמ朮
ח־յכ脝ֻיזꂉ䮴־նדסַג⪛鮫ךֹֻג䠊⪳מ槏䗻סהג☭סאյ־☭ַי
㏸ֿ芌עնꓩ褺גַ♕宜ֿמכ׆ַיזױי곐־㏸־ז气嵛ֿס☭ס㝂ׂד؆瑭סי

擓劤源宏⥏䋐ֶֽח剣堣鴋欵暟٥橆㞮ְ׃⮚ח欰欵暟ך顋㡰㹋䡾锃叨
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ַםׂגյ闑ס輮ֿ尀ַ㏸מꄫ盚גז鉿מյꌬ䉖ֿ־⮔ם♀כַי׀气מ糿┞כյ輮ײ
׆לַםֿ⚶塌闑מյ㏸ֽך؆⛿מ傽勓☭ֿ┩㝕ꌬ䉖㏝ס┪♧笴俙♀նֹױיז㜟מס
朮ֿ气낛ַי낛ֿהג⮔蔦ףֹלעהגյ瑭╚ַם塌⚶ֿ㸴מꀸ氙朮䩘סյ㐌氙־
瞩ֹֻ׆כש㳔ך㳔ꯖؓةյؓעמゼַם؆א־ֹד׀ךֿכ׆ֹ⚶הյ皑槁㖪焒ױ
ցնױַי锶מם؆ײյיײיזך⮔蔦עױնրםמכ׆
劄䔿מյ♀㎇ס鞪吉מ״גס㝂䗉ס╚免ꪨⰺַגזדׂי偙չמ幾ׂ䠊颍氰ױׅ┪ն杅מ寊⟨
怪㐂╚ֵ긖ך䩘ꏕכ佻䴈גזדׂי㝕憐褺畍㲳宋յ寊⟨סך偆⺅ַ篁ײ锶דׂי
ךעכ׆յ鞪吉עימ׀㝘ꓩ嶙宋䫕גזדׂיֻ┰ׄ־ז׀頲堦鮂┞宋յ脝ֻגז
ך煝⟵偲鉿ס儨䌑מ偙չյ杅גזדׂי❴յ㶆䳀ׂםעךׄד鞪吉㸐骭脢גױնגך؆ױ׀
ס⟩寊ס؆ն溺ױ䠊颍מ氭┞㵵⻊גזדׂיꁸֻׂ־凇յ♀㎇םכ٭ِٛؒنعتٌ
䘼ַյ㝂ׂךכ׆ַׂיֻ⚻מ☭ס䚽ꂉכַג䘼ַױնֵגױַׇֹכֿն

鷄鎸
���� 䎃 �� 剢ծչ宏⥏굸ץ鸐⥋պך⠅ⴚָ寸תկ箟꧊ꞿך长堀孑כ飑铣罏ח⠅ⴚך穗箮חֲ״ך♴⟄铡
僇ְג׃կ
չ�䎃ח宏⥏ך⚥㿊㖑ך〢孖㹺ג⦵鴋噟׃תׄכկ⚥殛չהծ駈⯋ך鴋噟ה凃׃帾
⯋կ�չ駈׃דׇת甧ָ⳿勻⚕ךה噟ך⥋鸐ץ宏⥏굸דַלծ孡䭯ָׅדך䙼ֲהպְְֹג
鞢ַח⳿勻ְז➂ָ굸ץ鸐⥋גְגװ葺ְַךկֿכדתתךծו⚥鷿⼱畭ְַזְגזחպ
♧⥋鸐ץծ宏⥏굸ぢֹさֲח׃凃ךדծꅽ㿊ג׃կ׃תז袅谏ָ㣐ֹֻ䫴ִהה
傉鳤׃ת׃חהֿկպ➙䖓כגְאחչꅽ㿊ךד凃ח׃鯥駈縧ָֹזջתז굸ך䛷鵤׃ 1+ռ
պׅד㹀✮ְֻג׃歗⟰וזزٝك؎װ涪遤暟־籬➂ה㕼㖑ך⥏宏חو٦ذռץջ굸דせ獥ְֲה
կ铂䙼ְְֻג竲ֽ崞ָז׃㹋騧גծ何׃ה

脝倀桬
藍䨯⟵┞����ր⪴⻎鮫⪜־锶ր劔塌ꀸ噺ꆻⳛցס槁㐂巆魀脢و٭ٜءր㴗⪢ם낛יזׂחס낛⚶ցיכ❛◜ց
꯬㻗ㄌ攍٬焪氭皹٬埭㻗緽堅٬⚶氭갅╽����ր氙㐌銨獏ס牞霼꾗䍲מꫀ┞脝㷋ց
焪氭皹٬⚶氭갅╽����ր巆魀脢ס劔塌ꀸ氙朮鮫鬼鉿ⳛמꫀ┞脝㷋ˌ+(44���� ցˌי氠ַذ٭ظ
㻗勓槏㲳����ր摾ꀸ赟٬劔塌呭㕆ꓩ褺ס鮫⪜锺㴻锡㎋ˌ+(44 ٭ ���� 氠ַג⮔卥٭ց
㴗◪㝕鼸����ր낛ꈷ䫘כ獗⚶갧㺽٭㎼氙낛ؠشؼ٭؛٬낛鮫⪜ס锺㴻锡㎋٭ց
救勓澛寊⟨䉖�⚕氺٬潏⟵����ր寊⟨㕔չց寊⟨䉖篑座镸⩱鞏
낛ꄼ⟤ٌة٭ًّ٭մIUUQT���UBCFSV�NF�
簡阛㹾ٌة٭ًّ٭☭䱿阛���� 䌑䌐䧯 �� 䌑�� 劓 � 傽槁㐂IUUQT���XXX�TUBU�HP�KQ�EBUB�KJOTVJ�����OQ����� 䌑 � 劓 � 傽ꫜ镣

峜ꓡ
��մմր⪪䑑ց溪锶ע �� 䌑ֿדյ救勓㝕㳔ס煝疴מ �� 䌑♣מ劄
ַי䷂茣䙎ֿ䭰⺪ג⮂䜟脢ֿס⮴
��մմրؙ٤ؗذؤ◜噺עյր٤٘بش٬ؙِٞح圸䞯ցֵ氙噺־
յֵ嵛氠יכ倣⸮סꓩ⮔ס♑מג䎰啇朮偆סי⮂

䎰啇朮כ׆מٞح潨䭰圸䞯㐌㔔ס欎㘶鞪⾔㒘篑座獗⚶
䓺䧯ס״גס㕈勓圸䞯יכ⛺翝ׄטյ✶יյ㐌㔔䮴蕟ס㕈鼎כ
䱿ꅼׂטהױס欎㘶鞪⾔㒘םյ⩰ꅼ溷מכ׆䱿ꅼי
յ䌐䧯יכ潨溷כ׆ � 䌑䍲מⱁ陭ג⯜䍲ךնց欎㘶澈 )1
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The purpose of this paper is to introduce the reader to the Dignity Model proposed by Prof. 
Donna Hicks in her book Dignity: The Essential Role it Plays in Resolving Conflict. 1 In the fall of 

2019, I was given the opportunity to lead a “Dignity Workshop” at the Asian Rural Institute. 
What follows is a summary of the key ideas that I presented at that time. Though we don’t 

often think about dignity in our daily lives, the subject is actually very close to our hearts. The 
desire for dignity is universal. When dignity is violated the response often involves anger, 
aggression, and revenge. In contrast, when we honor each other’s dignity, we connect with 

each other and find new levels of trust and meaning in our relationships. Yet, the sad truth 
is that few of us have a deep awareness of dignity, and the integral role it plays in human 

relationships. The Dignity Model has helped me to see that “dignity” is like a new language 

that we need to learn in order to build relationships and communities that are mindful of this 

treasure that we all share. In the end, I think we would all agree that the world would be a 

much better place if we could learn how to bring more dignity into the world.

WHY DIGNITY?

Dr. Donna Hicks is a psychologist who has been working extensively in conflict resolution 
around the world. Hicks found that when opposing parties were brought to the same table, 

they were quite capable of expressing themselves by presenting perspectives and clarifying 

grievances. However, she also noticed a deeply emotional tone that was at play under the table; 

one that needed her further attention. As she continued her involvement with community 

leaders she sensed that this unspoken language had something to do with human dignity. She 

suggests that if words were to be put to this unspoken language, the protagonists would be 

saying to each other; “How can you treat me like this? Can’t you see that I am a human being? 

Don’t you see the suffering that I am going through?” Hicks then asked herself, “What does 
dignity feel like? What would it look like to honor someone’s dignity?” Her book provides 

an answer to those questions by offering a framework from which to define the language of 
dignity (what she calls the essential elements of dignity). She also helps us to understand the 

evolutionary legacy of why and how humans continue to violate the dignity of others (what 

she refers to as the ten temptations to violate dignity).

My own interest in the subject can be traced back to the experience of having lived 

through the Great Northeastern Japan Earthquake of March 11, 2011. At that time, I was 

Learning the Language of Dignity
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working in the city of Sendai, at a place called the Emmaus Center operated by the Nihon 

Kirisuto Kyôdan (the United Church of Christ in Japan). Following the earthquake, tsunami, 
and nuclear disaster, the Emmaus Center was designated as a relief center by the Kyôdan, and 
we started receiving volunteers from all over Japan. For those of us at the Emmaus Center, we 

found ourselves caught between two realities. On the one hand, we were actively involved in 

providing daily relief services to tsunami survivors and anybody else in need. Yet, on the 
other hand, we too had lost our daily lives and there was profound disorientation and unrest 

that was having a noticeable effect on our mental and or physical health. Because the basic 
foundations of our lives had been shaken and threatened, we experienced a strain in the 

quality of our human relationships. Living through the disaster exposed me to what I would 

call the best and worst of the human spirit. I had no way of knowing at the time what I was 

going through. Now I see that such highly traumatic experiences have a way of revealing new 

insights into what it means to be human. 

 What puzzled me were two contrasting experiences that I had with the people around 

me. The first was the encounter with tsunami survivors. Volunteers would often return to the 
Emmaus Center after a full day out by the coast deeply troubled by what they had experi-
enced. Because the devastation was so overwhelming, many were struggling to make sense of 

what they had seen. Some felt helpless to effect change. One recurring theme voiced by the 
volunteers was their amazement expressed in the following words; “We came to help and 

encourage the survivors. Why is it that we are the ones who find ourselves inspired and 
encouraged by the people we have come to help?” Though the survivors had suffered so much, 
some were able to stand tall and be a source of encouragement to others. The volunteers were 

amazed to find themselves not on the giving end but on the receiving end of this relationship 
with the survivors. 

For example, I came to know a carpenter named Mr. Sugawara. The tsunami had damaged 

his home and had claimed the life of his mother. He had evacuated to a temporary shelter 

where he met a young pastor from the Emmaus Center who approached him with the follow-

ing request: “We are looking for hope, and we want to share this hope with our young people. 

Mr. Sugawara, would you help us?” People from rural communities in Japan are generally 
suspicious of Christianity, and Mr. Sugawara was no exception. I believe, however, that he 

was deeply touched by the request from the young pastor. Mr. Sugawara’s life had been devas-

tated, and therefore he was in the position of receiving aid from others. Yet, in this particular 
situation, he was being asked to help the volunteers in their relief efforts. He decided to take 
up the young pastor’s offer to become our contact person for relief activities in the village of 
Sasayashiki. Mr. Sugawara says that the relationship with the Emmaus Relief Center trans-

formed his life. In the midst of profound loss and despair, he found a new source of power 

within himself. Mr. Sugawara showed us that people who have lost so much can still stand tall 

and be a source of strength for others.

The second experience is a painful one to recall. It is a story of broken human relation-

ships that happened amongst those of us belonging to the Emmaus Center. Prior to the disas-

ter, our community had been a place frequented by college students from the various colleges 

in town. Ours was a community where differences existed, and where we learned to under-
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stand and accept our differences. Yet, the atmosphere changed dramatically after the disaster. 
The most tangible change came from the fact that the Emmaus Center was now focused on the 

relief effort. Volunteers were showing up at our doorstep on a daily basis, and we were provid-

ing food and lodging, as well as support for their daily work out by the coast. However, below 

the surface, there was an emotional and psychological shift that proved to divide our commu-

nity. In some cases, this emotional shift expressed itself in a most confrontational way.
Jim Greenman, in his book What Happened to My World; Helping Children Cope With Natural 

Disaster and Catastrophe, 2 points out that there are four pillars of security (people, places, 

routine, and ritual) that help us to feel safe and secure in our daily lives. When we lose one or 

more of these pillars we can become quite vulnerable. Each person reacts differently to 
trauma, and our vulnerabilities surface in different ways. I found that I was distancing myself 
from the situation and that I lost a sense of control over my own life. I had trouble keeping up 

with the changes around me. There were others too who stepped back and were emotionally 

immobilized by the turmoil. In contrast, there were others who propelled themselves into 

action. They tried to maintain a sense of control by immersing themselves in relief activities. 

Some of these community members who were active in reaching out to survivors became 

quite impatient toward those who could not do the same. There were several instances where 

some members of our community were told that they no longer belonged at the Emmaus 

Center. As far as they were concerned, those who did not commit to the relief effort “were not 
welcome here.” It was an expression of hostility and exclusion that we had never seen before. 

I was also on the receiving end of this kind of aggressive behavior. As director of the Emmaus 

Center, I asked myself; “How could this happen to us? What was going on?” It felt like I had 

suddenly been bitten by a bee. “Ouch!” I would say to myself. I never knew human relation-

ships could be so painful and unsettling. In retrospect, I have come to appreciate how vulner-

able we all were at that moment in time. The disaster had brought our shared human 

vulnerabilities to the fore and we ended up hurting each other.3 

WHAT IS DIGNITY?
 

For most of us, the first word that we think of when considering dignity is the word “respect.” 
There is, however, a fundamental difference between these two words. Respect is something 
that we earn on account of our accomplishments or attitude toward life. It is like an evaluation 

that we receive from others based on our abilities and achievements. Dignity, on the other 

hand, is inherent to who we are as human beings. Simply put, dignity is our inherent worth 

and value. Let us consider a newborn child. Who can deny that the child possesses great value 

just by being born into this world? We give the child our utmost care because we find value 
in the child. At the same time, the child needs our protection because the child is vulnerable. 

Hicks defines dignity as “an internal state of peace that comes with the recognition and accep-

tance of the value and vulnerability of all living things.”4 Therefore, we can say that dignity 

is about value and vulnerability. It is easy for us to recognize the dignity needs of a newborn 

child. Yet why is it that as we grow older we lose sight of these dignity needs? Perhaps we lose 
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sight because we ourselves experience the violation of our own dignity, and we become hard-

ened and unable to see the dignity needs of others.

The Dignity Model is first and foremost a framework that allows us to gain a deeper 
awareness of how we can honor dignity in our human relationships; both our own dignity as 

well as the dignity of others. Hicks defines the Dignity Model as follows. 
It is an approach I developed to help people understand the role that dignity plays in their lives and re-
lationships. It is my response to what I have observed to be a missing link in our understanding of con-
flict; a failure to realize how vulnerable humans are to being treated as if they didn’t matter. It explains 
why it hurts when our dignity is violated, and it gives us the knowledge, awareness, and skills to avoid 
unknowingly harming others. It demonstrates how to rebuild a relationship that has broken under 
the weight of conflict and suggests what to do to reconcile. The model is my response to the elephant 
that is always in the room when relationships break down. It names the elephant “dignity violator.”5

The Dignity Model consists of two lists of ten concepts each. The first list defines the “Ten 
Essential Elements of Dignity.” For example, fairness, inclusion, and acceptance of identity 

are some of the ways that we can honor someone’s dignity. The second list names the “Ten 

Temptations to Violate Dignity” where she points out our biological hardwiring that leads us 
to violate our own as well as the dignity of others.6 (Please refer to the two lists of the Dignity 
Model in the appendix.) My own brief summary of her work would be as follows. Each person 

has value and ought to be treated as though they are of value. Everyone wants to be treated as 

if they matter. However, we are also very vulnerable when we have our sense of value chal-

lenged. When we are treated as if we do not matter, we feel threatened and react instinctively 

with the intent to hurt the source of that threat. Hicks argues that this instinctive reaction to 

harm the source of a perceived threat is a common evolutionary human trait. She bases her 

reasoning on the findings of neuroscience and evolutionary biology.

UNDERSTANDING WHAT IT MEANS TO BE HUMAN

Let me offer a story. It was the day after a terrible typhoon swept through the Tokyo area. I 
needed to commute to work downtown by train, but the train systems were greatly delayed. 

I found myself on the train station platform with thousands of other commuters. We were 

all facing in one direction hoping to get on the next express train when it came. On the other 

side of the platform, there was a local train about to head out. The conductor called out to us 

to stand away from the edge of the platform so that it would be safe for the train to pass by. 

People made slight adjustments but it was not sufficient. The conductor called out to a young 
woman by my side to move forward just a bit more, and she complied. As she did so, the man 

in front of her must have said something hurtful to her. She reacted very aggressively and 

with language unbecoming of a mature adult. It was an unfortunate situation for all of us to 

be in, and we can understand the stress that everyone was under. In this case, it is easy to fault 

the woman (or perhaps the man who provoked her in the first place) for her lack of character 
and poise. Yet another way to view this story is to say that the incident reveals something 
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about our shared characteristics of what it means to be human. 

Recent research in the field of neuroscience has uncovered some fascinating revelations 
about the human brain. Naomi Eisenberger and Matthew Lieberman7 have found that when 

we are psychologically injured, the area of our brain that is activated is the same area that is 

activated when we experience a physical injury. This means that our brain does not know the 

difference between a physical and a psychological injury. When we are physically injured we 
can rush to the hospital to have the wound looked at. However, when we are psychologically 

injured, we tend to let the wound alone. Oftentimes we have nowhere to go to have those 
wounds looked at. In most cases, unaddressed psychological wounds are left to fester within 
ourselves. Hicks writes that “we humans need acknowledgment for what we have suffered.”8  

In the case of the woman on the station platform, we can see her reaction as a need to have her 

injury acknowledged. We humans are hard-wired to be self-protective toward those who 

threaten our sense of wellbeing. The woman’s reaction has to do with our natural human 

instincts that have developed over time.

Evolutionary biology is another field Hicks draws upon to argue that humans share a 
common legacy that causes us to lash out and hurt anybody who threatens our sense of 

dignity. She writes: “Our desire for dignity has ancient evolutionary roots. Evolutionary biol-

ogists know a lot about these deep drives that explain so many of our behaviors – survival 

behaviors that we inherited from our early ancestors. These behaviors stem from the quest to 

survive, and this aspect of human nature propels us throughout our lives. Some call these 

aspects of our human nature “instincts,” since they seem to automatically and unconsciously 

guide us toward what to seek and what to avoid. Importantly, however, we have the power 

within us to make different choices about how we react to instincts.”9

The self-preservation instincts imprinted on our brains are very powerful. On the one 

hand, these instincts have helped us to develop as social beings that depend on connection 

with others to sustain us in difficult times and assure our survival. Yet, on the other hand, we 
have also evolved the capacity to terminate a relationship when we feel that it threatens us. In 

the case of the woman on the station platform, we can say that her reaction was not some-

thing personal, but rather a part of what it means to be human. The list of “Ten Temptations to 

Violate Dignity” reveals how vulnerable we are not only to lash out in self-protection after 
our dignity has been violated by others but to violate our own dignity in the process as well. 

The good news, however, is that we can choose not to succumb to our human instincts. Going 

against our biology can be difficult, but nonetheless, it is something that can be learned.

MODELS OF DIGNITY CONSCIOUSNESS

Although our survival instincts are a very powerful part of our evolutionary development, 

there are times when we are able to take charge of our emotions and rise to a higher level 

of awareness. My wife told me of a time when our youngest daughter returned home from 

elementary school in a bad mood. She started talking about some of her classmates at school 

who were being mean to her and making her feel bad. As she spoke, it was all she could do 
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to hold back her tears. Not knowing what to say, my wife suggested, “Why don’t you just be 

mean to them, and make them feel what you are feeling.” Our daughter broke into tears as she 

responded, “But that’s not the kind of person I want to be.” Sometimes in our daily life, there 

are times like this when we can hold onto our dignity by rising to a higher level. By resist-

ing the urge to fight back, our daughter had not only refrained from violating the dignity of 
others, but she had maintained her own.

This story shows us that we do have the internal resources to hold ourselves back and hold 

on to our dignity. There are people around us who provide role models for what Hicks calls 

“Mandela Consciousness.” She is referring to Nelson Mandela who was imprisoned by the 

apartheid government of South Africa for twenty-seven years. When he left prison, he 
harbored no ill will for his captors and gained the respect of so many of his fellow countrymen 

and countrywomen. Hicks lifts Mandela up as a person who had the capacity to continually 
ground himself in his sense of self-worth. In his book, Long Walk to Freedom, Mandela writes; 

Prison and the authorities conspire to rob each man of his dignity. In and of itself, that assured that I 
would survive, for any man or institution that tries to rob me of my dignity will lose because I will not 
part with it at any price or under any pressure.10 

Mandela knew that nobody could take away his dignity. He was firmly grounded in his own 
sense of worth, and thus could be strong in the face of adversity. Knowing that nobody else 
but you is the master of your own dignity gives the individual great power. It places the power 

of initiative back into your own hands.

A friend of mine who lives in Bangladesh shared with me the following story which 

appeared in the local Bengali newspaper. On March 15, 2019, a few armed men opened fire at 
a mosque in Christchurch, New Zealand, killing 51 people. Among those who died was the 

wife of Mr. Ahmed (not his real name) from Bangladesh. Mr. Ahmed had immigrated to New 

Zealand several years ago with his wife, where he had been caught in an accident which left 
him in a wheelchair. Every Friday Mr. Ahmed’s wife would drive him to the mosque and then 

wait for him in the car until the prayer was over. On this particular day, Mr. Ahmed’s wife had 

taken him to the entrance of the mosque and was returning to the car when she heard gunfire. 
Concerned for her husband, she quickly retraced her steps toward the mosque where she was 

gunned down. At the joint memorial service, Mr. Ahmed had the following words to share; 

“People ask me how I can say that I forgive those who have killed my beloved wife. Allah says, 
Allah will love us if we are forgiving toward others.” He then continued, “Those of us who 

belong to different cultures and religions are like flowers of different shapes and colors. By 
being together we become a beautiful garden. I do not want a heart heavy with the rage of 

anger. It will be like a fire that consumes not only myself but others. I want a heart of love, 
compassion, and mercy. That heart does not wish for others to experience the pain that I have 

gone through. That is why I have chosen peace and forgiveness toward the people who killed 

my wife.”11 

Dignity stories such as the above remind us that we do have the resources to overcome our 

instincts and to hold onto our dignity. Hicks writes that “the better part of dignity is restraint.” 
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BRINGING MORE DIGNITY
 INTO THE WORLD

Personally, my biggest takeaway from reflecting on the Dignity Model is that we have greatly 
underestimated human vulnerability. People who look like they have succeeded in life, those 
with power and prestige, or those we might admire for their skills and accomplishments are 

no less vulnerable to human instincts than you or I. We might act as if we are in control, but 

hurtful experiences can lodge themselves in our heart and cause conflict to drag on under 
the surface. These wounds can be passed down through generations and can affect the way 
we view each other. Vengefulness and an inability to give people the benefit of the doubt, can 
blind us to the dignity needs of others and cause us to continue to violate dignity. In so doing 

we also bring down our own dignity. This is a vulnerability that we all share as human beings, 

and yet we know so little about it. I must admit that I am just beginning to learn the language 

of dignity. I make mistakes each day that cause me to violate the dignity of others. It may take 

a lifetime to learn this language because we will always be faced with the truth of our own 

vulnerability. 

Most of the ideas that I have shared in this article are based on the good work by Dr. 

Hicks. Following her first award-winning book on dignity, she has now come out with a 
sequel called Leading with Dignity – How to Create a Culture that Brings Out the Best in People.12 In 

this second book, she focuses on the question of leadership in communities and organiza-

tions. In her own words, this book “is meant to be a user’s guide for leaders who want to 

expand not just their understanding of dignity, but also their knowledge of how to embody, 

model, and make it work for the well-being of their people and organizations.” 13 It is her 

contribution for leaders to put dignity into action, and to be empowered to create cultures of 

dignity. Some of the ideas that she develops in this second book are the idea of the three 

connections—what Hicks calls the “three Cs.” 

Dignity consciousness means that we are connected to our own dignity (the first C), the dignity of oth-
ers (the second C), and the dignity of something greater than ourselves (the third C). The third C can 
take on different interpretations—for some, it can mean a connection to a higher power, but it also 
includes a connection to the natural world and the planet that is home to us all. Additionally, it can 
include a connection to a purpose that contributes to the greater good—something that gives mean-
ing to our lives. 14

Developing dignity skills is another area that she explores. These leadership skills include 

demonstrating lifelong learning and development, setting the tone where people feel it is 

safe to be vulnerable, cultivating trust, activating empathy, demonstrating restraint, and 

taking responsibility. She views leaders as potential “guardians of dignity” who can model 

these skills for the sake of those in the community or organization. A humble and respon-

sible leader will not only create safe environments where people will feel safe to share their 

vulnerabilities but also model the skills that are listed above. Exercising dignified leadership 
means embodying the humility that comes from an expanded dignity consciousness.
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In closing, I wanted to dedicate this article to the Asian Rural Institute (ARI) for two reasons. 
The first reason is that ARI is already involved with the dignity issues outlined above. ARI is 
an educational community that brings people together from various cultural and religious 

backgrounds, to share life, labor, and food together. In the course of nine months, the train-

ing participants, as well as the staff, are challenged to learn from and understand each other, 
and to tap the internal resources that build a common vision for humanity. I remember one 

African man who raised his hand at the end of my Dignity Workshop. “I have one question. 

Asian people say that we Africans are too confrontational. But I talked with my fellow Afri-

cans and we agree that in our countries this is the way that we interact with one another, and 

we do not feel that it is confrontational. How are we supposed to understand this situation?” 

I could sense the pain behind his question. He felt judged, and maybe he felt that people from 

Asian countries did not give Africans like him the benefit of the doubt. Perhaps he felt his 
dignity had been violated. Although I did not get around to answering his question directly, I 

was glad that he raised the issue. A dignity violation is a sign that something must change in 

the relationship. His question helps both sides (both African and Asian) to ask what it would 

look like to honor the dignity of “the other.” ARI has been asking this question ever since its 

inception. The Dignity Model provides a useful reference point to clarify what it would look 

like to learn the way toward honoring the dignity of others.

The second reason has to do with one of ARI’s key concepts; “dignity of labor” as stated below.

The labor of farmers who produce food is of the highest importance for feeding the world. 
From administration and food preparation to caring for livestock and raising crops, all 
labor has dignity and equal value. Even though one may be formally educated, that person’s labor 
and physical work is as valuable as any other work. We give our life through labor to produce food to 
sustain our lives and the lives of others.15

I imagine that when ARI was founded, the founders sensed the deep need to bring more 

dignity into this world. This was true especially for those working in rural areas who produce 

the food that sustains our lives. Hicks, for her part, has spent much time consulting with 

businesses, schools, and hospitals that are interested in learning how to place the language 

of dignity at the heart of their organization. She quotes one management academic as saying, 

“Leaders who undermine employee autonomy are corrosive because they undermine the 

dignity of work.”16 She goes on to say, “This is a very serious matter because dignity is funda-

mental to well-being and to human and organizational thriving. The enlightened leaders 

know how to treat people with dignity.” People in the business world are also beginning to 
see the importance of honoring dignity, and the essential role dignity plays in raising morale 

and resolving conflict in the workplace. I believe that ARI is a pioneer in this field of bringing 
more dignity into the world, as expressed in its school motto “That We May Live Together.” 
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Acceptance of Identity
Approach people as being neither inferior 

nor superior to you. Give others the freedom 

to express their authentic selves without fear 

of being negatively judged. Interact without 

prejudice or bias, accepting the ways in 

which race, religion, ethnicity, gender, class, 

sexual orientation, age, and disability may 

be at the core of other people’s identities. 

Assume that others have integrity.

Inclusion  
Make others feel that they belong, whatever 

the relationship—whether they are in your 

family, community, organization, or nation.

Safety
Put people at ease at two levels; physically, so 
they feel safe from bodily harm, and psycho-

logically, so they feel safe from being humili-

ated. Help them to feel free to speak without 

fear of retribution. 

Acknowledgment
Give people your full attention by listening, 

hearing, validating and responding to their 

concerns, feelings, and experiences.

Recognition
Validate others for their talents, hard work, 
thoughtfulness, and help. Be generous with 

praise and show appreciation and gratitude 

to others for their contributions and ideas.

APPENDIX 1
The Ten Essential Elements of Dignity

Fairness
Treat people justly, with equality, and in an 

even-handed way according to agreed on 

laws and rules. People feel that you have 
honored their dignity when you treat them 

without discrimination or injustice.

Benefit of the Doubt
Treat people as trustworthy. Start with the 

premise that others have good motives and 

are acting with integrity.

Understanding  
Believe that what others think matters. Give 

them the chance to explain and express their 

points of view. Actively listen in order to 

understand them. 

Independence  
Encourage people to act on their own behalf 

so that they feel in control of their lives and 

experience a sense of hope and possibility. 

Accountability
Take responsibility for your actions. If you 

have violated the dignity of another person, 

apologize. Make a commitment to change 

your hurtful behavior.
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Taking the Bait
Do not take the bait. Don’t let the bad behav-

ior of others determine your own. Restraint 

is the better part of dignity. Don’t justify 

getting even. Do not do onto others as they 

do unto you if it will cause harm.

Saving Face  
Do not succumb to the temptation to save 

face. Don’t lie, cover up, or deceive yourself. 

Tell the truth about what you have done.

Shirking Responsibility 
Do not shirk responsibility when you have 

violated the dignity of others. Admit it when 

you make a mistake, and apologize if you 

hurt someone.

Seeking False Dignity 
Beware of the desire for external recogni-

tion in the form of approval and praise. If we 

depend on others alone for validation of our 

worth, we are seeking false dignity. Authen-

tic dignity resides within us. Don’t be lured 

by false dignity.

Seeking False Security 
Don’t let your need for connection compro-

mise your dignity. If we remain in a rela-

tionship in which our dignity is routinely 

violated, our desire for connection has 

outweighed our need to maintain our own 

dignity. Resist the temptation to settle for a 

false security.

APPENDIX 2
The Ten Temptations to Violate Dignity

Avoiding Conflict 
Stand up for yourself. Don’t avoid confron-

tation when your dignity is violated. Take 

action. A violation is a signal that something 

in a relationship needs to change.

Being the Victim 
Don’t assume that you are the innocent 

victim in a troubled relationship. Open 

yourself to the idea that you might be 

contributing to the problem. We need to look 

at ourselves as others see us.

Resisting Feedback  
Don’t resist feedback from others. We often 
don’t know what we don’t know. We all have 

blind spots; we all unconsciously behave 

in undignified ways. We need to overcome 
our self-protective instincts and accept 

constructive criticism. Feedback gives us an 

opportunity to grow. 

Blaming and Shaming Others to Deflect 
Your Own Guilt  
Don’t blame and shame others to deflect 
your own guilt. Control the urge to defend 

yourself by making others look bad. 

Engaging in False Intimacy and 
Demeaning Gossip  
Beware of the tendency to connect by gossip-

ing about others in a demeaning way. Being 

critical and judgmental about others when 

they are not present is harmful and undig-

nified. If you want to create intimacy with 
another, speak the truth about yourself, 

about what is happening in your inner world, 

and invite the person to do the same.
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勓畇ס潨溷تؠشك٬ػغע侷䱅ֿסא詇剹յ%JHOJUZ��5IF�&TTFOUJBM�3PMF�JU�1MBZT�JO�3FTPMWJOH�
$POJDU�㸥⹌㸐皑ס闋尴סאֽׄמ勓鮐溷䔢ⰺך╚ס䳀ゃրطؼءؔظ ٬ؔٓ ظ ٜ㸥

����ն�մֵמכ׆♃ց箩ٜظٓ⹌ 䌑瑼מյ瑭ؓةؓע㳔ꯖך㸥⹌وش٘بؠ٭٠סיַחמ
ꪛ⥎塌⚶גֻ┰նׅ┪⺅ך׆׆⫐㵼מ׀כסאע箩♃ֵךסגն瑭עהגյ册
嫘־ր㸥⹌ցיַחמ脝ַֻםעךַׄיն־յ㵅ס׆ע◜厲ע瑭סהג㝕ם׀ꫀ䖥◜ֵך
ַםն㸥⹌ֿ㸥ꓨ״寛כ׆㸥⹌ֿ㸥ꓨס⮔蔦יזֵךն鞋ֵךُ٭طםյ册ꇀ溷
յֽמնꄊגյ䕮馣脝ֻםמյ侍业溷ֻׯֽյ䤚׀ח⥣ע☭כ յכ㸥⹌ֿ㸥ꓨסַ◦
㸥עהג瑭מכ׆ַյ䜸־ն䟨⽱ֿ气ַ偆מꫀ➳䙎סכյ潸䩘溪㺤מ➳幾ַ⟤꾙ꫀ
ؔظնրַםַי槏闋ל媒יַחמꓨ锡䙎סאֽׄמ➳嵪ׂյ☭ꪨꫀמױ霼餟ֵֿסיַחמ⹌
طؼء ٬ؔٓ նגזםמֹ脝ֻמֹס阋靣ַ偆סח┞ր㸥⹌ցעյ瑭יזמַ⚶⮂סכցٜظ
☭ꪨꫀ➳ؔطؼِٖؤ䓺䧯ך┪յ㸥⹌槏闋עכ׆㝕㜟ꓨ锡ֵךն㸥⹌ע瑭הג☭ꪨֿ
⪴ꄼי䭥ַיז㵁朮ֵךյעא㳔מש⡑㝕⮗ֵךסםն虘ַ┾汔מ״ג✑յ
㸥⹌מ㸐槏闋幾״յס׆┾汔כזמ㸥⹌㙟ׂי䖩锡䠊ַיն

־סםր㸥⹌ցם
յעסגַ♕宜ֿتؠشكնֵך䖥槏㳔脢ג׀יזג䓜מ筩◚闋尴ך筩◚㐌㔔ס汔┾ע侷䱅تؠشك
信㸐מהג☭需סַ⻉㖪ףֻ┰յ╋脢ע㵅מ䈲מײ蔦⮔סהג╭䒟蝆䝠潸䩘׆ֻ⚻מ
י需ցֿ㲽㐂⚶ַםםמր阋訪סח┞ֹמ免⻎עמ׆אյ־նֵךכ׆ַֹכ׀ךֿכ
٭ٛס筩◚㐌㔔עն䔦㟕ג䖩锡䠊峜潨מ需⚶סח┞ֹם幾ׂ䠊䝠溷סאյעتؠشكնגַ
יնֵֻגזםמֹ䘼ֹכ־ַםעך阋靣ַי➳ꫀכ⹌㸥סꪨ☭ע׆յך╚ꫀכהג٭ر
նדה䩤♐ַלץַֹכ✇նրג脝ֻעتؠشكכםמ㵼⫏םֹסյ姌ףםמ阋靣阋訪סא
瑭☭ꪨ־סַם־⮔עמגםֵֿכ׆ַֹכד瑭ס蝆ֿײ锶ֻ־סַםցמעتؠشك
脝ֻגն㸥⹌ע⪽✄溷מֹסלמ✄닫־ֹדס㸥⹌ֿ㸥ꓨ־כ׆ַֹֹלעכشك
ס⹌յր㸥עײ卽篁סאնַי❴䳀ײ卽篁סյ㸥⹌槏闋ך䓺瞩ֻמゼַםֹס׆ע詇剹סتؠ
�� 㵬➜⹌锡筶ցր㸥ס �� ꪨ☭ע㵼⫏ַיׅ┪⺅ךն睗◝ꌃ鞃僻ךꌃ圸䧯◝ס靕䝵ցס
նדֵֹמꅼⵊꇃ瓦סꪨ☭ע瞩ֻסאնֵך־ַꯚמ靕䝵㵬➜⹌㸥ס脢♑םֿ

瑭ֿמُ٭طס׆蕟⽱䭥עׄ־ז׀גזյ���� 䌑ס匯傽勓㝕괬捇סך篑닫ֵךն䓜免յ瑭ע
♖⺫䉖ֵמ傽勓㕈瀤侷㎒匯ⵌ侷ⶓ؛٬ؙُ٭ذ٤ج♧┫յؙُ؛גַיַ⦐ךն괬捇潲䔿յؙُ
؛նؙُג״㢼⪛ׄ⺇ؓؔط٤ٍٚס־յ⪢㎼ׅ┪ה皑٭ذ٤ج錺捇佻䴈ס傽勓㕈瀤侷㎒ע؛
錺捇佻䴈嵛ⳛעהג瑭עךն┞偙גזםככ׆篑닫מ免⻎槁㵅סח◝עהג瑭גַיזꫀמ
ꄼי錺捇脢㐌㔔ס偙չמث٭ؼס䗎ֻ嵛ⳛמ㹻ⲇגն־յֹ┞偙עךյ瑭הג蔦麃ס傽

ؠ٭ؔظ٤ج٬ْ٤٭ٛنؘة
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䊬气嵛ֿ㝤յיזמכ׆סא窢玗溷מ麃✄溷מ㝕ت٤ٚفׂ׀䁼גַיն气嵛ס㏸⺫ֿ
呧䍏־䴓שյ茲㥒ֿכ׆גמ☭ꪨꫀ➳מ㝕ׂ׀䔔꼸ֵךסגն괬捇篑닫ꄼי
瑭ע☭ꪨס僻כ凉ס╋嚋מ闑מֹג䘼ֹն䓜免ע蔦⮔ֿ✇篑닫גז־ם־⮔־סַיն
־כ׆ַֹֹלעכֵךյ☭ꪨמהגյ瑭ֿא׆溷篑닫ُؗٚعםֹס׆յכײיזꂉ䮴־
նםכ⚶塌ֻ┰崫㷋םג偆סיַחמ

☭ꪨכ־ֹד✇עכ侉י״脝ֻג㸐攍溷ם篑닫ח◝箩♃ַגնח┞ױ潨ס篑닫
י噺箽ֻ✑ؓؔطٍٚ٤ؠ٭٠ס傽┞סך㐌㔔גׄ⺇錺㵬סն崵峒ֵךַ⚶⮂סכ錺捇脢ע
䨴הג٭٭٠ׂיזؙُגַך؆⽿כ٭٭٠כ׆סؓؔط٤ٍٚעך؛עյ蔦⮔ֿהג篑
닫מכ׆ג䨯䝵ַ䠊גַיն潨מ⯼ס䌮ֿ⩱再ֵֿמױ䜸䞠״גגזדյ蔦⮔סהג宜䭥
ם؆אնגַ٭٭٠䟨宜巆屉מ摾ⲇס蔦עמ╚յגױնֵךסגַךַם׀ך俠槏ה
䔦מꄊםյמסםעג׀מ錺捇脢ⲙׄעהגնր瑭גז臝ׂ阋訪ֵֿׂ־הג٭٭٠
ꄼי瑭ֿהגⲤױⲇ־ֹדסַיֻ┰ց錺捇脢עמ╚סյ㝕ם׀蝆ײ篑닫ם
ֿהג⮔蔦עהג٭٭ն٠גַֿהג☭׀ךֿכ׆ױյ♑脢Ⲥׂםכ׆㺌מאյֿ
錺捇脢סכꫀ➳יַֽמյ┰ֻ⣨ׄ⺇ׂםעך⣨מכ׆ַמ덺׀䠊דסגַיն

յֽ嬎ֵַמ錺㵬ס㵵ֿ崵峒ע؆⸮ն褈גזֵַֿ⚶⮂סכ錺捇脢ַֹכ؆⸮յ褈ףֻ❛
նגז⚶⮂כ末䊘ס☭┞➳ꫀמ؛ُؙע؆⸮յ褈מ׀כגַיꉌ곓מնꉌ곓䨾גׂ◾ױ
הג☭䉤劳蝄ַסאնַי䉤劳䱱עהגնր瑭גׄ־阋訪ֿ䫋ׅםֹס姌־末䊘סא
تٛ؞ֿ☭ס㝂ׂעךꀸ匆סց傽勓־؆ױׂיյⲙׄ؆⸮ն褈ַיז䘼כַגַ⻉ה־⮔כ
מׄ־ゼַס末䊘ס׆ע؆⸮յ褈־նגז־םעך㜽❛؆⸮ն褈ֵך䥶沼溷י㸐מ侷ع
䖥ⳛ־յⶾⲇכ׆尴ג״ն褈⸮ס؆气嵛ע㚷յ䔦ע佻䴈ׄ⺇⣨גַמն־յ
׆նֵךסגז皑מց皑㖪嵛ⳛրⲙׄؓؔط٤ֿٍٚא׆؆⸮褈עיַֽמ➳ꫀסכ末䊘ס׆
ֵךסגזםכⶾⲇ脢ס錺捇佻䴈嵛ⳛס؛ֽُؙׄמ䉖蝄卲ⶓ睶㺑俤⺫♖ע؆⸮褈ימֹס
蔦ע؆⸮յ褈ך╚ס䴮㝤כն簮劳靣כג㜟ֻׂ׀气㝕☭סꫀ➳ֿ䔦סכ؛յؙُ؆⸮ն褈
⽟יכ嫺撬ֽםיזֵמ╚סײ蝆יז㝂ׂ㝤ע☭նגזדסג徎溪锶סⲇַ偆מ⫏ס
նד؆㳔־؆⸮褈עהג瑭כ׆ַֹכյ׀ךֿכ׆םמⲇס☭ס

סꫀ➳脢הג瑭גַככמ؛նֵؙُך篑닫׳浌ֿ⥣ס䖥ֽם♀עיזכמյ瑭ע潨ח◝
ꪨך☭ꪨꫀ➳ֿ㚷דסגזױיն괬捇⯼յ瑭עؔطؼِٖؤסהג♖⺫䉖⫐ס鏿俙ס㝕㳔ס蝄ַ☭
ꇙֿבאյ㝂坎䙎ֿ㸥ꓨעך׆אնגזד㖪䨾םֹס٭ذ٤ج٬٭ؔطؼِٖؤ겏ֹֿהג
ַ䭥חחהյֽ◦ַ־㳔⪛ׄ⺇ַ◦ֽצꫀ➳䙎ֿ碎גַי־ն־յ괬捇㘶ُؙמ
ך㜟ⵊס气嵛מכ׆גזױ錺捇佻䴈嵛ⳛֿ㢼ע㜟ⵊם׀յ┞沁㝕؆הնג㜟┞ע곰㎪宜ס؛
ؓؔط٤ٍٚס㝂ׂׂיזמ؛ُؙמגյ嬐傽偆杅ⵊמ錺捇佻䴈嵛ⳛע傽䊬ס؛նؙُגזֵ
䠊ם׀㝕עך┫յ寊긖־նגⲇֿ峜ֿמ嵛ⳛ⮂ꃻמ錺捇㐌յ䔦䩘ꏕס◜낛㶆סהג
䝠溷ֿײץם气յ瑭םמכ׆⮔◝ؔطؼِٖؤסהגնיאյעײץס׆免יכ⹌
նגזםכ篙卸槁ך䓺ַֹכ㸐皑ַ

詇剹סאע٤ُ٤٭ٛء٬ّة � ם䖩锡מ״ג䠊⪡㴗כ㴗㴻מ气嵛סאֿ☭յך╚ס סח�
叻☭յ㖪䨾յٜ٤ؔط٭յ傽䊬ס肪䢍溷鉿掿箩♃ַיն瑭עהגյס׆叻ֿ┞ךח䴓ַ
عնדבב☭ע䗎סי㸐מ篑닫ُؗٚعնַיז䭥䒘䁼ت٤ٚفׂ׀㝕כֹױך
מ气嵛ס⮔蔦ע俙ꅸꪨ䔿յ瑭־ն捇㵬溪气מ䔉׀嶠⮔ꌃַ㚷י䒘ׂסהג瑭עُؗٚ
㸐ٜ٭ٞع٤ؤסי㝤גז䠊镊מꯚյ潨ס⯼ס槁㵅־䠊䝠溷鴇곐翝ַַי蔦⮔מ宜ֿ♕ַ
ⳛׄמ窢玗溷ך╚ס庋▸枱䡢ס䓜免מ坎⻎כ瑭מ♑նגזד㎦곓ֿס鉿ׂיַחמ㜟ⵊס⯼סն潨ג
յ錺捇ע䔦ׂאնֽגַ脢גꉒꅼמ嵛ⳛס⯼ס潨מ㸐攍溷עכאնגַ☭םמ枱岞ַם
脢佻䴈嵛ⳛמ屲꾁יזמכ׆յס׆枱岞蔦ⲇַֹכ׀ךٜ٭ٞع٤ؤך䠊镊粪䭥כֹ

٦ؙ؍رٝإ٦٥ًٝٔؿؑآ
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♼ס♑ַם׀ך鉿ⳛמֹ⻎յעꌃ┞סהג脢גזꫀמ畤嚋溷מֹն錺捇佻䴈嵛ⳛדסגַי
ꪨמ㸐ַ⹌י䡢䍲גזםמֹכնրסהגגםֵֹע׆׆㺇㖪䨾ַםעךն錺捇佻䴈嵛ⳛ
阋訪ֿ臝ם信㸐溷ך䱖♑溷םַֹםסכ׆ג篑닫ךױ♀յכնցם匡מ؛ُؙע脢ַםⲎמ
ِٖؤס؛նؙُגזםמֹׄ⻔מ瑭ע䡢䍲ם信㸐溷םֹס׆מꇖ☭סն┞ꌃג־
סַיז׆ֹ✇ֿ鱍דסַיז׆鱍ֿכ׆םֹס׆יֹלյրע瑭יכ鬬⚈脢סؔطؼ
ⳛכײ浌סל׆ֿ➳ն☭ꪨꫀג镊ֻײ浌םֹס־ג⯢מ逌ךױնגַי蔦ゼכց־
䴓䑛׀鱍כ׆׆յ瑭ע篑닫גז־םֿכ׆גն♀䮴ꂉףյ䓜免ס瑭יֿהג䒘ׂי㚷
銨ֿ㚷ח䭥סבאהג瑭יזמն괬捇׀ך槏闋כ׆גזֵך㲽㐂ַ
긖ⵊյ瑭דסגזױיׄח⥣ַ◦עהגն�

㸥⹌־✇עכ
ր㸥⹌ցכ臝ַױיꅙ䞯阋訪עր㸥俓ցֵךն־յסח◝ס׆阋訪עמ呧勓溷םꇙֵַֿն
㸥俓ס☭עכ气׀㥌⳰䧯ꆤׅמכ׆ג׀י㸐דסֻ┰יն瑭סהג茣ⲇ䧯卸מ㸐
ַיז⤫מססא㲽㐂סיכꪨ☭עכ⹌յ㸥㸐מ׆նַֻכֵך❿雄ֻ┰ֿ⽟י
לն㲳ײי脝ֻמ❛⩼յ偆气ףֻ❛նֵך⡑❿ח䭥ױ气עכ⹌յ㸥כ阋ֹמն盚溷דס
⡑锶❿מ׆אյס׃䠀䝠峜ֿהג瑭מ㲳סאնח⡑䭥❿ס㎷劔ךׄדג׀יױ气מ┾ס׆ע
㸥עتؠشكնכ饦䖩锡⟛כ佻ֻסהג瑭ךסם䒘ַ㲽㐂יׂעל㲳מն⻎免ד־⮂
⹌姌מֹס㴻聋նր㸥⹌עכյ气סיס׀❿⡑כ䒘霼־כ׆⪛ׄ⺇י״匡յ
⫐긖ס䌐㴗ֵךնց� 䌞㲳עהגն瑭阋ֻכדסꫀמ⡑❿כ䒘סꪨ☭הג瑭עכ⹌㸥ױח
כ׆㷋ث٭ؼס⹌㸥ס脢♑חמםמ☭յ㝕םյמס׀ךֿכ׆״霼ث٭ؼס⹌㸥ס
ַסאյ䖥ֿ燖ⵊיׄח⥣⹌㸥ך╚ס➳㸐☭ꫀעהג瑭כ־ն־סםׂם׀ךֿ
նַם焒־סֹױיזםׂם㸥⹌ֿ锶ֻס脢♑ך
րٜظ٬ٓؔطؼءؔظցע㸥⹌槏闋ס״גס卽篁ֵךײն☭ꪨꫀ➳יַֽמ瑭ֿהג潸䩘ס㸥

⹌㸥ꓨյ蔦⮔ס㸥⹌둚ס״ג״ꇓֵךնעتؠشكրٜظ٬ٓؔطؼءؔظց姌
նַי鞃僻מֹס

חֻׅׅװⴓַ״䕵ⶴְג׃㼣⿑ָ卓גְֶח⤘ꟼ➂װ欰崞ךծ猘כٕرٌךֿ
猘ָ涪֮דث٦ٗف،׃կ暴חծ㼎甧ꟼ⤘椚鍑ׅד♳鋅衅ֹגׁהꅾ銲ז✲厑־♳》
رٌךկְַֿׅװֹא⫊חְַג׃㼎חהְֿז䪔ג׃ה㶷㖈֮⦼ծ➂ָ⣣כկְג
ְזָהֽֿא⫊חֲך搀䠐陎ծ➭罏׃铡僇ַך䠬ׄ汤ה㼣⿑ָ⣿㹱ׁזծכٕ
麣ךㄤ鍑װ䗁⥜ך⤘ꟼת׃ג㠨ג״ח⤘ծ㼎甧ꟼתկׅ➜稱ٕؗأן״濼陎ծ钠陎ֶך
ֹדךהֿׅ⿹鎉אא䠬ָׄ铩חֹה׃ծ➂ꟼ⤘ָ䄶㠨כٕرٌךկֿ֮דך䲿鎉ׅ
կ�խ֮דךִ♷せְֲהծչ㼣⿑⣿㹱罏պחהְֿז

ס⹌ր㸥עךյ⯼ם־ꌃ◝עٜظ٬ٓؔطؼءؔظ �� 䪒מյ䌐瞏ףֻ❛ն锡筶ց㴻聋ס
יכך┪㸥ꓨ⹌㸥עלם㵼⺇ס٭ؔطؔط٤ظյؓؕכ׆ֻ┰յ㺇㖪䨾כ׆
ꓨ锡ֵךն䔿עךր㸥⹌➜㵬 �� ☭־镄掾ס气朮㳔עتؠشكך׆׆ն靕䝵ց䮕ׅס
ꪨֿꅼⵊסꇃ瓦יַֽמ麃מ濪ׄג׀י肪䙎ַיׅ┪⺅ն瑭הג☭ꪨע摾䟨餟מהֹס潸䩘ס㸥
⹌➜㵬յ⻎免מ蔦ס㸥⹌䴮ֹױיזם肪䙎ֵֿնعتٛסח◝סٜظ٬ٓؔطؼءؔظ���
攍ך׆׆瑭סتؠشكמם╭䒟锡笴כ姌םמֹסն⪢עמ☭סי❿⡑ֵֿյ❿⡑
յ蔦㸥יאնַג䪒יכ㲽㐂ם◜㝕ֵ⽱蔦⮔ֿ䟨ע☭סי⪡նד׀䪒יכ脢ֵ
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䖥ֿ雧מכ׆侧䠊מ䗎䒘䭥ַיזն❿⡑ַֿם㲽㐂מֹס䪒כ茲㥒䠊յ
勓茣溷ם䗎סאיכ茲㥒ס⸮㎋כֹׄח⥣ն茲㥒ס⸮㎋侍业ַֹכ勓茣溷ם䗎עյ
ꅼⵊסꇃ瓦ך☭ꪨֿ㕆ג׀יז⪴ꄼס肪䙎עتؠشكכֵך阋ֹն

☭ꪨ־כ׆ַֹֹלעכֵך
ꄼמ䖥ꌃ╚ס☒匯עն瑭גזד劸ס姌גז뀸ֿꫀ匯㐌偙销⺫םն䒣揓ג篑닫כ׆ם؆׆傽ֵ
ֿגז־םםףׄםյי▸ֿٕؕرյ뉭ך☭ע徰גַיזֻ־ն瑭ע뉭٭ٌعشٚوס
뉭⢶⻄עך㸐⣨סّ٭ٌعشٚو⻎նגַיז䗪ꅋ괎黆䔵ס姌מ糿┞כהגꄼ脢ס㝕⳰ךّ
黆ֿ⮂溪גַיכֹն黆䱋ע瑭מהג묛虝ַ納ס⫐⣨מֹש╒מ峜䟨גն瑭באעהג
יז皑מ埭סն瑭ג➶䍲峜䟨⫙עյ黆䱋ךֹגזֵך⮔ⶥ┮דױյֿג״雾מ偙ס⯼㸴מ
նגזדֹג阋כ׆ם㝤獓־✇מ水䙎סյꁿֿׂגכֹ״雾מ⯼ׄד׀ךע㟕䙎גַ
䔦㟕ע侍业溷ם䡢䍲םמյ㝕☭宜ַם阋訪ך潸䩘翨גזնֵס枱岞ע鞋יזכמ┮䌗ךסםյ
鞋تٝعتֿ䠊כגַי䘼ֹնס׆㖪⻉յ⬗귿㝤גז㟕䙎מ峜潨עגױյאא
䔦㟕מ┮䗪ם䘼ַג水䙎ֿדֹאյ䔦㟕⠥☭יכםס٭ػُס脝ֻ׀ךכ׆ն
ַיց銨ր☭ꪨַיז䭥יꄼ⪳ם؆ײꪨֿ☭ע鉿掿סյ䔦㟕ף锶偙ם⯁յ־
ն脝ֻכ

劄ꁿס玗篑璇㳔ס煝疴יזמ☭ꪨס莊יַחמ蕟⽱幾ַֿכ׆僻ַימ־նؓؕ
٤ُ٭ف٭ٛכ٭٭ف٤ح � ꌃ⮔ֿյ麃✄溷䴮ס莊嵛䙎ⵊמ׀כׄ⺇⥣յ窢玗溷䴮ע
窢玗溷䴮ע莊סꪨ☭ױחնג溪锶כ׆ֵך⻎ׂ⪡כ⮔ꌃס莊嵛䙎ⵊמ׀כׄ⺇⥣
י隉⥣יז鉿洠ꯖעמ免גז鬘⥣麃✄溷䴮עהגն瑭דכ׆ַֹכַם⯁ⶓ⥣麃✄溷䴮כ⥣
㖪⻉յס㝂ַն㝂ֿׂכ׆מױױסאע⥣סא㖪⻉յס⥣յ窢玗溷䴮־ն׀ךֿכ׆ֹ
瑭מ׆ל⥣םֹסאעהג䭥ףׄיז虘ַַם־⮔־סնך׆אյ窢玗溷䴮⥣ע侑翝յ䖥
ז姯寛䭥ֹי״霼מ־鞋ײ蝆גֻ┰מ⮔蔦עꪨ☭הגր瑭עتؠشكն籽ׄ׀洍ך⫏ס
脝ֻיכ鉿掿ֹיז焒⥣גׄ⺇ֿ⮔յ蔦ע❛ס㟕䙎סّ٭ٌعشٚوסն���뉭ַֹכնցַי
סն㟕䙎肪䙎ֵֿםמ蔦䉁ꮐ銔溷י㸐מ潸䩘־㴗㴻茲ס气嵛ס⮔蔦עն☭ꪨ׀ךֿכ׆
䗎ע☭ꪨֿꩽַꅼⵊ篑גֻ┰י勓茣溷ם肪䙎דסםն

י鞃僻מֹס肪䙎姌םֹס阾┪ַיז䭥יꪨֿ⪴ꄼ☭מ⩧ꅼⵊ气朮㳔עتؠشك
նꅼⵊ气朮׀ךֿכ׆ׯס־ךױ״㢼סꅼⵊס꿔☭עص٭ٜס肪䙎״寛⹌㸥סնր☭ꪨַ
㳔脢עהג瑭סהג鉿ⳛ鞃僻םֹס׆幾ַ姯寛יַחמ鞪ג׀יնױח⮴劻ס⩰玆הג
׆յֽי溪气־䱱寛ס״ג媘׀气ע鉿ⳛס׆նֵך鉿ⳛס״גס气㲽ד类ַ׀䑛־
նש⽿כ肪䙎ր勓茣ցסꪨ☭םֹס׆עהג☭նֵַיזםכ气鬪ׂ䱿ꅼⲇ☭סהג瑭ֿ
寛כס׀״ꉌׄס׀蔦ⳛ溷ח־摾䟨餟溷מ瑭מהג侷ֻמ־ׂי锶ֻד־ն
׆ַי״璓מ⫏סאⲇ鉿ⳛךַםׄט尴㴻מ勓茣עյ☭ꪨע׀䒣鞪ך׆׆յ־
�նցדכ

瑭סהג莊⯝מꁎַיױ蔦䉁⟛㲽勓茣יכע䒣ַ䔔꼸ⲇ䭥ַיזնס׆勓茣ע┞偙מ
气㲽䩘ⲙׄסהג瑭ךכ׆ֿםחכ脢♑מ免ם佻ֻյ㎦곓יכ朮׀气ם獗⚶溷הג瑭יַֽ
նג׀יז㕆茣ⲇꫀ➳䙎ꈚ偂י㸐מ潸䩘茲㥒䠊עהג瑭ך偙┞ֹյ־նג׀י
隍סכ׆ֵךյ☭ꪨׂםעךסם䗎ֿ⠥☭溷סյ䔦㟕ף䨴מ❛ס㟕䙎סّ٭ٌعشٚوצ⫙
㵬➜⹌ր㸥䳀ゃסتؠشكն׀ךֿכ׆槏闋כגזֵך䗎םյׇׂ蔦撬ֵך ��
אגױ䒘ׂյמ靕䝵㵬➜⹌㸥ס潸䩘עהגն瑭ַיי阋ַ䓜䒘סהג瑭ע靕䝵ցס
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⺅鉿ⳛם⯁յ鬘ׄמ勓茣סꪨ☭עהגյ瑭־նֹױיׄח⥣⹌㸥ס蔦יזמכ׆
ⲇ䭥ַיזն气朮溷肪䙎מꄊעכ׆ֹ곓־ַ焒ַֿםյ־־מאյ瑭אעהג
նմדס׀ךֿכ׆ש偙岺㳔ס

㸥⹌霼餟הג☭
瑭ٜفؕفئסהג勓茣ֿ긊䊬מ䒣ַ䔔꼸ⲇ䭥עכַיז阋ֻյע☭מ׀כ蔦ס䠊䝠⯜յ
նֵֵֿכ׆ג需臝ַםֹס姌־㢐ךכ׆סյ㦇ףֻ❛նֵֿ׀כꇖ⯑מ둚ַ䟨餟 傽յ
㸯㳔气ס㦇ֿ嶠ַם־꿁ך㳔吾־䊟ג׀יזն⻎筦气ס䟨㐌䜬ם阋訪יזמ宜⮔㵬ֹגַי
ꃞַ־ס虘ַגׄ־㛽כ✇עն㢐גַיֻ䠊䝠䬁ׅ┪ײꁎך䖩媃ֿם需עն㦇גזד
ցֹלג⽱ה宜䭥ס☭ׄ⺇յ䟨㐌䜬יכ׆⻎מהג㲳סאյגזדյրֿם
յמֹס׆ցַםׂגםמ☭ם؆אע瑭דնրַג瞩ֻֿם׀峓ע㦇כնגז阋כ
瑭הג傽䊬ך╚ס蔦⮔ס㸥⹌㴕ךכ׆յ둚ַ䟨餟מ皑ֵֿכ׆חն潸䩘מ♐ꂉ銘ⳛ
䫅ֻךכ׆潸䩘ס㸥⹌מׄח⥣座־־ף׳յ蔦ס㸥⹌粪䭥דס׀ךֿכ׆ն

⟛⹌㸥ס⮔蔦עהגն瑭ַך؆⽿כր⫐溷魕徎ցכ׆ס蔦䉁䫅⯜ⲇםֹס阾┪עتؠشك
ظٜٓ٭ַٞיז둚ַ䟨餟䭥㸐מ⹌㸥מ⽟סהגյ瑭גױնַי溷魕徎劔⫏ס״גח
ٜ埛碃獏ׂי☭ֿ 㲽㐂նעتؠشكրُٚظ٤溷䟨餟ցַֹכ阋訪❈ֹնُעכٚظ٤յ
ⷁؓعؕىعٜقؓסٛن侓埫יזמ ��䌑ꪨ朣梗ٚظ٤٬ُ٤خٜؾגַי⪛מ䭰ַי
כ׆ס׆յֽיז䜬䟨䭥י㸐מ潸䩘ג״蝆⮔յ蔦׀כג闋侑־朣梗עٚظնُ٤
ֿ㝂ׂסⷁؓٛن㎼宐ס㸥俓겏גזםמֹ״նٚظ٤ُעتؠشكյ䊬מ蔦⮔ס❿⡑锶㝤
նַיꃍֹ׆עٚظ٤ُךꩽַꇓցס詇剹յր蔦氮סאնַי䮕ׅיכ☭גזⲇ䭥ַם

暕柰ך盖椚罏כ➂ך㼣⿑㤽ְֲֶד⟰הկֿ濼ג״חהֿծ猘כ欰ֹ婍דָהֿ
➿װ٦ٍءحٖفזְַכկ猘ַ頾ֽכ罏ׅה㤽ֲֶ⿑㼣ךծ猘זזկ׃⥋然הֹ
���կְַזכה䩛佝ֿׅ⿑㼣ך荈ⴓג׃הָ֮⮉

蔦⮔ס㸥⹌鞋㟃ַ⺅עٚظ٤ُכַם׀ךעכ׆焒גַיזն蔦㸥䖥מ幾ׂ呧䈼מ״גגַיյ
㎦곓מ潲긖י겊չׂ皑ג׀ךֿכ׆חն鞋蔦⮔ס㸥⹌㟃ַ⺅ַֹכַם׀ךעכ׆䟨餟
䭥ע☭ַיזյ蔦⮔ֿ蔦⮔ס㸥⹌כ׆ֵך☭╭ס焒յ־׆א㝕ם׀ⲇ䕑նס׆䟨餟זמ
նדס䨴מ䩘ס☭勓סא㸬埫ֿ╭י

����նגׂי需侷ֻגז鼥מ☭ֿ㐌⩧筤׳⛿מٖبظٚء٤ف 䌑 � 劓 �� 傽յ٭ة٭ٖؼ
��յ׆㸚◜⚂ֿ鱍▸ך侷㸊ꯖّٚتؕסغ٤ٚ גזםׂ◾նֵך需ס׀כג㟃ֿ⾀ס☭ס⻏
偙غْـؓס☭ٖبظٚء٤فעמ╚ס؆♳⻏ס㢐גַיױնؓע؆غْـ俙䌑⯼מ㢐
նגַיׂם⧩✍气嵛ס黆嗈㲳יױꁎ׀䉌מ侚◜ך׆אյֿג⛿瓌מغ٤ٚ٭ة٭ٖؼמ⪳כ
獫ֽךؠتն䔦ֿٓגַיꁸֻꃻךױؠتٓס╚䔦銏ך黆מ嬐ꅸꓭ剅傽ע㢐ס؆غْـؓ
⪛סؠتյ䔦ٓע傽סאնגזד肪䢍ֿסח䔵ס箽ֿ獫ֽיז䨴מ黆עꪨյ㢐ַי
ז鱁מؠتٓמ״ג牞霼⻲㴗ס㝜עյ䔦㟕ֻ׆ꗴ㛽ֿ臝מ׀כַיז䨴מյ黆׀鉿יꅙךױ
նױ׀臝מ瑭ע☭նրדֹאג阋訪溪ס姌ע؆غْـؓךն⻉⻎䢭괵玷גג业ך׆כגז䨴י
脢♑ֿהגն瑭ױ阋ַע٭ٚشؓ־ס阋ֻכלם鰴☭ג㢐嫣䠀ס⮔蔦יֹל
鰴ףֵךסյؓע٭ٚش瑭הג䠀כׂיնցֹ׆יא籽ׄגնր沌ם㴴侷倀ⵊמ㺲
䘪עն瑭ךסםמ䎁ַ耘ךכ׆ַמ⪳նךֹס蛞ג虝ꇙֹ䓺ם؆ײעהג瑭
כ䠀עն瑭ױ嶰낛潸䩘םײס瑭ע䖥םֹסאն؆ױֵעׂג䖥䫱ֻגזםꓨׂך

㼣⿑ְֲה倜ְ׃鎉铂
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⪴䠊כ䣶סײ䖥ꈷױצնםֹסא䖥ע潸䩘מ瑭םֹ⻎כ浌ײ篑닫כ׆劳ױײ؆ն
ֿהגյ瑭ע❛◜םֹס׆����նցךסד؆ꈷ鰴כ⾔䌐י㸐מהג☭ג㢐嫣ע瑭־ך
勓茣מ䩤ה⳧ה蔦麃ס㸥⹌⟛䭥ס״גր⫐溷魕徎ց䭥כ׆ַיז䘼ַ⮂նעتؠشكյ
蔦⯜ֿא׆㸥⹌ס姊ַם־锡筶כדꃍַיն

㸥⹌ꓨ镄┾汔
րٜظ٬ٓؔطؼءؔظցמ䱸יյ瑭ֿ劄脝ֻעכ׆ַיյ瑭ֿהג☭ꪨס䒘ױֵ
כ茣ⲇסאյ☭גמ霵䩘⻏յ埫ⲇ☭ג״䧯Ⲍמն獗⚶溷דכ׆ג׀י❿ꇃ㸯雄מ
䧯卸יזמ瑭ֿהג㸥俓ֻך☭յ鞋┞☭יכյ瑭ֿהג篑닫☭ꪨיׂס䒘ַ槁㵅־
גַח⥣յ־նַם焒־׀ךעכ׆薊ֹ䮴מ귿⬗עהגն瑭דכ׆ַֹכַםꄁ
篑닫ע瑭סהג䖥ס幾ַמ׆כ㶆յ寊긖┫ךꩽַꪨיזגמ瑭סהג䠊䝠䈱⺯ֵֿכ׆ն
ն⟤꾙ֵֻכ׆䔔꼸מ潨锶ַ◦ֽֿהגյ瑭类ֿ׀䑛י鱩ֻ♣┾ע⥣ס׆յ־
㸥ס潸䩘ꂉ偂ⲇ㟃ַյ繪⮿סהג瑭㸐מث٭ؼס⹌㸥סյ♑脢ע姯寛ס䕮馣姊㠀ס茣ⲇ
⹌➜㵬枱岞气׳նסא篙卸瑭עהג蔦ס㸥⹌םמכ׆ַיׄח⥣նםֹס׆䒘
䫱ֻמסַיꫀյ瑭יַחמכ׆ס׆עהג摾焒כֵך阋䕑ַםն㵅ע瑭劄
ꁿיזםמ㸥⹌יַחמ脝ֻםמֹյ偆ַ阋靣מֹס㳔צ㢼ֵך׆כַי״ն瑭עꇃ
阋靣ס׆յףם饎ֻמ阋靣סח┞նր㸥⹌ցַיׄח⥣⹌㸥ס☭ך凰סյ傽չ枩ה
肪䕑עמ┞气布־ס־־焒ַםնכ־ם阋ֹכյ㸥⹌㳔ש脢ע簮ֻ蔦⮔יׂס
䒘ַր澵㵅ցמ潲긖䕑ֵך־ַםն

׀㝕ע詇剹ס⮴ն劄מס䳀ゃס侷䱅تؠشك٬ػغֿל媒סאע㵼⫏ג♃箩ך׆׆
יכ籽紬עتؠشك䔿סאյ״峜潨겏ם -FBEJOH�XJUI�%JHOJUZ�ˊ�)PX�UP�$SFBUF�B�$VMUVSF�UIBU�
#SJOHT�0VU�UIF�#FTU�JO�1FPQMF㸥⹌عتيס☭��وشب٭ر٭ٛכ䑛⮂׀倀ⵊסⱁ⮂כ����
阋ֹ◝⫖潨ס詇剹ַי⮂նס׆勓עך篁縨סوشب٭ر٭ֽٛׄמؔطؼِٖؤゼ꾴מ峜潨
־ף״槏闋幾㸐מ⹌ն㸥ֵך㵅氠勓ס״גס٭ر٭րٛע勓ס׆כמն䔦㟕ַי
ג獏ٜظյٓյ✄槁嵛氠⹌㸥מ״גס䌗珿סչ☭סؔطؼِٖؤ篁縨ֿ٭ر٭յׂٛםך
ր㸥⹌倀ⵊցגױյ״ג瓌מ鉿ⳛ⹌㸥ֿ٭ر٭նց���ַٛיכ潨溷כ׆濪ׄמ焒餟麃ס״
ֻ❛յע脝ֻ偙ַיׅ┪⺅ֿتؠشكך勓ס潨⫕◝ס׆նֵך勓ס״גⲇ䕑גׄ⻔מ⮂ⱁס
עتؠشك٤٘بؠؾؤסח┩ף 5IF�UISFF�$ T նֵךסַֹכַך؆⽿כ

㼣⿑䠐陎ׅ欰ֹ倯ךא♲כ㼣⿑ָזאךה䠐陎ְג׃荈ⴓך㼣⿑ָזאךה痥 ծך�
➭罏ך㼣⿑ָזאךה痥 痥ָזאךה⿑㼣ךךז㣐ֹ״➂⦍猘ג׃ծך� կך�
痥ךֿ 罋ִהָזאךה٦ٙػ٦َ؎عծ馄馉涸㶷㖈֮ד鍑ꅸָ〳腉ז圫ղכך�
⤘ꟼה㊣ךծⰕⰟתկְִהָזאךהךろ㖑椔֮ד㹺⡝ך猘װծ荈搫歲׃
��կ֮דךִ♷䠐ח欰➂ך猘כկֿ֮הֿ䠐ׅ椚䙀װ湡垥ׅ

⹌ն㸥ַי♃箩ש⽿כցٜ؞ت٬ؔطؼءؔظրעتؠشكٜ؞ت״寛מ٭ر٭ٛ
둚ֿסַיׅ┪⺅יכٜ؞توشب٭ر٭ٛ״յ蔦ס气׀㥌⳰יכ气布㳔肪כ类籽溷ם
䧯ꩽס埛碃כ׆םכյ㴗䖥ֿבאי蔦⮔ס䒘銨槁׀ך㖪ס疾宜✑յ⟤꾙芌׳յ⪴
䠊➶ꅼյ䫅⯜ⲇ獏յ鬬⚈ֵךלם⺅ն٭ر٭ٛעتؠشكր㸥⹌ס二饦脢ց⠿鎢כ
锶ַיն篁縨סؔطؼِٖؤ圸䧯〉מ㸐יյٛ նםכ㲽㐂埛碃獏סٜ؞تס׆ע٭ر٭
颅輁ך鬬⚈茣ⲇע٭ر٭ֵٛסյ溺ֿ㴗䖥י䒘⮂欎㘶俠ֻׂםךׄדյ┪阾ٜ؞تס
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㵅鴫㲽㐂םכն㸥⹌ֵوشب٭ر٭ٛ溪䳼עכ׆յ幾ַ㸥⹌槏闋ס焒锶־颅輁
ն⽱䟨כ׆槁✄
劄䔿ֿםמյ◝סח槏氮־勓畇ؓةؓ㳔ꯖכַגׅמ䘼ֹն睗┞ס槏氮עյؓؓة㳔ꯖע┪
םյ沌ע㳔ꯖؓةնؓד־ַי׀יז⻉׀⻔מךֹמ鞏꾴־־מ⹌㸥ג׀יꃍך
倀ⵊ㴴侷溷芻再䭥ח☭չ┾汔⻄㐌חכץ־䨾מ겏״յ⪴מ气嵛כ׆ꄼיյⲨ⦍낛
⪴劔㵅鴫溷侷芌ֵךؔطؼِٖؤն�٧劓ס煝⟵ꄼי煝⟵气עنشذتյֽ◦ַ槏闋յ
זמכ׆⮂溷魕徎锶⫏סַ◦յֽמיאնⲚⲇיז־⻔מ鞏꾴סꄼ⪳ש㳔־ַ◦ֽ
水☭ٛنؓյֵך劄䔿סوش٘بؠ٭٠גն瑭ֿ╭㸬םכ㖪٤ⱁꅎ٘ةلס꿔⪴ꄼ☭י
䙎ס䩘ֿ┪ֿגזնր鮐ゼֵֿױնׂؓע☭ؓة瑭מ☭ٛنؓהג㸐יւֵססהגגם
瑭ע׆յֿגױ潸鞻כהגꪨ♼ס麃⮂ٛنؓעն瑭ױ阋ַכնփׁ䮄䨏溷ע阋ַ偙ס
ךס䘼ֹעהג瑭כַםעך䮄䨏溷יյ尴ֵךٜؕذتס٤٘ب٭آؼِٖؤס册ꄼעך㎼סהג
䠊ײ浌ס䖥סյ鮐ゼ脢ֵמ芻䔿ס鮐ゼס׆עց瑭ֹךסַג槏闋ֹלכ׆ס׆ն
شكյךכ׆־鍦מն┞偙溷דֹגַי䠊כגׄ♕״尴מ偙溷┞יזמ☭ؓةնؓג
նַם焒־סגׄח⥣⹌㸥ס䔦ֿסגׄ⺇䪒ַגמ窢玗סց翡ע׀ր沼ַֹֿتؠ
瑭ע䔦ס鮐ゼמ潲䱸瞩ֻֿגז־םעכ׆յס׆ゼ꾴䔦ֿעכ׆גמ㝕㜟虘ַכדכ׆䘼ז
㜟ֿ־✇יַֽמꫀ➳䙎סאյעכ׆ַֹכ㵬ֿ气➜ס⹌㸥ך╚סꫀ➳䙎סכ☭כ☭նַי
ֵךׄ־ゼַ㸐מ☭ؓةؓכ☭ٛن脢ؓ╋ע鮐ゼסն䔦ַי獏כ׆ַםםףׄם
✄⪾ע瑭מ״ג㸥ꓨ⹌㸥ס槏闋ֿ䖩锡ג״脢䙎♑ס潸䩘ם沌ׂ⪡עכ⮔նր♑脢ց蔦
溷םֹסלמ鉿ⳛגז⺅虘ַ־סؓؓة㳔ꯖעⱁ皑䓜⮴ס׆־ゼַג׀יז⻉׀⻔כնրؔظ
ն阋ֻכדײ卽篁ם劔ⲯםכ脝ךֹֻ״ꇓ寛ꓨ镄⹌㸥סյ潸䩘עցٜظ٬ٓؔطؼء

睗◝ס槏氮עյ姌מ箩♃րⲨ⦍ס㸥⹌ցכꫀ➳նؓةؓע׆㳔ꯖֿ㝕◜٭؞ַימ
նֵךח┞סعوج٤ؤ

굸ץ暟⡲⳿ׅ鴋孖כ⫴⸥ךծ➂ָ균ח剑㣐ⴖז噟֮דկת盖椚噟ַծ㹺
残װ⡲暟ך⚅鑧וז굸禎欰欵ח䵿ח✲➬荚דתծֿגץׅכ⫴⸥ך⚅ך㼣ְ֮דךծ瘝ְ׃⣣
⫴⸥ךוך➭ךծ֮דずׄכ⦼⣣ך⫴⸥聘⡤ך➂ְזדֲծה⫴⸥ך➂ֽ」կ侄肪א⦼
זאㄏ⡲暟ץ굸ח佄ִㄏךղ➂ך➭ה荈ג׃鸐⫴⸥כկ猘א⦼⣣ךず圫ת
��կ֮דךְֻדְ

鉿ׂ䖩锡䙎י⮂ײ气⹌㸥ס㝂ׂמ汔┾ס׆յ־⮴陭皑䓜ׂאֽעהגⱁ陭脢ס㳔ꯖؓةؓ
䠊־ֹדַםעךסגַיն杅מꀸ匆ך⦍ׂ☭չյ瑭סהג낛낛朮芌י☭չס㸥⹌둚
٤ؤסؔطؼءؔظך汔تؾةلיזםמ劄ꁿעتؠشكն־ַםעךסג䠊כד䖩锡ֿכ׆״
篁ַגצ㳔יַחמ⹌㸥יַֽמ洠ꯖյ㸯㳔吾ն⚶獗ֵֿכ׆ׄ־㛽יכع٤ذٜئ
縨ֿ㙟ֻדַֹיն䔦ע㸥⹌ס阋靣㳔צյ㸥⹌䟨餟סא篁縨侷芌ס╚䖥דסַג׀ֽמն
٭ֹٛם蔦╭䙎䴮ס〈նր䕋噺ַי♃箩עتؠشك阋訪ס㳔脢ֵכ㸗ꪎع٤ْةؾُ
ն㸥ךכ׆םꓨ锡ע׆ն╚汻ך־ֹם䴮⹌㸥ס⦐Ⲩעյ䔦םםնך劔㵬ע٭ر
־ַם־姊יזכמ緽吖ס篁縨⮂✑յ☭ꪨֿׂםעךׄדַם־姊יזכמ䌗珿ס☭ע⹌
تؾةل���նցַי䖥䕑־ס虘ַגז䪒מֹסלյ☭ꪨע٭ر٭ֵٛס焒餟ַն婞ך
汔יַֽמ㸥⹌סꓨ锡䙎מ峜潨㢼ַֿהג☭ַי״ն篁縨ך╚ס㸥⹌ꓨ镄ֿכ׆յ⦍ׂ
䟨姯┪⻔ס㸐皑ꫀ➳ס㎇䕮מ㝕ם׀䔢ⰺ鬘ֹד־նס׆掾יַֽמյؓؓة㳔ꯖעյ㸥⹌ꓨ镄
״ג׀气מ⪳ր٭عشٜٓ٭ؠتס㳔ꯖؓةؓעא䘼ֹնכֵךؓؼ؛ؕقסיׄ⻔מ汔┾
նַי銨כ׀זעמցמ

㼣⿑ְֲה倜ְ׃鎉铂
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㵼մ⺇ס٭ؔطؔط٤ظؕؓ
潸䩘蔦⮔ס┫עגױ┪㲽㐂יכ锶ם
ַն☭ס雄❿䚐蔦⮔銨槁蔦氮潸䩘
յ潸偙䱸ַםסتؓؕفն⢞锶ֻ┰מ
䩘ס☭甦յ宐傈յ㴴侷յ٭ر٤ؘةյ갧筦յ䙎䭰⻔յ
䌑벉յ걀㵬ס٭ؔطؔط٤ظؓؕ┞ꌃיכ霼
ն⪛ׄ⺇י״
٤獗⚶溷ⴭ䶠մ٘ة٭ٜؠ٤ؕ
յ篁縨յ㎼٭ؔطؼِٖؤꫀ➳䙎㵵傈յם؆ל
ֹי㵅䠊䭥ֵך〈┞סאֿ☭יַֽמ
նמ
㴗⪢
⪡㴗ם麃✄溷ֻ┰㴗䖥מ☭ךٜيٝסח◝
䠊׀ךֿכ׆յגױיאյ窢玗溷מꀵ״
蔦מն㖥䕮䚐מַֹם䖥ꏕֵֹֿמ
䉁銨槁ֿ׀ך枱岞✑ն
霼餟մ
潸䩘מ峜潨յ膀⥰ׄյ槏闋յס☭סאגױ
ꫀ䖥յ宜䭥ה篑닫מלם䗎獏ךכ׆潸䩘
婞䓜ם㲽㐂יכ霼״ն
雄❿մ
潸䩘ס茣ⲇյⲨ蝆յ䘼ַⲙׄ婞䓜סם
ؓ鬚桬ס☭յײ䞊״ն鐚❿雄יכ
նַםױ䞊❿雄כ䠊颍י㸐מؓؔظؕ

⪪䌐䙎մ
潸䩘⪪䌐מ䪒ַյ♧⯼־⪴劔٭ַٜי
㸐ַםס⢞כ⢞锶ע☭䪒ֹնמ䌐瞏יזמٜ
䗎ךכ׆ׄ⺇㸥⹌ֿ㸥ꓨכַי䠊ն
沼ע׀翡մ
☭⟤꾙䙎ֵס脢יכ䪒ֹն☭סㄌ虘םⳛ塌
ն䱸מ䳀⯼靧㵅
槏闋մ
潸䩘ֿ脝ֻעכ׆ַי㝕⮗⟥כֵךն鞃
僻ס塌⚶┰ֻյ脝ֻꃍ免ꪨֻ┰ն潸
䩘槏闋מ״ג畤嚋溷מ膀ׄ⥰ն
蔦╭栃皑մ
潸䩘ֿ蔦⮔כ׆ס蔦ס䟨䗄ך尴偂ֹ׀ך
ַיٜ٭ٞع٤ؤך⮔气嵛蔦ס⮔ն蔦➶מ
חמכ׆䉤劳䠊כյ⺪茣䙎ע㵅䠊ַֹכ
նֿם
鞃僻鬬⚈մ
蔦⮔ס鉿ⳛמ㸐י鬬⚈⺅ն潸䩘ס㸥⹌➜
㵬ג㖪⻉ע颍ն㵬ףֵךסגֻ┰յסא
鉿ⳛ⟵婞㥌⳰獏ն

♕ꜗ魕倣
㸥⹌סס锡筶
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䮄溪▗מմ
潸䩘ס䜬ַ䡢䍲鉿ⳛמ䮄溪יյ蔦⮔蔦麃ס
鉿ⳛֿ䔔꼸מַֹםն

㸥⹌עמח⟛蔦⯜ֿ┞沁ն♐ꂉ婞䓜ⵊ
նַם
긖㲳ח⟛մ
긖㲳ַגה⟛靕䝵מ㺌ַםն㈢גַחյ
걇גյ蔦⮔⣷ַםגזն蔦⮔ֿ鉿גז
նמ־澵㵅僻י㸐מכ׆
鬬⚈־ꄁׅմ
潸䩘ס㸥⹌➜㵬עמ׀כג蔦⮔ס鬬⚈־ꄁ
☭յ״霼אע免גնꪨꇙַ枩ַםׅ
ն颍םסגׄח⥣
⣷ס㸥⹌寛״
㸐㜽溷ם雄❿璻魷寛״姯寛מ峜䟨ն
כ氮匡ײסמ❿雄ס☭ס⽟⡑ֿ❿ס⮔蔦
脝ֻםյעא⣷ס㸥⹌寛כ׆ַי״
㸥סն⣷ֵמ⫏ס蔦ע⹌㸥סն勓䓜םמ
նַםםעי靕䝵מ⹌
⣷ס㴗⪢寛״մ
鬺⹌㸥ס⮔蔦מ־ףַ姯ֿֿםחסכ☭
יַֽמֿםחסכ☭յնַםםעי״
㸥⹌ֿ类籽溷ףםַי➜מյ蔦ס㸥⹌
׆ַי⩰⨲ꫀ➳䙎סכ☭כ׆ח⟛
նֹ䫷䫎מ靕䝵ַֹכ⪡㴗סն⣷םמכ

㸐皑ꉌׄմ
蔦⮔מ״גס皑ֿ┪הն蔦ס㸥⹌ֿ➜י
նַםםעי㸐皑ꉌׄףֵךסַ
皑ַםֿ┪הն➜㵬枱䡢ֵֿעכ׆ַֹכյ
םםףׄם㜟ֿ־✇יַֽמꫀ➳䙎סא
նַי⽱䟨כ׆ַ
錺㵬脢םמմ
㎦곓םꫀ➳יַֽמ蔦⮔ֿ摾㒻ם錺㵬脢כֵך
♳㴻ַםםעיն蔦⮔ゼ꾴מⲎ䬎ַי
⮔蔦ך潨納סն潸䩘ַם茣䙎䱖ꯙ⺪ַֹכ
锶״ח䖩锡ֵֿն
մ⻲䬣ؠشفغ٭ؔن
♑脢־ؠشفغ٭ؔنסꄁַׅםն䓜撬ֿדյ
瑭עהג蔦⮔ֿ焒עכ׆ַם焒ַםն鞋מ
潬掾ֵֿ焒焒מהֹס鞋ֿ㥒⹌ס
綢מն蔦䉁⟛㲽勓茣ֵֿכ׆כ鉿ⳛַם
㝕◜նֿכ׆״כׄ⺇⮿䪞םյ䐭陭溷
նֵך⚶塌ס䧯ꩽעؠشفغ٭ؔن
翘䜬䠊ꉌׄמ״ג♑脢긊곓ꀵ״
蔦⮔ס翘䜬䠊מ״גא♑脢䪞⮿յꀵ״
䜬ׂ阋☭ס♑מ״ג㴕⮔ն蔦ַםםעי
ֹ銘ⳛ䫅ֹֻն
⣷ס镩㶔寛״յַםס┾ꪨ需
☭ꪨ☭ע䜬ׂ阋יזַםס┾ꪨ需כ׆
䨾ַםַס☭ն肪䙎ֵֿ״寛➳ꫀם镩㶔ך
⹌յ㥒ֵך劔㵬עכ׆鍦ׂי⮿䪞☭סאך
םסַג✑ꫀ➳䙎םն镩㶔ֵך鉿掿ַםס
յ潸ַ⻉ה־⮔⫏ס䖥ס⮔յ蔦յ澵㵅靣
䩘מֹ➶אמ䖥ֿׄն

♕ꜗ魕倣�
㸥⹌➜㵬ס靕䝵
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Rediscovering School Gardens 
for Sustainability
Upgrading school curricula worldwide through nutrition gardens

The sustainable future of the world’s population will depend on small farmers. It is the 

small farmers who produce the majority of the world’s food, and their work contributes 

significantly to ecosystemic preservation. 
This is what development economists have kept telling us for a while now. The question 

then is, how are the current generation of children in kindergartens and in elementary 

schools being prepared for this task? What can they learn about organic growth in school 

now? Could their learning include indigenous knowledge from their rural areas, and could it 

still allow them to remain rooted in their communities?       

I pose these questions from the perspective of my own home town in Germany, a country 

in constant struggle and concern about how many refugees to accept or refuse from war-

stricken areas. EU politicians argue about numbers and how to distribute refugees inside the 

EU. We know, however, that those who have made it here to seek shelter are only a very small 

percentage of refugees worldwide. Their escape from war-torn areas has most often been 
preceded by their parents’ and grandparents’ emigration from their rural communities. Their 

parents and grandparents left their villages because of food insecurity but also because of the 
attraction and promise of city life. What could have supported them in their search for subsis-

tence as farmers in rural communities? What could have made them see village life in a 

different light? And what difference can education make in this regard? 
During the last decade, school attendance worldwide has been on the rise. But schools in 

the Global South may have enforced the move away from a life close to the soil and towards 

cities in pursuit of easier and more respected work. Education in terms of school attendance 

has not solved the problems of small farmers in food-insecure communities.

Reading and writing taking place in cramped classrooms—what could Education for 

Sustainable Development (ESD) look like instead? When promoting ecological awareness for a 

DONATA ELSCHENBROICH
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generation of future farmers, how can teachers make them experience their farming environ-

ment in more enjoyable ways? How will children seek the encounter with the interrelated ecol-

ogies of nature? How can education strengthen their bonds with the community? Can education 

contribute to a vision of living as small farmers—a life worthwhile and rewarding—at all? 

Could this argument be backed by the visions of garden-based learning that has, over the 

past centuries, again and again, been shared by humanist thinkers and educational activists 

in many parts of the world?

GARDEN-BASED LEARNING 

A core concern of humanist visionaries in  
the history of educational philosophy in Europe 

At the end of his life, in a country devastated by the Thirty Years’ War, humanist  John 
Amos Comenius (1592 - 1670) put together a canon of subjects and activities that every child, 
regardless of his or her parents’ background, should come to know about. The Orbis Sensua-
lium Pictus, written in 1658 in both Latin and the vernacular and translated into English as A 
World of Things Obvious to the Senses, Drawn in Pictures (London 1659) already a year later, opened 
up a wide educational horizon. This encyclopedia, adorned with accurate etchings on every 

subject, continued to be popular all over Europe through many reprints over several centu-

ries. (Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, some 150 years later, enjoyed it as a child). The  Orbis 
Pictus devotes several chapters to agriculture, agricultural tools of the time, nutritional plants, 
and husbandry. “The knowledge acquired by a child,” Comenius wrote full of educational 

passion, “should never only come from books in a classroom.” Seen today as the founder of 

garden-based education in Europe, Comenius understood learning as an activity involving 

all senses, hands-on, by working.  

A hundred years later, another pastor, August Hermann Francke (1663 - 1727), a Pietist theo-

logian, educator, and farsighted entrepreneur, founded a huge project in Halle, Saxony. It 

was a poverty-stricken area. After only a few years, Francke’s orphanage for the children of 
a demoralized population grew into a veritable multi-tiered “school town,” a campus with 

school buildings of modest yet sublime design. There was a library that, after only two decades, 
already held thousands of books, scholarly and scientific, and there was a pedagogical collec-

tion of hundreds of artifacts and natural curiosities assembled by the eighty missionaries 

Francke had sent to Russia, America, and India. In the center of this unique educational land-

scape with its baroque buildings was the Pflanzgarten, the nutritional garden, which produced 
a sustainable food supply not only for the children of the destitute but also feeding many of 

the community. Apart from its nutritious plants, the  Pflanzgarten  also produced medicinal 

plants for a local market. It even delivered to global markets, which had been established by 

Francke’s missionaries. 
Francke’s school town became one of Europe’s most influential educational institutions 

of the time. Children were not only involved in farm work, they were also given the chance to 
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explore the knowledge of their time. Die Erfahrung öffnet den Verstand!—‘Experience opens the 

mind’ was Francke’s creed. In close proximity to the school fields, Francke erected one of the 
oldest purpose-built public libraries. His spectacular “Cabinet of Artifacts and Natural Curi-

osities,” the Wunderkammer, contained over 3,000 objects from across the world, interrelating 
spheres of daily life with science. It was intended to incite in children a keen interest in the 

diversity of God’s creation. This unique collection still amazes visitors today. 

SCHOOL GARDENING IN POSTWAR 20TH CENTURY GERMANY  

From a compulsory part of Polytechnic Education in socialist Germany  
to an optional opportunity in 21st-century education 

During the 20th century in Germany, during fascism and in the postwar decades in socialist 

East Germany, the GDR, this large project in the spirit of “Halle Pietism” was largely neglect-
ed and even damaged. Nonetheless, the educational ideology of the GDR was in many ways 
not so remote from Francke’s thinking. School gardening was seen as an integral part of the 

GDR’s ‘Polytechnic Education’ policy, and it continued to be a regular school subject in all 
elementary schools and teachers’ training. The focus of Socialist School Gardening Education 

was on agricultural productivity—in constant competition with capitalist West Germany.

Former students of GDR schools remember this subject with mixed feelings. At the time 
they often resented being used as a cheap labor workforce. But later in life, they came to value 
their hands-on experience in the fields, rare among West German schoolchildren. 

After Germany’s reunification, the dominant priorities of West Germany’s educational 
policy were adopted. School gardening disappeared from the curriculum, with the exception 

of only one former East German state, Thuringia, where it is still taught today as a university 

subject in teacher training. 
Meanwhile, Francke’s foundations including the historic ‘school town,’ that unique 

ensemble of baroque social and educational buildings, were renovated on a large scale. A 

university was added to its institutions and the vibrant cultural and educational site is now 

visited by thousands of people every year. The historic Pflanzgarten has been recently revived. 
On a smaller space but on the original site, it is now part of the everyday life for children 

attending the three kindergartens and three schools located on campus. In this modern, 

ecological Pflanzgarten, a “green” classroom features subjects such as botany, physics, chemis-

try, geography, arts, and cooking. The children cultivate and research nutritional and medic-

inal plants, herbs, historic biblical plants, or just decorative plants.  

SCHOOL GARDENING AS NUTRITION GARDENING 
The case of Greece after the 2012 economic crisis

Although Francke’s  Pflanzgarten  has been revived for educational purposes in Germany, 
in some regions in Europe teachers are turning to school gardening for many of the same 
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reasons as do teachers in Uganda or West Bengal. They seek to introduce gardening educa-

tion into their school in order to produce healthy meals for malnourished school children. 

As they teach the basics of subsistence gardening, they also hope that the children will take 

their learning home to their own families, as after the recent economic crisis in Greece, 
many families returned to their home villages and began recultivating their deserted kitchen 

gardens and neglected olive trees.  
In 2017, in a Greek village close to the Turkish border two teachers heard about the FAO’s 

“International Year of Pulses” program. Pulses are a nutrient-rich food that can help fight 
malnutrition in both developed and developing countries as part of a healthy diet. All over 

the world people were encouraged to become more aware of the nutritional value of pulses, of 
their contribution to sustainability and reliable food production. The program encouraged 

connections throughout the food chain that would better utilize pulse-based proteins and 

further global production of pulses.

With modest funds, the teachers started a project of growing local beans. Beans have 

always been part of the traditional Greek diet, but nowadays most village children have only 

seen them in cans in the supermarket—and disliked them. But now they planted lentils, 

different varieties of beans, and chickpeas around the school and at home. They have inter-

viewed grandparents and local farmers and sold their harvest on local markets. They have 

also investigated forgotten local knowledge about beans and collected stories and songs about 

pulses for an exhibition and a concert.  

SCHOOL GARDENING IN RURAL WEST BENGAL, INDIA  

Examples of ecological education 

India, West Bengal. In 2016, my husband and I followed the agro-ecologist Ardhendu Chat-
terjee (1954 - ), a 1976 ARI Rural Leaders Training graduate, to the villages of West Bengal with 
the camera. Over the past thirty years, he has counseled landless farmers on how to better 

use local resources, how to harvest rainwater more economically and how to add value to 

kitchen gardens as well as to the pools and forests of their communities.

As Chatterjee took us to the villages in West Bengal, we were fascinated by the veritable 

treasures of ecological teaching that we came to see in schools and orphanages. We were 

shown herbariums of forgotten Indian plants; we looked into the children’s research chests; 

we saw their posters and charts with statistical data about the villages and their natural 

resources. The children had catalogued their seed collections in phenological diagrams. The 

plants had been defined and annotated in botanical terms, and they were systematically 
grouped in tables and statistics. The children had put together manuals on weed—or rather 

on local plants, underestimated in their nutritious value. There were self-made maps of the 

area and pie charts with observations on climate change. The children showed us their draw-

ings, depicting everyday scenes of joyful learning outside the classroom, at the ponds, in the 

forest. They seemed to be proud of their part in their rural eco clubs, proud also of the wealth of 

their documentation to which they continuously added documents of their ongoing research 
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on the ecology of their villages. ESD, Education for Sustainable Development, of a high order!

We decided to return in 2017 to film another documentary,  Children and Soil.  This time we 
explored the topic of soil in environmental education. Soil is at the base of our lives. But 

soil will not always be soil. How do children learn the basics: how to recognize the qualities 

of varieties of soil, of different kinds of seeds and how to mix them with organic fertilizer 
according to the special requirements of seeds and plants?

In India, the first goal is always to become aware of the garbage that is being littered 
everywhere. The soil gives us medicinal plants and nourishment, it is a precarious matter and 

must be actively protected against the damages of civilization. Children in kindergarten find 
out that what has been scattered on a few squares of soil can be both damaging or fertilizing. 

Is it plastic garbage, or is it a useful material for compost? A one-way plate made of banana 

leaves that can be found anywhere in India must go into the compost area. 

The Indian Ministry of Education advises schools in rural areas to establish nutritional 

gardens. We were shown some surprisingly large school gardens. We often felt, however, that 
the children themselves were not really entrusted with the care of the gardens. There still 

seems to be much work ahead to convince the teachers of the educational value of working 

with hands and soil, and more importantly, for teachers to share physical work with the chil-

dren, bending down, handling soil themselves, which they still consider being just dirt.  
It is true that environmental education has already been introduced as part of the school 

curriculum in India for some time. But when the teaching methods remain the same as of old, 

the lessons fall flat. It is still a long way from the authoritarian, repetitive learning styles of 
Indian primary schools to holistic concepts where children are engaged in meaningful and 

communicative learning activities.

 School attendance of children (and their teachers) in remote Indian villages is another 
largely unsolved problem. But nutrition gardens outside classrooms, if they exist at all, are 

popular among parents who sometimes build walls around them for protection. For the chil-

dren, they can have an important effect: they offer an escape from the strictly collective 
teaching of Indian schools. Here, children do not shout predetermined answers in chorus. 

Instead, they can cooperate and argue in small groups. Working with their hands enhances 

their Lernphantasie, their imagination that comes through learning. Again and again, they will 

have to accept, too, the less respected aspects of hands-on activities to build fertile soil, tasks 

that would normally be assigned to others—the untouchables, tribal people, or the casteless. 

But in traditional agriculture, hardly anything can be more valuable than animal manure, as 

valuable as precious rainwater. 

In some village schools, we followed children as they left the classroom. They would roam 
through the village in groups, visiting one family after the other as they took up their system-

atic charting of all the community’s plants, trees, and birds. They also included the knowledge 

of the adults in their environmental research. In some villages, we witnessed the transition to 

organic farming. The farmers, mostly women, took the first steps into this new way of think-

ing through their schoolchildren.
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As we watched young schoolchildren, we were often impressed by their competence. 
Eight-year-olds would clean the garden beds of dead leaves and plastic. Then they prepared 

their collected organic fertilizer on their own in groups before sowing. Their parents had 

brought fresh manure from buffaloes and cows. The children sieved cow manure that had 
dried for some time under the roof of a container. The children then distributed the fertilizing 

organic substances on the seedbeds, economically, evenly. The teacher showed them how to 

gently mix it under the soil so as not to harm the microorganisms.  

However, what can children learn about soil in a megacity like Kolkata? In Indian cities, 
millions of inhabitants produce massive amounts of waste. The contrast to the rural villag-

es grows greater each day. The enormous amount of waste also generates jobs for the lower 

castes at extremely low levels of environmental protection. Adults and children are exposed 

to dangerous septic vapors and gases as well as pungent smells. The poorest sections of the 

population are constantly alert to find bits of garbage useable for the recycling industry. It is 
an inroad for child labor, too.

In such slums in Kolkata, the living space is impossibly crammed, and everywhere the 
soil is sealed over with concrete. Given such living conditions, it is almost a heroic task for the 

teachers to bring some kind of ecological awareness to children. We saw a teacher deposit a 

bag of soil on the narrow balcony of a slum school. The children were instructed to stomp it to 

finer soil, appropriate for seedlings, and then fill a hanging basket with this soil for growing 
plants. The fights between the students marred their encounter with nature. For these fifty 
children in one classroom, the main purpose in life seemed to be not to be overlooked. The 

fastest will be first! Survival of the fittest. But how they wished, too, to participate in an activ-

ity with soil and seeds!

Even under these conditions, committed staff is finding ways to introduce basic experi-
ences with soil and organic growth—calming, vitalizing experiences—into children’s lives. 

For example, in one school every child is given a seed and a bag with a handful of soil to take 

home. Place the seed in the soil and water it. See what happens and bring it back in ten days! 
There might be a new plant growing from it.

THE FRIDAYS FOR FUTURE MOVEMENT IN GERMANY, 2019  

What impact is there on Education for Sustainability? 

Back to Europe. In 2019, hundreds of thousands of schoolchildren were demonstrating on 

Fridays, supported by many teachers and adults of all generations. Their strikes for climate 
change action—Reduce CO2 , Save the Planet—beg the question, ‘What impact have they made on 

schools, on Education for Sustainability?’ Is school gardening on the rise, particularly now as 

many German schools are being transformed into all-day schools?  
So far, surprisingly, I cannot see how the young generation’s emergent ecological aware-

ness is having much impact on the daily lives inside schools. Neither in Germany nor else-

where in European countries has school gardening become an integral part of the curriculum 
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or in the training of teachers. Quite a few German schools have set aside some space on their 

campus for garden beds and plants, but as of yet, I cannot see a significant effect of the Fridays 
for Future  movement’s macro-politics, expressed in their sweepingly abstract slogans, on 
concrete micro-activities of students’ daily lives at schools. School gardening is still regarded 

as optional, as an extracurricular activity. 

RECYCLING AND SHARING 
European professional educational thinking about school gardening

So where do we go from here? Recently, I approached several colleagues from my genera-

tion of educationists. We all share a lifelong professional history of thought and research on 

children and early education, often from an internationally comparative perspective. We are 
now discussing how to recycle our professional knowledge in a way that may become useful 

for educators in very different conditions, in rural areas of the Global South.
We do not see ourselves as carriers of knowledge transfer; rather, we will visit four Sub-

Saharan countries, Uganda, Sierra Leone, Tanzania, Cameroon, to listen, observe, empathize. 

Then, however, we will also offer our concepts and materials, recycling them, as it were, for 
discussion with local educators. 

Our focus will be on garden-based education and ‘simple technology’ education. We will 

address universal subjects in the upbringing of children worldwide. What is organic growth? 

What is biodiversity? What is a tool? Together with our educational partners, we will try to 

identify actual situations in which children may want to investigate these questions on their 

own, supported by their teachers, their parents, or other adults in the community. 
Working on concrete steps towards developing concrete projects in the spirit of the “situ-

ation approach,” we, the visitors, will suggest some basic principles that we share in our 

educational culture, such as learning in mixed-aged groups, or making children the agents of 

their learning. The emphasis will be on action-based learning (“doing science rather than learn-
ing science”), often outside the classroom. We will suggest how children can learn to keep a 
record of their findings and their learning and we will discuss how they can practice their 
presentation skills. 

Our suggestions will draw heavily from the works of the Ecology and Natural Resource 

Education (ENRE) projects in India. Their educational philosophy is in many ways close to 

ours. But the rural background of their practice gives their Education for Sustainable Devel-

opment more weight for implementation in African countries.  
The “anchor persons” whom we want offer our concepts to are mostly ARI graduates: 

competent and respected local leaders working with teachers in kindergartens, schools, and 

orphanages. They are rooted in their communities but at the same time familiar with our 

lifestyles and concepts. They do not see us as donors of funds. They expect a contribution of 

another kind: Come and share your ideas with us! 
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Food Sovereignty through 
Locally Produced Livestock Feed
A proposal for overcoming food insecurity in Kiribati

THE LIFESTYLE OF I-KIRIBATI
 
Kiribati is one of the countries located in the central Pacific and consists of 33 small islands, 
most of which are only 3 to 4 meters above sea level. Kiribati’s population is 115,847 and half 
of the people are living on the main island, called Tarawa, while the rest lives on the outer 

islands (census, 2018). The major religion is Christianity. Kiribati was granted self-rule by the 
United Kingdom in 1971, gained independence on the 12th of July, 1979, and has a democratic 
government (University of the South Pacific, 2001). There are only two main official languages 
in use: Kiribati and English. I-Kiribati, that is, the people of Kiribati, love dancing and singing 
as part of their culture and enjoy life under two seasons, the rainy and the dry season. 

The land and the family
I-Kiribati face various cultural difficulties in holding and managing land, apart from the 
scarce availability of land itself. Firstly, each piece of land in Kiribati belongs to the family 
living on it. The bigger your family is, the less the land it gets. Thus, on Makin Island in the 

northern part of Kiribati, a family and its relatives never divide the customary land among 
each other. Instead, they share the same land. It is quite difficult for them when the time of 
harvesting comes because some families do not do anything for cultivation but still have the 

right to harvest, while those who do work cannot complain or stop them because the land 

belongs to everyone within the one family and its relatives. Therefore, they all quit working 

on the farms and in the forest (maintaining forestation) and instead prefer to buy food from 

the store. 
Secondly, those who grow up on the main island live with the risk of losing their custom-

ary land on the outer islands, especially when the relatives or family members do not disclose 
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their share to them. For instance, I grew up on the main island, but when I go to the outer 

island for a while, I rely on imported food because I do not know where my ancestral land is. 
These two are the most probable reasons why people desire to migrate to the main island 

or to other countries such as Fiji, New Zealand, or Australia. Education, entertainment, 

medical cases play a part in migration as well.

 

DIET CHANGE AND THE LACK 
OF FOOD SOVEREIGNTY

Similar to other Pacific nations, Kiribati mostly relies on imported foodstuff due to people’s 
waning interest in farming and growing food. The main reason for people losing interest lies 

in the shortage of land, limitation of water, poor soil conditions, and the impact of climate 

change. More than 90% of the population depends on imported food, and the country imports 

food and other goods and services from around 32 countries. The top countries are Australia, 

Fiji, Thailand, Denmark, and the United States (World Integrated Trade Solution, 2013).

Moreover, the main staple foods are rice, canned fish, and corned beef, even though the 
babai (swamp taro) plantations and fish in the sea are already there and waiting to be harvest-
ed, but people ignore it and prefer to pay money for buying their daily food. Diet and culture 

are changing.

The riskiest time in terms of running out of food supplies is during Christmas and New 

Year. Households have to be ready to buy many bags of rice, flour, and sugar ahead of time. 
Otherwise they do not have food during the occasion. Without these foods, I-Kiribati cannot 

survive and face hunger and poverty. This is one of the main issues the government is trying 

to tackle. The question is, what if the producers stop exporting food to Kiribati? This is a big 
question that sometimes makes me afraid for my future generations. I need to work toward 

this issue and give my contribution to at least reduce the problem little by little. Therefore, 

the target issues that I want to consider are: improving home gardening and mass production 

of root crops and starchy food such as  babai, breadfruit trees, pandanus fruits, fig-trees, 
coconut plantations, and livestock such as chicken and pigs.

As we can see, Kiribati has nutritious food on the land and the sea on standby, but people 
simply prefer to get the food from the supermarket. The native food is getting lost due to the loss 

of interest in farming and the high dependency on imported goods from outside the country.

Pros and cons of imported food
Imported foodstuff such as rice, flour, sugar, canned fish, corned beef, fruits, vegetables, and 
others is becoming our daily life’s main food. In the past, I did not know where exactly these 

foods were coming from. The local people are highly dependent on these, as they are very 

easy to obtain for low prices, they are considered tasty, and less work and time are needed 

to get and cook them. The government keeps on trying to ensure that imported food stays 

sustainable. Otherwise people go hungry. 
However, there are many disadvantages from these exotic foods: some people get 
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poisoned from eating the fish or other meat in tin cans; people get diseases such as diabetes, 
blindness, and high blood pressure because of consuming a more unbalanced diet with less 

work. Also, people lose interest in farming because they choose other means for survival. 

They cut down native trees and leave them behind, so some local crop and tree varieties are 

disappearing.

Local people have the mindset that food from the supermarket is the real food, and that 

it will never disappear or lack. But one issue that is now getting worse is climate change. No 

one can stop climate-related disasters if they start to affect our planet, and if countries on the 
other side of the world stop producing food because of climate change, I believe the Kiribati 
nation will starve.

MY STRATEGY TOWARDS THE ISSUE 
 

I was born an I-Kiribati. In 2008, I took part in and graduated from ARI’s Rural Leaders 
Training Program, and I am currently a 2019 Training Assistant at ARI. In Kiribati, I am an 
Agricultural Officer of the Agriculture and Livestock Division (ALD) under the Ministry of 
Environment, Lands, and Agriculture Development. My role in the government is working 

with the livestock section and poultry farmers. I carry out my work according to the annual 

plan set by the Division. The main target of the plan is to support the mass production of live-

stock on husbandry farms, mostly pigs and poultry, in order to maximize meat as a source 

of protein in the country. We believe that the more livestock in the country, the bigger the 

improvement for the diet in general. 
Moreover, sanitation, hygiene, welfare, and health are all considered to be part of our 

work in order to maintain a healthy environment, not only for animals but also for humans. 

We carry out training for youth, local communities, church members, villagers, farmers, and 

schools, all of which are included as part of the program in order to make them understand 

why livestock is important for them. 
However, even though we try our best to promote the importance of raising pigs and 

chickens, we still cannot really help people make their farms sustainable in terms of provid-

ing animal feed. Providing feed is one of the challenges that farmers face: It is often insuffi-

cient and costly, and this is where farmers lose interest in continuing.

I would like to work on this problem, though I realize that it will be a big problem in the 

near future. Action towards this issue is not an easy job, so by applying some skills and knowl-

edge that I gain at the Asian Rural Institute, I would like to start from a very simple way in 
order to work little by little until everyone knows and realizes the reality that they are facing 

now. Therefore, I am going to share with the Ministry and my Division that improving 

poultry farming is a good starting point to address the problem of our high dependency on 

food imports. This is because growing food like crops and vegetables very much requires 

chicken manure for improving the soil. If farmers raise chickens, they can utilize the manure 

or sell it to others who are in need of manure for growing food. 
Raising chickens and pigs is one of the key tools that can help farmers earn enough 
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income from production. In addition to that, it can also contribute to improving the soil for 

plants to grow in healthy conditions by utilizing manure. Comparing chicken and pig raising 

in terms of financial profitability, chickens have a higher market value, while pigs contribute 
to household festivities as part of the culture. Every household must have a pig to beautify the 

table as part of the main meal. (If you do not have a pig to accompany special occasions, you 

are considered to be an abnormal person.)

Raising chicken for meat and egg production is easier and faster for income generation. 

Poultry farmers can also sell the manure for income as it can help their neighbors improve 
the soil for home gardening. Chicken manure is very rich in nitrogen and helpful in adding 

nutrients to the soil when mixing it with compost or bokashi.

Challenges of raising layer chickens in Kiribati
Poultry farmers in Kiribati are experiencing various challenges. These are mainly because 
they do not make their own feed for their farms but rely on imported feed from Australia and 

New Zealand. Related to this matter, poultry farmers face the following issues:

 1. Feed is very expensive compared to the income farmers generate from egg production.
2. Farmers sometimes receive expired livestock feed but they do not have any other 

choice because there are only one or two companies that provide it. But giving expired 

feed can lead to a drop in egg production and an increase in the chicken mortality rate.

3. The service providers (feed sales/distribution companies) sometimes run out of stock 

so farmers cannot give any feed to their layer chickens.

4. Farmers complain to the agriculture officers all the time but the Division of Agricul-
ture cannot do anything as they do not have any resources to assist.

These challenges are leading some of the poultry farmers to quit because they do not see the 

benefit of what they do. To them, it is just a loss and a waste of time.

Coming to ARI based on the problems in Kiribati
Coming to ARI as a Training Assistant is meaningful to me as my learning can address the 

issues of lack of interest in poultry farming. Feed is the key and very powerful in tackling the 

problem that the local people experience in terms of how they raise chickens and why some 

of them quit from doing it at all.

My 2019 Training Assistant program focused on how to make feed for poultry in four 

different stages. Asian Rural Institute utilizes feed ingredients from locally available resourc-

es. Thus, the methodology, when practiced in Kiribati, might be different as different resourc-

es are available in Japan and Kiribati. However, the most important thing is to understand the 
structure and potential of what ARI has been doing in terms of feed production and feed 

sovereignty. We need to understand what ingredients to use and what nutrients each ingredi-

ent matter contains. For instance, ARI has two ways of making feed: fermented feed (cheaper but 
not containing all required nutrients in full) made from okara, rice powder, rice bran, cooked 

fish, soybean cake, and oyster shells; and  concentrated feed,  using the same ingredients as 
fermented feed but including other materials such as vitamins, ash, fish meal, alfalfa meal, 
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and others to make it more nutritious. 
By adopting this practice of local feed production in Kiribati, there can be alternative 

ways to produce feed by utilizing the available resources in the country. This means that the 

ingredients would not be according to the ARI recipe but according to the mixture of nutri-

ents such as carbohydrates, protein, calcium, potassium, amino acid, iron, sodium, chloride, 

and others. We have the possibility to do so by growing root crops that contain carbohydrates 

to substitute for rice bran, rice powder, or other materials that we do not have in Kiribati.

A way forward to increase the number of poultry farmers
When I complete the Training Assistant program, I will go back to Kiribati to continue what I 
have learned at ARI and locate the resources I need to make feed. The first step I then plan to 
take is to carry out a trial of making chicken feed for each level of the chickens’ growth stage 

which, at ARI, are called ‘starter,’ ‘grower 1,’ ‘grower 2’ and ‘finisher.’ When the research is 
successful, the skill will be shared with people who are interested in doing poultry farming 

so that they may make their own feed and not rely on imported feed any longer. This can 

contribute to overcoming the challenges that I mentioned. 
Focusing on feed processing will give farmers a chance to grow and mass-produce root 

crops for chicken feed. At the same time, they can harvest what they grow not only for chick-

ens, but also for themselves. 
Secondly, dissemination of information about the feed will not be limited within the 

country, but it can also be spread outside. When making feed for chickens and pigs proves 

successful, I am going to expand it and export it to our neighbor countries so that my country 

can earn more money. Raising chickens and processing feed has, therefore, the potential to 

uplift the living standards of local people in Kiribati and the wider region in the Pacific.
The advantage of making livestock feed is not only for animals to grow, but also to help 

economic, environmental and social development. For instance, improving and mass-produc-

ing livestock can contribute to growing crops and vegetables by utilizing the manure for 

compost and soil improvement. It is worthy to first improve the livestock situation so that it 
can uplift other areas for a better life in terms of people’s health condition and balanced diet.

To conclude, locally produced feed can contribute to a better life of I-Kiribati and other Pacific 
islanders. My dream is to establish the feed industry in Kiribati, first for poultry and later on, 
when it goes well, for piggery. I am going to propose a new government project called “Kiri-
bati Pacific Services for Grassroot Development” (KIRPAC.S) which should be established in 
Naviavia village in Fiji, a village which is owned by the Kiribati government. This land is still 
empty and the government has not yet a plan for it. That is where I would like to implement 

my plan, utilizing this land for making animal feed and other necessary agricultural activi-

ties. The logo (figure 1) that I am going to use for this project is already recognized by the 
domestic trading system. My dream is to be the founder of KIRPAC.S for the nation of Kiribati 
and the Pacific.

FOOD SOVEREIGNTY THROUGH LOCALLY PRODUCED LIVESTOCK FEED
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A. INTRODUCTION

It is my great privilege and joy to be invited to 

participate in this conference which proposes 

to tackle such issues of fundamental impor-

tance as Globalization in relation to the 

integrity of Creation, Economic Rationalizing, 

Diversity, and Justice. These issues are impor-

tant not only for the present generation 

but also for future generations, for human 

beings, and also for all of God’s creation.

In earlier days, the words “global” and 

“globalization” expressed our vision and 

desire to realize a world of peace and 

harmony, a world of unity with diversity. 

Such sentiment was expressed eloquently in 

the United Nations Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights in 1948. However, after five 
decades of “development,” the word “global-

ization” today connotes a very different 
meaning, largely negative, as we shall hear 

from the reports on this conference.

When l started working full-time in 

1960, it was the beginning of the UN’s first 

Sharing Food is Sharing Life
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decade of development. During the ’60s and 

the two decades following, the mode of urban 

industrialization, hand in hand with rapid 

social change, was firmly set. We began to 
see “development dictatorships” among fast-

growing young nations, along with the rapid 

expansion of multinational/transnational 

corporations. By the third development 

decade, pollution and other forms of envi-

ronmental hazard were becoming major 

threats to the world.

At the same time, the contending First 

and Second Worlds, using their enormous 

economic and military force, utilized the 

Third World as markets for their agricultural 

and industrial products in exchange for low-

cost materials and cheap labor, thus dividing 

the world into two. Third World nations 

became dumping and testing grounds for the 

military industries of the First and Second 

Worlds. Civil wars and other internal 

conflicts, poverty, and hunger intensified 
the predicament of ever-increasing numbers 

of refugees. Some nations started policies to 
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export laborers to affluent nations.
This partly caused the birth of NGOs all 

over the world, which soon became indis-

pensable instruments to carry out much of 

the humanitarian work of international 

agencies like the UN, with much of that work 

formerly done by churches. Today there are 

literally thousands of NGOs and some of 

them are huge bureaucratic organizations. 

Some of them function as channels of foreign 

aid. In some countries, ‘NGO’ is a dirty word.

All through the decades of develop-

ment, the underlying thrusts were urbaniza-

tion/industrialization, a competitive market, 

and the concentration of power in the hands 

of a few. These powerful few have been effec-

tively using science and technology to their 

advantage. 

It is my intention in this paper to explore 

one of the basic dilemmas we are facing 

today—to explore how and why science and 

technology (which are human inventions) have 

been utilized to bring about harmful effects to 
human society and to all of creation, and then 

to seek effective remedies for the future.
As founder and director (for the initial 

twenty years) of the Asian Rural lnstitute 
based in Japan, whose rural leaders training 

activities spread over Asia, Africa, the Pacific 
islands and elsewhere, I have been deeply 

involved for nearly forty years in develop-

ment issues as a grassroots-level Christian 

worker, mainly in the “Third World” or the 

“developing” countries of Asia, Africa, and 

the Pacific. 
Over the past 25 years, ARI and its 800+ 

graduates and some 500 volunteers have 

accumulated experience, knowledge, and 

wisdom from their daily work with rural 

people at the grassroots level, which l shall 

freely share in this address. Some of the 

sharing may be personal, biased and subjec-

tive. For too long we have been trained and 

educated to be one-sidedly objective and 

impersonal. I believe that is one of the causes 

of our alienation from the natural world and 

our God. 

B. WHAT’S GONE WRONG?

1. Creation
My wife and I recently had the opportunity 

to visit Italy on an art study tour. Not only 

the sculptures and paintings and tapestries 

and imposing architecture but also the entire 

cities of Rome, Florence, and Venice looked 
like masterpieces of art to us. The first place 
we visited was the Vatican museum. When 
we came to the Sistine Chapel and gazed at 

Michelangelo’s masterpieces “Creation” and 

“The Last Judgment,” we were deeply moved. 

We were also impressed by hundreds of other 

art objects on display, originally brought to 

Rome from other places over the centuries. 

But as we left the Chapel and the museum 
I was feeling something strangely missing 

in those masterpieces. I felt there was a 

vacuum in myself; I had a feeling of insecu-

rity. This feeling increased as we continued 

our journey in Rome and to other cities and 

many museums there. What was missing?

I finally realized what it was when we 
left Italy for home. What was missing was 
Nature. In Michelangelo’s “Creation” there is 

hardly any sign of Nature, with the impor-

tant exception of the Tree of Knowledge in 
the Garden of Eden. Likewise, in “The Last 

Judgement.” In almost all the paintings and 

tapestries we saw, and also in and around 

those magnificent marble buildings, there 
was little Nature. The cities were packed 

with solid stone buildings, the streets paved 

from end to end by granite rocks. Yes, the 
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Renaissance, that great cultural, political 

and economic movement which began 

centering around Rome, has been over-

whelmingly anthropocentric. But is the 

creation story as told in the Bible anthropo-

centric? No!

I am a Japanese Christian born in north-

east China, a former Buddhist, having spent 

five years in a Zen temple in the ancient city 
of Kyoto, Japan. When l read the Bible, espe-

cially the creation stories and Psalms, I am 
deeply inspired by the awesomeness of God’s 

continuous work of creation, of the entire 

universe, the sky and the sea and the lands, 

mountains, rivers, soil, and rocks, and all the 

living things in the work of creation.

We are made in the image of God—yes! 

But we do not comprehend what it means 

unless we fully participate in God’s continu-

ing work of creation, caring for all of Nature 

with the Love of God. God works unceasing-

ly with each of us and all of us for our renewal 

as created beings. We can attempt to under-

stand the integrity of creation only when we 

participate fully in God’s work of creation. 

What keeps us from participating more fully 

and positively in it? I believe it is our centu-

ries-old concepts and practice of science and 

technology.

2. Justice
When God created this world (universe) and 

looked at what was made, God said it was 

good (Genesis 1). All the things that were 

made were in good order. Everything was 

just right. When we say, “It’s just right,” we 

are saying and recognizing that everything 

is in the right relationship with all others 

and that we who are saying these words are 

agreeing with and are also involved in that 

relationship.

Justice is a relative situation in which all 

created things—whether organic or inor-

ganic, felt or unfelt—are existing in right (or 

proper) relationship with all others. Basical-

ly, doing justice means putting things in 

right or proper order and not passing judg-

ment on something disagreeable to us. Doing 

justice means we participate in the process 

of restoring disorder to order, participating 

in the renewal process of the ongoing work 

of creation. Thus Creation and Justice have 

an intimate relationship.

Today we are becoming increasingly 

aware of what grave injustices we are doing 

to our own society and to our environment, 

to nature and to God’s creation, using science 

and technology to create this unjust world of 

ours with the militaristic cultures of a 

possessive, consumer-oriented economy. 

3. Economics
Economics is a science of managing human 

enterprise, which has an inseparable rela-

tionship with our lifestyle. When the 

economics of a particular orientation is 

used for a sustained period of time (for 

many centuries for instance) to sustain and 

strengthen social systems based on competi-

tive markets that encourage people to spend 

more and to have more, we will end up with 

a society whose order is kept only by concen-

trated powers motivated by greed. Human 

beings will lose the quality of their human 

character then, and there will be no justice 

in our society. 

“Necessity is the mother of invention,” 

we used to say, but this is no longer true. 

Today, “Invention is the mother of want.” 

People, the consumers, are made to consume 
more and more stuff, much beyond what they 
need. 

Take a look at a big supermarket for 

example. There is a diversity of foods and 
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goods on sale. Consumers are made to feel 

that they have many choices to make, but 

these choices are only within the framework 

of the supermarket system. The consumers’ 

activities are limited to the act of buying. Big 

businesses and big financiers employ all 
kinds of scientific and technological means 
to expand their own businesses to win and 

control the world market. When these activi-

ties go on for a sustained period, smaller 

businesses and smaller-scale local products 

are eliminated. Eventually, there will be less 

diversity of goods available for people who 

can no longer produce products of their own 

locality. It seems that such is the path the 

World Trade Organization (WTO) is taking, 

involving the entire population of the world. 

4. Science and Technology
We were told by our tour guide in Italy that 

the Italians are proud of their Renaissance 

heritage of art and also their achievements 

in science and technology. Scanty research 

would show that the Italians, early in history, 

excelled in science and technology because 

they excelled in mathematics. Mathemat-

ics is the mother of science and technology, 

which have an inseparable relationship but 

are not the same. Science makes progress 

by using the scientific method, repeating 
its process of inquiry forever. It has no final 
end. Science is part of life’s process. 

Technology is different. It always has to 
produce concrete objects. Every technologi-

cal project has to reach a final end. 
The more work scientists do they 

discover there is a greater world of unknown. 

Conscientious scientists are filled with a 
sense of wonder about their world, the 

universe, and their life in it. We notice great 

scientists are philosophers. Philosophical 
methods of metaphysics, analysis, and 

generalization laid the foundation of mathe-

matics. Philosophy is a systematic effort on 
the part of human beings to understand the 

truth about Life using their given intelli-

gence. We notice there are fewer philoso-

phers these days as compared to the number 

of artists and scientists. Perhaps the sense of 
wonder about the ongoing process of creation 

has been diminishing in the face of the 

anthropocentric development of sciences 

and technologies over the centuries. An 

anthropocentric way of life is a dehumaniz-

ing way of life. 

The cultures (and civilizations) of the 

West were quicker than other cultures/

regions of the world to systematically utilize 

science and technology to fortify and 

strengthen their own established system of 

life which was expansionist. The basic method 

of strengthening their system of life was 

competitive power politics with military 

strength. In the process (for at least two 

millennia), our understanding of Nature has 

become greatly distorted. The sentiment of 

human life as an inseparable part of the work of 

creation and nature kept diminishing. Humans 

began controlling Nature both mentally and 

in practice. An anthropocentric way of life is 

a dehumanizing way of life because it is 

destructive to the creation process. 

This is being done in the name of 

freedom of enterprise, free markets, healthy 

competition and cheaper prices for consum-

ers, all for democracy. This is not only super-

markets, which handle food items and 

household items. Mergers of big businesses 

are gaining momentum. Many of them are 

transnational corporations in which nation-

al governments are involved. But they are 

fast becoming beyond the control of any 

national government. Competition is getting 

increasingly harsh. Soon there may be only a 
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few giant business corporations left in the 
world, controlling all the business activities 

of the world. What happens then? A real BIG 

BANG maybe. 

Serious crises have been emerging in 

other aspects of our life today. Let us note 

some of them. The advancement of the elec-

tronics industry is truly striking. Numerous 

electronic devices like personal computers, 

wireless phones, mini-size radios and TVs, 
medical instruments, etc. are available for 

ordinary people in everyday life. Even tribal 

people in remote areas where schools are not 

yet existing are exposed to electronic life. 

People’s world views and philosophies of life 
are going through drastic changes. Their 

sense of reality is changing. Nowadays we 

talk about Virtual Reality. Probably many 
are immersed in a life of virtual reality in an 

electronic world daily. 

One electronic game device which can 

be held in the hand of a child became 

extremely popular among Japanese adults 

and children recently. Using this device one 

can grow and care for an imaginary plant or 

living things like a canary, a chicken, or a 

rabbit. You plant a seed, give fertilizer, pour 
water and do other work of husbandry, to see 

flowers bloom and to harvest seeds. You 
might start keeping a pet, such as a calf. 

Every day at regular hours you feed it and 

watch it grow. When the calf gets sick you 

give medicine. The virtual calf grows up to 

be a grown cow. It may take several weeks to 

do so. Then, someday you would have to 

decide to butcher it.

Many hundreds of adults and children 

enjoy keeping virtual pets and plants, talking 

to them and sharing life with them. They 

have complete privacy and freedom with 

these virtual living beings, which do not 

disturb other human beings, nor smell nor 

make noise; you have complete control of 

them. When you are tired of caring for the 

virtual beings or lose interest in them you 

simply switch the device off. That is the end. 
You put an end to that virtual life. Many have 
chosen to start a virtual human baby and 

many lost interest in the baby and erased it. 

In January, a TV special news disclosed 
that a Buddhist temple in Tokyo inaugurated 

a virtual cemetery, operated by a computer, 

for those virtual babies and pets. Many 

adults and children are coming to the virtual 

cemetery, bringing flowers and offerings. A 
priest of the temple offers computer prayer  
(a virtual prayer?). Such ceremonial rites 

may satisfy the spiritual needs or pacify the 

sense of guilt of the person who put an end to 

a virtual life. Is this virtual cemetery meeting 

the virtual needs of a person who tries to live 

in a virtual life or real needs of a really real 

life? The question is the question between a 

virtual life and a real or GENUINE life. 

5. Agriculture
Agriculture in a broad sense of the term may 

be the only human enterprise that would 

help sustain our planet’s food chain. Almost 

all other industries are destructive to the 

natural environment. Industrial products as 

we know them today, especially petroleum-

based ones, do not help nature’s recycling 

process. Modern agriculture using science 

and technology makes agriculture destruc-

tive of nature, like most other industries. 

Agriculture destructive of nature is destruc-

tive of life. Food produced by destructive 

agriculture is destructive of human lives. 

Modern technology which is detached from 

the art of science is making agriculture 

destructive. 

Food production is becoming part of big 

industries on a global scale fast, and consum-
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ers and farmers are being alienated from 

each other and from the act of producing 

food. Food, in this case, is no longer a linkage 

between human beings and nature or creation, 

nor between consumers and farmers. Food is 

becoming an agent of alienation. 

It is with this kind of awareness of the 

danger that we witnessed the proceedings of 

the second World Food Conference held in 

Rome in November 1996. Regional pre-

conferences were held around the world as 

defined by the FAO during the two years 
preceding the WFC. It was clear then that 

from that time on the World Food Program 
would operate as part of the WTO. At the 

conclusion of the Conference, the usual 

declaration or resolutions were made public. 

One of them said that the famishing popula-

tion would be reduced by fifty percent in 
twenty years when the third WFC meets. 

One is reminded of the resolutions made 

at the first Conference held in 1974 which 
declared that world hunger would be 

completely eradicated by the year 2000. 

Clearly, it will not happen. It was a complete 

failure! And there was no explanation 

regarding that failure. During that period, 

the world’s food production capacity 

increased by fifteen percent, whereas the 
hunger situation got worse. We cannot meet 

the emergency food needs of even one 

country, North Korea. We still have millions 
of hungry people and an increasing number 

of overfed people today. 

It looks as though surplus food made by 

giant food companies of big nations will be 

brought to hunger areas, according to this 

scheme of the WTO /WFP. When this is done 
for a sustained period of time, food diversity 

of the world will be greatly reduced, food 

habits of hungry people will be changed 

semi-permanently, local agriculture of 

hunger areas will diminish and their land 

will become desolate. The world population 

will be divided into those who feed and those 

who are fed. 

When this kind of scheme of meeting 

the food needs of the world population estab-

lishes hegemony, the already energy-inten-

sive agriculture (which would destroy the 

food chain), will become increasingly ener-

gy-intensive, not only in the method of 

production but also in transportation, distri-

bution, preservation, processing, and 

consumption. All matters concerning FOOD 

would become an integral part of giant 

monopolistic industries controlled by the 

powerful few. When such takes place, no 

human person makes a profit, but only 
inhuman worldwide trading systems make a 

profit. We would do great injustice to the 
present and future generations and to the 

whole creation if we allow this to happen. 

C. HOPE FOR THE FUTURE

How do we reconcile our situation with our 

desire to participate in God’s creative work of 

restoring justice? I believe we can find some 
answers by studying and sharing food. It is 

the linkage between nature and humans as 

part of the entire creation. Agriculture, a 

human enterprise to produce food to sustain 

life, needs to be done to sustain all other 

forms of life in the natural environment. 

Humankind’s efforts to produce food needs 
to sustain and improve the food chain. 

1. Science
Perhaps I seem to be anti-science. I’m not; I’m 
just against using science as a tool to accumu-

late power over others and destroy nature. 

We are reminded of science being born of 
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philosophy, the love of truth. In the begin-

ning, there were three main areas of science: 

mathematics, natural, and medical (or 

healing) science. As time went by and human 

beings were divided into competitive power 

groups, science and technology began to be 

dissociated from philosophy. The forming 

of more sophisticated economics enhanced 

this trend. Perhaps philosophers and theolo-

gians of early times contributed a great deal 

to strengthen such a trend—of dissociating 

science and technology from philosophy and 

from Nature and the integrity of Creation. 

Some of the well-known theologians and 

certainly those powerful personalities of 

the established Church hierarchy did much 

to lay the foundation of an anthropocentric 

society armed with science and technology. 

Some church leaders played central roles in 

militaristic political power plays in which 

economics had a major role. Those were the 

days when theology was called the queen of 

science. What did that mean in those days? 

And what does that mean today?

Recently we heard a hopeful news item 

about Prof. Stephen Hawking of England 
over TV. Prof. Hawking is a well-known 
scientist, a top physicist, astronomer (and 

mathematician) of our time, if not all time. 

His thoughts reach over the expanse of the 

universe, millions of light-years. He helps us 

to try to understand black holes and the big 

bang theory, supermassive stars and other 

wonders of the universe. He helps us to 

regain our visions and dreams of Life. He 

lives with an incurable disease of amyo-

trophic lateral sclerosis. 

When Prof. Hawking visited Japan 
several years ago, he was able to speak 

through an artificial vocal cord, but now the 
sickness has gotten worse. He can communicate 

to us only through slight movements of his 

eyelids. To our amazement, a group of scien-

tists who work closely with Prof. Hawking 
invented a device to interpret or read what 

he speaks with his eyelids. Who makes up 

this team of scientists? The TV news did not 
tell. But my guess is—and I think it is a 

reasonable guess—that this team is made up 

of not only astronomers, physicists, and 

mathematicians but also psychologists, 

medical scientists, electronic technologists 

and others who are bound together by the 

love of Prof. Hawking and who share an atti-
tude of listening to the great scientist to 

discover truth and a Vision of Life. 
Here is a team of scientists bound by the 

love of truth and life. Without the fervent 

will of these scientists, such delicate instru-

ments to read the movements of Prof. Hawk-

ing’s eyelids would not be able to 

communicate what he has in his mind. The 

scientists would not be able to communicate 

the wonders of the universe and the enor-

mity of the whole creation to the people of 

the world. Such radical listening is one good 

example of our participation in the ongoing 

process of creation. 

2. ARI
I would like to tell you about the Asian 

Rural Institute, a rural leaders self-training 
center for the grassroots rural communities 

primarily of Asia, Africa, the Pacific islands, 
and other “developing areas” of the world. A 

brochure is available for those who want to 

know ARI in detail. The focus of ARI’s rural 

leaders training activities is FOOD (and 

FOODLIFE, a word I coined many years ago). 

At ARI, we work together with justice to 

us human beings and to nature, and we 

remain healthy. We work together to share 

our life together. We come to know how 

much work might be appropriate for each 
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person—men and women, young and old, 

big and small, Hindus, Muslims, Buddhists, 

Christians, and others. The amount of work 

and style of work vary according to the 

seasons of the year and the weather condi-

tions and also the membership of the 

community. Mechanically dividing the 

workload equally can be unfair and unjust, 

as might be the case of people working in a 

factory assembly line. As we work together 

at ARI we learn sensibility. 

Working together with nature is a spiri-

tual experience, for we are close in touch 

with the work of creation to sustain life. By 

sharing such deep spiritual experiences 

daily, the differences of our religious affilia-

tions cease to be barriers among us. ARI is 

neither a quasi-religious community nor a 

godless one. ARI is a deeply spiritual commu-

nity where people of all races from all over 

the world freely share life together. Every 

member is encouraged to renew one’s 

commitment to participate in the life of 

sharing. ARI is a self-renewing community. 

Making a commitment is a political act. ARI 

is a democratic, political community. 

The theme or motto of ARI is “That We 

May Live Together.” These words are found 

in several places in the Pauline epistles in the 
Bible, though not in that exact wording. In 

my understanding, this theme is the theme 

of the entire Bible. This theme is a revelation 

of God. It shows us the goal toward which we 

should move as a community and as individ-

uals as long as we live; at the same time, it 

gives us practical guidelines for our daily life. 

‘Living Together’ means ‘Sharing Life 

Together,’ not only our daily life with our 

friends and neighbors of the present genera-

tion but also with people of future genera-

tions. Not only with human beings but also 

with the entire creation of now and the 

future. The list keeps expanding endlessly as 

we deepen our sharing life. As we share life 

with the whole ecology, our life becomes 

more organic. And our life becomes more 

open to diversity. 

Sharing life together requires a deep 

understanding of the whole creation—scien-

tifically, culturally and spiritually. Sharing 
life requires a person to be holistic. Sharing 

life requires sensible persons, and sensible 

persons are nurtured when people live in a 

community in close relations with nature. It 

is an educational community. In this 

community, one learns basic disciplines of 

life from the rhythm of nature, the attitude 

of listening to the silent but vigorous activi-

ties of nature, the economics of Life. 

Sharing life together in a holistic way 

requires a simple life and a simple style of 

life. It means to have less. It means to live a 

non-competitive, non-possessive life. It is 

not a ravenous, devouring, guzzling life. One 

has to decide whether to “To Have or To Be” 

(Erich Fromm). Through our many years of 

life together in the ARI community, we find 
the base of sharing. A simple life is people-

respecting and accepting one another as 

truly equal persons, equal before God. We 

rejoice in our differences and enjoy diversity. 
Thanks to God we have many predecessors 

in Asia who have been sensible enough to be 

simple and simply holistic. 

A sharing community is the opposite of 

a competitive, possessive community, but it 

does not attempt to erase the competitive 

community by violent forces. It only tries to 

change the competitive community and its 

members by the power of persuasion 

through a simple lifestyle. Such is a way to a 

genuine life. A sharing community wishes to 

see increasing numbers of the same nature 

to be born. 
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D. CONCLUSION

At the turn of the millennium, as we taste the 

effects of science and technology as reflect-
ed in our lifestyle, it is becoming more and 

more clear that our style of life is harmful to 

our environment and to ourselves. Our own 

sensibility to live in harmony with Creation 

is diminishing. Our attempts to face the 

issues of globalization may be a good sign 

that we are awakening to the need for doing 

justice to our situation. A key to do so may be 

found in our daily life, where Food is shared. 

How we share our Foodlife would show our 

sense of values, our attitude toward the 

source of life. We should be able to use the 

wisdom and power of science and technol-

ogy, which originate in our understanding 

of nature, to correct our misdoing and do 

justice for all. I pray this may be possible. Let 

us search for a Genuine Life. 

TOSHIHIRO TAKAMI
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מ״ע�"
ꓨ锡ם頲鞏꾴⺅מ篁ס׆ַֹכ׳ⶾ饗⚶ֽמ䬲
ն玗ֿⱁꅎױ䘼ַׂյ㝕㜟ֹ׀דגַ׀
篑座⻉槏╭聋յגױ镄掾յַֹכ⪡⟛ססג
㝂坎䙎յ婞聋גזַכ镄掾־㎼갾ⵊف٭ٞء٬
מ呧徎溷ַע׆٤ゼֹյ٘ب٭حٛ
ꓨ锡ֿךֵׄךכ׆םյⷃמ┾ס׆♀מ气
յ㸝ׂםךׄדֵךֹאיזכמ♣┾ַי׀
匡┾♣յ⪢☭꿔յיא玗ֿⱁꅎסיג
նױֵךꓨ锡鞏꾴יזכמס

┞儆⯼յրٜف٭ٞءց־כր٭حٛف٭ٞء
┾גה彸מ⾔鞪כ⾔䌐ע氠靣גזַכ٤ց٘ب
汔յ㝂坎䙎霼ֵךח┞חח״┾汔ס㵅槁ַכ
ֹյ瑭סהג㸝匡כ٤٘ةل꿈劳銨ךס
����汔☭埫㵋阋┾סն㎼ꅙג 䌑סאמ
րꪛ溪ց־նױַי靣מ䘼ַֿ겊䐸םֹ
ס �� 䌑䔿ס♀傽յր٤٘ب٭حٛف٭ٞءցַכ
ֹ阋訪ס⯁ׂגזױעמ䟨⽱ֿյ䔯չؾימ
׆־׆նױַיזכױ׀חֿ׀꼸םهؔط
ֵֿ䷂䭰גֹאך⼴㖥溪銨ך饗㖪ס
նֹךכ׆

瑭ֿסّؕذٜن舓מ㹦ַג ���� 䌑עյ㎼
ꅙֿ╭ゃրꪛ溪ס �� 䌑ցֿ㢼גזױ䌑ך

굸ךץⴓַさֲךְכהⴓַさֲֿה
鄃鸡暟ֹץ֮ג׃ה欰ֹ倯実ג

劤珲כծُؙٕٕٞكٝذ㖑倯زٝةأذٗف鴋孖⼿陽⠓ָ⪵׃
㕂ꥷ⠓陽ךד넝鋅⯓欰״ח㛇锃闌怴֮דկ����䎃�剢ծず⼿陽⠓
ך겗⚺ְֲהծ牞㷕ռךץծջ荈歋⻉ծ굸ג׃鎸䙀涪駈��ワ䎃ך
♴ծぐ㕂ַ鴋孖ה翯耵罏ָ꧊ְخ؎س⽂銮鿇ך鿪䋐ד♧鹈ח
կׁ⪵
խ鏬噆�ⵃ僇

둜锶�侧䑡

��նױֵ 䌑♣סאכ䔿ס �� 䌑ꪨꄼꌬ䉖
㒘氙噺ⵊס坎潸עյ䙊ꅋמ⻎免ꅼ鉿獗⚶㜟긞
אնױ׀ַיזםכסג牞㎷יזױ潸כ
םրꪛ溪栃鍦ցמ偆蕟頲㎼䙊䧯ꩽꆤׅי
汔㺤┾ם䙊懈ס㝂㎼禶⚕噺עאնױ槁ֿס
ꪛס嵣מ岚גױֵךסגזնրꪛ溪ס
�� 䌑ցֿ � 劻潨כםמյ尀叉㢼כ״
㐌槉欎㘶םױױס劔㵬◜骭ֿ┾汔כמꓨ
㝕ם茲㥒גױ׀ַיזםכն

סאע睗◝┾汔צֽ┞睗⻉ꪨյ盨ס׆
䈴㝕ם篑座ⲇמצם黉◜ⲇ鉿❈יյ睗┩┾
汔蔦סꀸ氙䈰噺鏫ס䉖㖪יכ⯈氠
包倣⸮ם❿䎽ֿסגכ❿㸐סאնױ׀ַי
גזַי嚋ⵊ◝עն┾汔גךⲨ⦍ⲇצֽ
צם┞յ睗ע㎼չס睗┩┾汔יֹ׆նךס
ؗٚء٬عتطסיזכמ黉◜氙噺ס睗◝┾汔מ
סַׂיכ㖪י䰌ס婣㊭ם锡┮יאյغ٤
鬡㎦յ낢넜筩⫏䨏٬⫏ֽׄמն睗┩┾汔ך
枱岞מֻס곓宐ס俙ֿמ㙟յ枱岞ע
┞㺽䜬ⵊסꇓױםככ׆ַׂיזלגն蔦
㎼宐յⲨ⦍脢יכ骅ם־㎼չמꃻ⮂
侓瞬⺅㢼״㎼槁ױն

┾汔0ֿ)/ךה׆הֵס气ׂיױ⸮㎋
յע0)/׆יֿնױֵמ׆׆盚ֿ┞ס
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㎼ꅙ㢼כ״㎼갾塌ꫀֿעיח־侷⚶篁縨ֿ
䬎ג׀יז㝂ׂס☭ꇓ溷嵛ⳛ䱿ꅼך┪ַׂי
┾ն♀傽յױ׀ַיז芌מ㲽㐂ַםסֻֿׄ־
汔עמ✇ⶨַֹכ俙0ֵֿ)/סյ╚עמ䈴㝕
յ㸐㜽䴈ⲙיזֵ✄㎒׀ַֹכ㴷⦤塌圸ם
塌ꫀٜؾ٤ٔزס溷䔢ⰺ卸ֵסַיג
ע倀㲻┩ַֹכր/(0ցעיזמն㎼ױ
նױַיזםמ氠靣־ףעֿכ׆מ

ꪛ溪ס俙ⶥ䌑ꪨ┫佻ֻג׀יⳛ㎋כ阋
յֵׇׂךյ盨◚䉖㖪ֵךꌬ䉖㒘氙噺ⵊףֻ
ꮹג脢סהג埫ⲇס겏╚גךնגֹ׆
ⲇֵ㸴俙脢ע蔦ס漨מ״גס璇㳔䪫銉ױֹ
ׂ⯈氠ךסג׀יն

סהג瑭סյ♀傽עסַגײ瑭ֿ雧ך׆׆♀
ַחמח┞ס٤ُٝةם㕈勓溷־דעה皑מ⯼
עג溪僻ך䩘סعكչ⩧יאյכ׆䱱י
זַי❈מֹסלյם璇㳔䪫銉ֿյס
ג㵬מ錺ꅎ朮סיכ⚶篙卸յ☭ꪨ獗ג
劄䔿יאյכ׆䱱־גזםככ׆םֹ
儱婞瞬םⲯ卸溷ס׆גյ㸝匡锶䰕ֻמ
䲾ׂכ׆յױֵמն

㐌ס♑סאյ㝚䌐崎頲䀁յٛنؓؓةؓ
㔔סꀸ匆䭰㸬脢너䧯ؓةؓ㳔ꯖסⱁ陭脢ך
ס־⮴陭皑䓜ֵ �� 䌑ꪨ吾ꩽⳡג׀י״瑭
ׯסךױ׆յע �� 䌑ꪨյ蠗ס呧ٝؠסٜي
־幾ׂמゼ꾴סꪛ溪יכ٭٭٤٬٠ٔزتٛ
ր睗ַע㸐骭ג╭סאնגױ׀יז־
┩┾汔ցֵؓةؓעַյؓٛنյ㝚䌐崎頲䀁
նױםמ㎼չף⽿כրꪛ溪ꄫ┪㎼ցס

סךױ׆ �� 䌑ꪨյؓؓة㳔ꯖכ ��� ☭
鱩ֻⶻ噺气מצם笴 ��� עؓؔط٤ٍٚס☭
蠗ס呧סꀸ宐סכ傽չסⲨ⦍ꄼյ篑닫כ焒餟
ַחמ麃╚סאնגױ׀ך؆Ⲥמ謾畤ס焒䛒כ
նױ䘼ַכַג׀ַי갪免䫧궢־׆עי
סם⠥☭溷עמ╚סכ׆需ֽ־׆
锶闋ם镸溷╭עַյֵסגז־־סتؓؕف
ג瑭יזגמ׀ꩽמױնֵֹךֵ
ֻ★յ⠥☭溷䠊䝠ֵך㵉镸溷גץעה
ױ׀י阳絊מֹסאגױյ侷芌כם
沷㜽־蔦撬汔כ玗ֿהג瑭א׆מ׆׆նג
նך脢⟥ע瑭כ㎋ֵֿ┞ַי

#�✇ꪨꇙֻ־סג
���ⱁꅎ
劄ꁿֿךכ׆ס瑭ע㢐כ┞糿מؓٛذؕמ蛮銉
ꤥ魼מ٭ؓص鉿גױ׀יזն䔉⯣簬氺յًذ
յׂٞםךׄד䐭ꅎ朮ֻצאכյ㕔չ٭ٛعت ٭
筶ֿססא✄⪡銏סتؼيյؘص٤ٝؔنُ
冔ַ蛮銉✑מֹס瑭סהג潨עמ儙ױ
بնך٤耘銉녓زفֿסג陧מ⮴ն劄ג
٤ٚآِך׆אյ׀濪לגמ獓䬵㕔ػ٭ؔطت
㷤⮿ցסր劄䔿ⱁꅎցסّرյրؓ✑⤚סؘٞة
锶┪ׅյ◝☭כ幾ַ䠊ⳛ镊ֻגױն⻎免
ُ٭ٞ־䨾םױױיזגמյ✇┾笫מ
מ蛮銉✑ס俙溯掾ַי㺤獏״겏מ
䖥䩤גױגն־獓䬵㕔յ耘銉녓䔿מ
אյֿ־✇עמ蛮銉✑ג镸ױյַע瑭ֿם
ֿ־✇מ⻉⪾םյ㞂㠹ססַם־⮔ע־✇ֿ
姊ַׄיյם؆א宜䭥מה销גױն蔦⮔
䠊סםֹס澵疾疾ꪨגכ־זװמ╚ס
偲籽ׄյסُ٭նٞךסג־מյ┮㴗
耘銉녓陧ס׆איף鳉䐤מꌬ䉖ס♑גױ
ױ׀ַי䘼ַֿ㙟䋀ס׆עך╚סյ瑭ֿםנ
նֹךסַֹכגַיն┞✄✇ֿ姊ׄג

ֹ免յגַחמꄫס䊟㎼ה溪ؓٛذؕ
蔦撬յעסגַיն姊ׄגױ׀ט宜מ澵㵅ס◜ׂ
ⱁꅎցסّرրؓסؘٞة٤ٚآնِךסגזד
כ㜽❛ס┞堅むס焒䛒ס㏡ס٤ظյؙעמ
סնր劄䔿ךסַם朮✇蔦撬獏עמ♑յי
㷤⮿ց⻎坎ךն瑭ֿהג镸סיג簬氺
㝕槏ס呬鞪둚ֵַך겊㝕עמյ٭ٛعتًذ
焪䐭ꅎ朮מ⽟סאמ╚סյ蔦撬ֿ锶䓜ג
յ銏徰ך䐭朮ג׀ךך㎷ַ焪עն銏ךסַם
鴤כ阋ֻף盚־盚ךױ蛞䁌㽒ױַיֽֽך
յֹٜאն յֵت٤ئؾ זױ㢼מ䖥╚ُ٭ٞס
ע倀ⵊ溷յ侓岕溷յ篑座溷䕮蕟ꆻⳛם⢓㝕ג
յ臉剹ֿ靣־նגךꆻⳛסꪨ╚䖥☭י׃
նױնꇙַ־ֹךꪨ╚䖥☭ע朮靣סⱁꅎ

瑭ע╚㎼匯ⵌꌃך气גױ♉侷䕉ךյ⺜ꌬ☒
ꌬס珩㸊ך �䌑ꇃׇג䔿عتٛ؞侷䕉זםכ
յ׀כ׳瑭ֿ臉剹鞅סאնךꪨ☭ַֹֹאյג
杅מⱁꅎס朮靣雭紬鞅׳갾յ玗ַםײגס
ⱁꅎײס噺ס㛺㝕յמף幾ׂ䖥ⳛ־

넟鋅�佴䒽
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㻗յ䈢յיאյכ㝕㐌כ嶮כն⪢㴓㴹յ疾ױ
㏸յ㽒յסי气׀朮ⱁꅎ玗ײס噺מ
괵䠊ֿ⯢懈ךסն

瑭עהג玗ס⛣㥌מꅎמױˉגױ
מ噺ײסⱁꅎַםײגסյ玗־նꄼסא
瑭ׂם׆כ✍הגⲎַםꮹյ玗ס䠀
ꮹַםⲎמ噺ײחחؓآ蔦撬⪡יז
׆㵅槏闋◜ַֹכגꅎמ㥌⛣סյ玗
יאյֿיהגն瑭؆ױ׀ךי尴עכ
מג偆יכ脢גꅎֿכץ☭┞סי
ֽיׄ־׀⦐ׂםכ׆簮ֻעյ玗ַֹׂי
免յⲎמ✄⪡噺ײסⱁꅎסն玗ױ
玗ֿⱁꅎהםյ⪡⟛סⱁꅎי״⮴免סא
䟨סכ׆翝ׂ״汦מ枱䡢׀ֵס勓匡סג
⽱槏闋ֿכ׆כֹ⺪茣ךסםכն
ַיⲎ㡢ׅם溷Ⲏյ畤嚋溷⪡גֹא
ג瑭יזגמն✇┾笫ֹך✇✄┞עכס
אכ嚣䗻ס璇㳔䪫銉ג׀יׅ┪ײ畤גױ׀䫱ֿה
նך脢⟥ע瑭כյֵך㵅鴫ס
���婞聋
玗ֿס׆┾㴓㴹ꅎג免յֽꅎזםמ
ⱁ┾阾睗גױכցր虘י锶סג �
皹նꅎ׀־ֿיעסג璭䍇
ךסג㴞䧯מ⻉⪾ַַלֹהֿיյה⟛
յ׀כ阋ֹֿהג瑭כնցדն㴞櫼ַַלֹהնր
כ٬朮כ׆סיס♑٬朮ֿכ׆סחכץח┞
婞ַꫀ➳כ׆ֵמ霼餟յמֹסא阋ֹ
סאעהג瑭阋訪溪סאיאնךׄ
ꫀ➳䙎מ⻉䟨յח־ꫀ┰כ׆ַי銨י
նױַ

婞聋עסַֹכ潸㸐溷ם枱岞ךכ׆סյ
䠊גױյゼ־摾塌־劔塌סגꅎי
錺ס♑ֿׂם➳ꫀמ־⻲־׀ךֿכ׆
ꅎ朮כ婞ֵַעַꈌ婞םꫀ➳מ╚ס㐂յ
勓匡溷סכ׆ַֹכն婞聋鉿ֹךכ׆ַֹכ
⟛璭䍇םꈌ婞עֵַַ婞מ◜յ朮ע⽱䟨ם
⮿מ◜朮ֵכַגֿ⪛ׄ⺇עמהגյ瑭ג
偂ַם┫յךכ׆ַֹכն婞聋鉿ַֹכ
⩧䕮מ枱䡢枱䡢璭䍇ֵםյ摾璭䍇עכ׆ֹ
յ槁㐂ꅼ鉿䓺כ׆Ⲏֿהג瑭מتجٞو
Ⲏמتجٞو٬ٜؓ٭ٖؼٛס噺סⱁꅎס

׆עמꪨסכ婞聋כնⱁꅎױַי⽱䟨כ׆
նךסֵֿ➳ꫀם㶔䱸מֹס

宜מכ׆סח┞עהג瑭יזםמ♣免ס♀
ז־⮔מⲎꅋ䍲溷מככն免ױַי־ט
כ⚶獗ס蔦麃הג瑭ֿהג瑭עאյכ׆ג׀י
㐌槉欎㘶յגױ蔦撬汔כ玗ס錺ꅎ朮מ㸐כ؆ם
ַֹ氊㝕ם┮婞聋掿כ׆ַֹכ־ַי׀י
⻔յ䨾劔䗄⻔㒘յ巆魀䗄יն璇㳔䪫銉氠ַך
㒘篑座ס黉◜倀ⵊם־┮婞聋ם┾汔瑭הג
蔦麃ֿꅎמכ׆ג⮂宜ױַיַטն
�� 篑座㳔
篑座㳔עכ☭ꪨסㅰ⺅ײ䪒ֹ璇㳔ךכ׆סյ
瑭ַם⮗יז⮗כٜؕذت٬نؕٚסהגꫀ
篑座㳔ֿ䗄⻔䙎劔ס杅㴻նֵױֵמ➳
ꩽיזגמ׀❛ֻף俙┾笫יזגמ❈
朮䨾劔ס㝂ׂמ┪♧♀כ巆魀םյ
تب⚶獗ׂט㕈מ盨◚䉖㖪⸮槏➶מչ☭כ׆
⩰濪ׂ׀鉿סא免յַׂי粪䭥յ䒣ⵊֿّط
מײס겏╚埫ⲇג־ⳛמյ姯עסֵמ
璭䍇ֿ⟛ג獗⚶յם؆א獗⚶ֹךն
ס鮐סⲑⵊյ☭ꪨסꪨ䙎☭ס蔦עꪨ☭כ
⛼┫䬲׀յ篙卸յ獗⚶מ婞聋לם摾ׂכ׆ם
גז阋כ嬎ցס溪僻עր䖩锡עיח־նֹך
ךն♀傽؆ױꄼ氠עע׆յֿךס
ךסם镩ց⮂ⱁ▋姊םא׆ր溪僻ע
朮յ䖩锡ס㝂ׂכזמ䊬ע巆魀脢הגն瑭
նךסַׂי朮巆魀ס┪♧

䈴㝕ױ⺅מ❛عشآ٭ُ٭ق٭ت
ֹնֵֵכ낛סյ朮ֿעך׆א鬦
㛿ױַיնמ⯼א巆魀脢ע㝂ׂסꈷ
䫘艩ֿ蔦⮔כֵעמ䘼ַꁎױױն־
㵅갾עמյסאꈷ䫘艩شآ٭ُ٭ق٭تע
ױ㲽㐂־מ╚סײ卽篁סّطتبַֹכع
؆ն巆魀脢ככ׆׀ךמ阋ֻף鬼ֹׄדכ׆ն
璇㳔溷յֵע䈴㝕魕勓تؾةل٬ءشل
䪫銉溷偙岺뉮❈י蔦تؾةلס䬺䒟ꃯ寛
כֹٜ٭ٞع٤ؤ⺅ה⳧յ┾汔䉖㖪
յכ篑座嵛ⳛֿ┞㴻劻ꪨ䭥籽ס䩘ס׆նױ
㸯םتؾةلם㸯锺埛ם㐌㖪氙ס朮ע㚷忶
溷䩤业ױַױיׄ⺇նכֹױיזםֹ׆յ
㐌㖪ꀸ氙ֿגזםׂם✑ע☭չיזכמ
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甦꿔ֿס氙׀ךסכ׆⪛מյ䩘ףײ
ככ׆ם㝂坎䙎ֿ䴮ױחյםׂם㸴
ס汔┾עն┾汔魈儅塌圸850ױם
ꇓםֹס׆מױյך䓺׳ꁎ׀չ䉌☭סי
ꁓמַֹיז锶ֻױն
� 璇㳔䪫銉
غؕ٬٭ؓصסהג갾յ瑭ג偲鉿ؓٛذؕ
ֽמ璇㳔䪫銉⮔ꓩ蛮銉ꈽ氙סت٤ئشؾրٜע
כցױַיז䭥霱ע☭ؓٛذؕמ噺緷ׄ
靣גױַיזն⺜♣ע☭ؓٛذؕס俙㳔מ瑪ך
ע㵅◜ַֹכյג״璇㳔䪫銉嚋־כ׆גַי
㸴鞪ף鞋ךכ׆־ךמն俙㳔ע璇
㳔כ䪫銉ס嬎ֵךյ◦ַס⮔⺪┮מꫀ➳ֵעמ
ն璇؆ױֵעךס⻎יյ尴ֿךס
㳔ַֹכ焒溷✑噺ע璇㳔溷䩘岺יז❈ꅼ婧
ꂉ繪מ寏ꇶעتجٞوס䱱寛סאյֵךס
ױֵעסגזַכ箽濪掾עמ׆אնױ
焒溷յ璇㳔溷ꫀ䖥ַֹכ闋僻ס澵槏סնⱁꅎ؆
յײㅰס⾀յ气ֵך䙎鮐ח䭥מꪨֿ勓匡溷☭ע
气סכ׆׀┞ꌃךסםն♑偙յ䪫銉כאע
锡寛ֿכ׆⮂ꅎؿٓם溷✄⪾מꇙַ䊬ע
גמ劄箽掾ֵך✇ֿאעײն䪫銉溷ㅰױ
ն؆ױםףנ־濪ל

璇㳔脢ע璇㳔溷䱱疴לףյ䉁ס
׀ט宜מכ׆汔ֵֿ┾ס勑焒ם׀㝕עמ⯼
סאյ璇㳔ע璇㳔脢ֹ⻉׀⻔מ靧㵅כն璇㳔ױ
⾀气ס蔦㲽㐂מ╚סאכ汔յ㴓㴹┾סס
ն⢓ךהג☭ח䭥מ־䠊镊骅ס덺㈁יַחמ
㝕ם璇㳔脢ע〡㳔脢כ׆ֵך瑭עהג焒ז
〡㳔溷䩘岺յ⮔卥岺յ册ꇀסն䓺脮┪㳔ױַי
ⵊֿ俙㳔ס㕈狸碎גױ׀ն〡㳔עכյ☭ꪨמ
כֹ澵㵅槏闋ס⾀气י❈冝뉮⺗⤫
☭ꪨֿ掿笠簡皑גזㅰ掿ךն劄ꁿע蛮銉㵵
璇㳔脢ס俙מ嬟鼛յ〡㳔脢ס俙ֿ㸴מַֹם
䠊ױն槁㐂籽ׂⱁꅎמتجٞوס㸐덺
㈁ס䠊镊ֿյ俙┾笫מש璇㳔䪫銉ס☭ꪨ╚䖥溷
ךסם־ַי׀יזꔽמ䕇չמ⯼ס溪ꇖם
յםյ긊☭ꪨ溷עכն☭ꪨ╚䖥溷气嵛坎䑑־ֹ
☭ꪨ䙎㟃ַ⺅气׀偙ךն

锞崎ס頲倀ⵊיא頲倀僻锶׀כյ
僃ׂ璇㳔䪫倀ⵊ٬㐌㔔ס♑ס汔┾עא

銉מؠشؔطُطتب嵛氠ֿם蔦ס气嵛
מ䒣㎷ֿךסם䬺䒟╭聋溷ّطتب
ם㕈勓溷מ䒣㎷ّطتبն气嵛גױ׀י
䩘岺עյ黉◜ⲇ芻再גכ盨◚溷٬َٛ٭٠ق
ꇃ瓦סאնגך婣ⲇ侓岕הםյتؠشؔط
כׂם㸴ך �ⶨ䌑סꪨמ蔦撬מסַֹכ
㸐瑭סהג槏闋ע氊ױי״ֿׂד
곐⮗勓匡עכ蔦撬יא噺ײסնⱁꅎגױַ
气סהג瑭ֵךסַם׀ךסכ׆脝ֻי
ַי籽ׄ㝤ֿ׆䝠䠊٬䠊镊յגז⤫מ
蔦撬佻ꏕך긖╋ס㵅鴫כ䘼脝עն☭꿔ךס
㢼גױ״ն☭ꪨ╚䖥溷ם气嵛坎䑑ע☭ꪨ熏㚷溷
تجٞوסյⱁꅎעאםםնך偙׀气ם
նך־ד熏㚷溷יזכמ

蔦氮סյカ噺嵛ⳛיעכ׆גꃍױַ
蔦氮䉖㖪յ⣌⪢ם盨◚յ巆魀脢شْٛסיזכמ
宐✇יאյכ׆ֵך❿㴗עױחع
╭╭聋״גסյ瞏չס傚מ┫ס鉿כ׆ַי
頲ם䖩锡ך㵵䎁כ״յ낛㢼ע׆նך
朮䪒ֹמعشآ٭ُ٭ق٭تꮹגז需ֵעך
ױַי㙟ַֿ⳰✶⻉סն䈴㝕⚕噺؆ױ
噺⚕גֹאյֵך㝂㎼禶⚕噺ע㝂ׂסאն
ֹ׆ֿ׆כնױַי┰ꫀ侓䍟ס㎼չעמ
עךⲇס侓䍟ס㎼┞յ䓜霂ע䈴㝕⚕噺ג
ױַיׄחⲇסלַם׀ךٜ٭ٞع٤ؤע
նױַיזלגꄫ┞ס懈ⵊע◚盨יאն
ֿײס䈴㝕魕勓סյ┞䳢ף״䡢ֿꅼ◜ױױס׆
气׀媘յ┾汔╚סカ噺嵛ⳛ佻ꏕ┫מ翝ׂյא
ׂםל؆ױ־汔ֿ⯑匡┾ם؆
٤սյف٬ءشلռסն勓䓜־׆免✇ֿ鱍סאնי
ն؆ױ־

塌ⷩם⯣幾ך긖ס♑ס气嵛סהג瑭ױַ
溷◜䡢ֿ鱍ױַי׀י׀նַׂ־ח锶ױײי
潨מ勓䓜עמש溪㺤סն괎㲳䈰㳔ꫀꅙ氙噺
锶䒟ױֵֿסն٤ؤخقյ䶏䊝괎需յ鱩
㸯㒘لٝط؛ةٚסյⶕ渵塌㊭瞏չֵסגױ괎
㲳鏫ֿ┞薭ס瑭סהג傽չס气嵛❈יַֽמ
չ☭׳⛿מ㐌⧞םַֹםն㳔吾ױַי
նױַי气嵛יױ㎪מ괎㲳鏫גֹ׆ֻ
㜟ⵊםⱢ溷מ〡㳔ס气汔镸┾ס篙卸յ☭չסא
ֿ鱍ױַי׀ն槁㵅מסַֹכ㸐䠊镊ֿ
㜟ךסַי׀יזնꁿ䌑յ٬ٜٛٔز٭ف

넟鋅�佴䒽
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73٭ؔطٛؓ ♳䞯槁㵅ַֹכ阋訪ׂ
膀ױמն䘼ֹמյ㝂ׂס☭ֿ괎㲳┾汔ס♳
䞯槁㵅气嵛מ傽չתזל嶰םעךסַיז־
괎㲳ם㸯לסמ䩘סלն㲳־ֹךַ
סל㲳כ☭㝕ס╚յ傽勓⯼ׂף㊭ֿّ٭أ
ꪨך㝕嵣鉿גױնّ٭أס׆㊭ך䞯⦐┪ס嗘
朮ٕٛػյؤٙكյؗסלם؟ئ气׀朮芌
յ׀ױն甦ךס׀ךֿכ׆յ┾需י
良倣寊յס♑סא✑噺י蛞־⿍
甦疛ךסַֹכն♏朙יכعشً
냣ַ㢼ױכג״ն嬐傽尴גזױ免⯣מ넍
ףםמն洠宜ױ坎镸㷋ַׂיյ䧯ꩽ
赟ױնס׆יֿ♳䞯槁㵅ס♏朙俙ꅸ
ꪨכ䧯朙כ䧯ꩽױնֵכםֹ׆
免掾כך嫣ס尴䟨מꂿױն

✇ⶨ☭┪מ㝕☭כ㲳ֿל♳䞯槁㵅┾
汔عشًס嗘朮מյ需גׄ־傽չס凰
╭ն냣ַגױ׀ך؆냣芌嚝ֿםמ⪳
٭بفؕٚوם㴞櫼מꪨסכ朮׀气ס׆עמ
מꊤ땲ס☭ס♑նױ׀ךֿכ׆ח⟛蔦氮כ
ֵ䖥ꏕס닪꼞յ蔫ַׂםעכ׆םֹם
嗘朮㴞櫼عشյًע╭냣ַױחն؆ױ
㭛ֿסն┾需ױםמכ׆׀ך佻ꏕמ
تס㊭ّ٭أסאע׀כגז㝤⽱蕟גזםמ
ն箽ךאնכ׆סׄד虘ַף⮗زشؕ
♳䞯槁㵅ס气⾀簮חյךכ׆ַֹכն㝂ׂס
צꈷכ׆י芌؆ה鰱ס䞯♳גֹ׆ֿ☭
յ巆ׂם⽱䔿蕟סאֿ☭ס㝂ׂיאյ⺅
նגױַױי

ֽס㸊ֿ♳䞯槁㵅ֵֽכס☒劓յ匯ס׆
㙗ꅎت٭ٖؼַֹכגז杅沁ֿلٝطך嵣
شً؆ה鰱ס䞯♳גն♀ֽ需גױַי
նך㙗ֽס✑亣ذ٭ٖم٤ؤյךסס״גסع
ֽ蛞❵ֻ朮䩘גמ㝂ׂס㝕☭յ㲳אֿל
ؤֿ؆㐳כնױ׀יזמ㙗ֽמ׆
♳䞯槁㵅鞅篑նױ篑嵣ֽךذ٭ٖم٤
ך䩘ס蔦⾀յ♳䞯槁㵅气מ䑑⧩גֹ׆
㟃גז☭չע괵溷ם湕䕑גյ翘枩ֹג
նֹךס׀ךֿכ׆ׅ⾔ג״
յ♳䞯槁㵅溷气嵛ꃻֹ✄┞ע㙗ֽםֹס׆
סַי䗎ֻמث٭ؼ䞯槁㵅溷♳סהג☭ַֹכ
מث٭ؼס澵ס气嵛סյ澵כאն־ֹך

䗎ֻ־ֹךסַיնך׆׆ゼסַי
յֵסռ勓朮הם槁㵅כ䞯槁㵅溷气♳ע
ն؆ױם♑מゼ꾴ג埭מꪨסכ气ս׀
���ꀸ噺
ꀸ噺עסַֹכյ䌮聋מ闋ꓡג㖪⻉յ瑭סהג
䝵儘ס낛朮ꅙꟃ䭥籽ַיׂיむ┞ס☭
溷⚕יյㅰכֹדײ䘼ַױն♑סל؆כס
氙噺ע㐌槉欎㘶יזכמ熏㚷溷ם㲽㐂ךն♀傽
瑭ֿהג焒ַיז䈰噺鏫յ杅מ焪岓笠ס鏫
جٞوסٜؠؕئ气ٛ⫙גז⤫מ蔦撬汔ע
ꁿ♣ꀸ噺גז❈ն璇㳔䪫銉؆ױײםעמت
蔦撬מֹ⻎כ氙噺סל؆כס♑յꀸ噺ע
熏㚷溷ױַױימסםն蔦撬熏㚷
ꀸ噺ױחעכ气⾀יזכמ熏㚷溷םכסם
םעס낛ג✑ךն熏㚷溷ꀸ岺ױ
סն璇㳔ךסם熏㚷溷יזכמ⾀气סعكה
澵됩עכ摾給סꁿ♣溷䪫銉ֿꀸ噺熏㚷溷סם
նךסַימ

㐌槉溷锺埛յךٜيٝםٜف٭ٞءמױյ
낛竵气氙ֿסַֹכ䙊ꅋמ㝕⚕噺מ냊ײꁎױ
־翝מ➳ꫀס潸◦沷㜽עꀸ噺脢כյ巆魀脢ֽי
כ׆낛竵气氙כ脢╋יאնױַי
עס낛כםֹ׆նױַי沷㜽־
ךס׃םחכ錺ꅎ朮ַם蔦撬כյ☭ꪨע
ؠٛ٤כꀸ噺脢כն巆魀脢ױ׀יזםׂםע
沷ֿסն낛؆ױֵךסׂי
㜽锡㎋ךסַי׀יזםכն

���� 䌑 �� 劓յٞךُ٭睗◝㎇┾汔낛竵⚶饗
8'$ֿꪛ⥎גꆻסצ芻再עמյגֹ׆
ⷩ塌䠊ֵֿגױնꪛ⥎⯼ס �䌑ꪨյ㎼ꅙ낛竵
ꀸ噺塌ꫀ'"0ס䭰ꓹגז⯵מ㐌㔔⯁◜⯼ⶾ饗
ֿ┾汔╚ך鉿גױնס׆免掾♧ꮳյ㎼ꅙ┾
汔낛竵阛氺8'1ע┾汔魈儅塌ꫀ850ס
┞ꌃסאיכ嵛ⳛ㺤ꪛֿכ׆ַׂי僻牞מ
םֽגֵמ⚶饗ꪘ⚶ُ٭նٞױם
ג銨⪫ֿסגזַכ尴饗עַ㵋阋ֵסײ
��յעמח┞סאյֿךס 䌑䔿8מ'$睗┩㎇
⚶饗ꪛ⥎סךױꪨמյ낢넜☭ ��⯸庿
նגױֵכյ
ր���� 䌑מךױ┾汔ס낢넜㴞⪢מ呧簮

����睗┞㎇⚶饗$'8ג㵋阋כց 䌑ס尴
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饗ֿ꾁ױׁնױֵע׀ך؆յ簮
㸐מն㴞⪢ם㝤侵גךնֵס׆ֻחױ㝤侵מ
ꪨյ┾汔ס׆նגך؆ױֵ鞃僻סיַח
ע낛竵气氙䙎ס ��둚־־מגזױյ낢
넜枱岞מע䜬ⵊגױַױיն٧┞־
㎼ס糭䙊ם낛竵מث٭ؼ䗎ֻױַי؆ն
ⵌ劸똀ךכ׆סնַױյ낢ֻ׃ֵֻמ✇溯┧
؆ל؆ל俙ֿס☭嶰מյ냦낛ך偙┞ַֿ☭ס
㙟ֻױַיն⩰לꃍ850ג8'1 䲾ס
ׂ圸䞯ֿ阋ֹמֹյ㝕㎼ס䈴㝕낛⚕噺ֿ气ײ
㎇מ㐌㔔׳蝆מ낢넜גֹאⰷ낛竵✍⮂
ꩽ劻ꪨն־ֹךס阋ֹךכֹ׆ַי
յ┾汔ג鉿מ㵅갾ֿכ׆ם؆איזגמ
ךֹױים䴮ׂםחיכ낛竵㝂坎䙎ֿס
寏ע낛肪䢍סչ☭׳蝆מ낢ֻױחնֹ
╽溷מ㜟䕑ֹךםׂםյ낢넜
㐌㔔סꀸ噺געյ㏸㐌ע蠮卸ֹךיն
篙卸յ┾汔ס☭ע낛סր❵簊⣨ցכր❵
簊⣨ցױ׀ַי⮔◝מն

┾汔ס☭չס낛竵ث٭ؼ彸׆סכֹאג
յכֹױי锯埫牞皑ֿّ٭؞ت圸䞯٬ס甦ס
ꀸ噺낛朮ꅙꟃ熏㚷ס겏╚㒘٭؟ٜؾؙמך
ַׂי״䒣ַ⻉䍲סאֿ㙟չסַםנ־
םײסיַֽמ偙岺韢סն낛竵气氙ֹךכ׆
אꏕյ⟛㲽յⲎ䈰յ⮔嵣ꄼ٬齽ꃻסאյ
ֹ׆նֹךַׂיזםֹאך긖ס巆魀י
┞厲ֿյⲇֵ◜ֵ➳מսסռ낛י
ꌃסꮹג脢ֿהג佻ꏕ䈴㝕栃ⷑ⚕噺כמ
ךםמ篑座嵛ⳛ꽝㔔ַםםעיׂם
ֹնגֹא◜䡢ףםמյ气麃ס☭ꪨד
䈩䒟מյ┾汔םעכ漨脢⺇ס澵☭┞
כ׆漨䕑⯈ֿײסّطتب긊☭ꪨ溷★儅ג
յףם陵כ׆םֹס׆նֹךםמ
瑭כ♣┾ס♀עהג㸝匡┾♣מ㸐յיא玗ֿ
ⱁꅎמססיג㸐ꓨ㝕ם┮婞聋⦍
նךסםמכ׆ֹױיַ

$�勑匡ס䉤劳
ס婞聋㎇䕮מյ玗כ槁枱גֹ׆յ✄┞עך
ⱁꅎ溷ײ噺מⲎסכַג瑭סהג꿈ַלכ

ךס׀ךֿכ׆ַׂי闋⾔ימֹס
⮔סյ낛צ㳔יַחמסն낛־ֹ
ד瞩ֻֿ锶ַס־✇־╚סכ׆ֹ⻉ה־
錺ꅎ⪡כ蔦撬עסն낛ױַי⟥牞ע瑭כ
朮ס┞ꌃֵך☭ꪨכ篙ך־דסשն气
⾀佻ֻ낛ס气氙ַֹכ☭ꪨסㅰײ
יׂט䛈ך╚ס蔦撬欎㘶ס׆յעꀸ噺ֵך
םףנ־鉿י㵅鴫ׂ佻ֻ籽ׄ⾀气ס
յע鉿掿סꪨ☭סכ气氙סն낛؆ױ
낛竵ꅙꟃס䭥籽⺪茣כյח־虘ַꅙꟃכ
ն؆ױםףׄם掿ׂ
���璇㳔
ր둚锶סت٤ؙؕئ٬ز٤ؓע☭ꪨյյյցמֹס
臝־ױֻ׆նꇙַױյ瑭עⷃמյ♑☭
鵕ימ⺫ײ埫ⲇ棨䕑ꇓ⪽յ蔦撬熏㚷
ַי沌ゃֻמכ׆氠⯈璇㳔יכ⪾ꇓ
ױ璇㳔ֿ气־〡㳔ն澵槏䠀ךׄד
אעמն璇㳔ַדׂי׆䘼ַ鱍כ׆ג׀י
ն俙גױꓩֵֿ⮔ם锡╭סח┩溪鳉䓜⮴յס
㳔յ蔦撬璇㳔յⶕ㳔岕渵ס璇㳔ךח┩סն
免ֿ篑הյ☭ꪨֿ盨◚溷מو٭ٜء٬٭٠قם⮔
偂כַׂיյ璇㳔䪫銉ע〡㳔־鴇곐翝׀
㢼ױ״նע⻔⥰ס׆յ┞㺽崟絊ג篑座
㳔ֿ圸碎חמյ䒣ׂױ׀ַיזםն
⥰גֹ׆玗㳔脢ֿ〡㳔脢סיח־յׂאֽ
ױ䘼כסגׯ䔔꼸ם㝂㝕מ䒣ⵊס⻔
־⪡⟛סⱁꅎמצם蔦撬כ璇㳔䪫銉〡㳔ˉ
玗㳔ם⻏劔ֵכնיַֽמ掾ַֹכ곐⮗
脢ꇖׄכ┾汔מ呧䒟䈩ג侷⚶٬侷
㎒מ㺲䒣ⲇם☭㛶ꇖעյ璇㳔䪫銉ך婣鍮ג
☭ꪨ╚䖥溷獗⚶ססַֹכ㕈潒䓺䧯מ㝕ַמ
ⲇ溪䳼גױն篑座㳔ֿ╭䔢ס黉◜侓岕溷ق
侷⚶䭰㸬脢גז䔢ⰺ䬎ם䖥溷╚ךّ٭أ٬٭٠
ַי璻כ㟕椟ցסն玗㳔ֿր璇㳔גױַ
ז䭥⽱䟨ַֹֹל䓜免עאնך需ס׆ג
⽱䟨םֹסל傽♀יאն־ֹךסגַי
䭥־ֹךסחն

״ⷆ㛶ء٤؞٭٥٤٬ٌ٭طتסتٛ؟ؕ
ךلٝطס劄ꁿֿت٭ٖؼי䭥סյ䉤劳יז׃
嵣גױַיնٌء٤؞٭ⷆ㛶ע☭꿔⺮┪ױכ
ם⻏յ劔ֽׄמ笫┾סהג瑭כׂם־ַעך
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璇㳔脢סتٚؠوشع٬朮槏㳔脢٬㴓㴹㳔脢⻎
免מ俙㳔脢ךնⷆ㛶ס䘼筺ע✇ⶨ┧⩱䌑ס
هյךסꇖךױמ䌮ֿס㴓㴹ֵמ⩰
٤槏韢յ鱩둚鮐ꓪ儘յفءشل־כדٜ٭ٌؠشٚ
瞏չס㴓㴹ס덺沌瑭ֿהג槏闋כֹ갾
״⾀气ֿהגն瑭ױׂיֻ┰־䩘ֿס
❴䳀עⲙׄⷆ㛶䨴⺅㝌כ٤٘ةل׃
瞔覵緐䙎⣨筺燖免ס׆ס♀יאնױַי
ⵊ洤ַֹכ곓洠כꬢױֽיזն

俙䌑⯼陧傽ג갾յٌء٤؞٭ⷆ㛶ע☭
㛽䊝יז❈需ֿֿךסג׀ךյ槁㐂ס洠枱ע
䜬ⵊױַיնסגשױ䕻箖םⳛ׀ꄼי
ն덺ׂך枱䡢ַם⺅٤ֿ٘ب٭آؼِٖؤ־
鞅ַםꄼ陹כ׆ⷆ㛶ֿ需ךגשױյמכ׆
闋׀ך鍮翝ⷆ㛶ס⻎⦤璇㳔脢ֿّ٭زꪛ溪
ךסםّ٭زם־璇㳔脢ם؆לնךסג
ֹնגך؆ױׂיֻ⚻עت٭ٖؼסلٝطն
瑭ֿ䞯⦐מյ槏גזם־מ䞯⦐כד蔦⮔עך
䘼ֹֿךסյעّ٭زס׆㴓㴹㳔脢朮槏㳔脢յ
俙㳔脢ׂםךׄדյ䖥槏㳔脢ⶕ㳔脢յ괎㲳䈰㳔
㸗ꪎ㵵瞏չյٌء٤؞٭ⷆ㛶מ땋הג☭גյ
ס⾀ռ气כ澵槏חחׄ⥰膀מ璇㳔脢ם⢓㝕ס׆
ג☭劔⪳䘼ַסכַג٤ս溪锶٘ةل
篙䧯ך䓺⻉צ篙ֿהג☭גֹאյה
նךס䘼ֹכ־ַםעךסגזַי

澵槏כ气⾀䠀䘼ַ鼎מ篙גז⻉צ
璇㳔脢ױֵעמ׆׆ֿو٭ٜءסն׆璇
㳔脢סהג斪䟨ֿגז־םյⷆ㛶סגשױסⳛ
꾁סⷆ㛶יזמ鍮翝ם縓箖ַֹכ⺅ײ鞅׀
ם䕑ֵכ׆⚻מהג瑭ֿכ׆ֵמ╚ס
玗璓ס㴓㴹מהגյ璇㳔脢ֹךגז־
כ׆⚻מչ☭ס坎ֿ┾汔ם㝕ַסⱁꅎ⪡כ
ַכ舌ׂמ䖑䍏溷גֹ׆նֹךגז־ם
ֹ㥌⳰ע槁㐂ꅼ鉿╚סⱁꅎמتجٞوס瑭הג
ֿꫀյⲎסח┞ך┪ַׂי虘ַ❛םכ
նױ
�� 㳔ꯖؓةؓ
ةؓמ╭նֹױ需ֽיַחמ㳔ꯖؓةؓ
ؓյؓٛنյ㝚䌐崎頲䀁յסא♑┾汔סրꪛ溪
ꄫ┪㐌㔔ցֵמ蠗ס呧סꀸ匆⪴⻎✄ֻ♐מ䭰
㸬脢ס潸◦煝⟵ؓةֿؓ٭ذ٤ج㳔ꯖךն霄

ֽׂ焒ַגםמ偙عشٝن٤قע䭥׀יז
ꀸ匆סךն㳔ꯖַדׇ镣ׂהאךסגױ
䭰㸬脢煝⟵嵛ⳛעյռ낛סսיאյ瑭ֿ✇
䌑מ⯼脝ֻגַחꅎ靣յռنؕٚغ٭نսמ撋
掾䓜יי鉿ױն

㸐מ蔦撬כعكյעהג瑭ס㳔ꯖؓةؓ
婞聋מ汦䟨ױַיַ⦐מ⪳ֿםնיא溺յ
⣌䎘מ䛒ױֽיױ⪴כ׆ׂ⦐מꄼי
瑭סהג气ױַיז⻉ה־⮔նכյ┞☭
־ֵךꓪֿꈌꓪ◜♐סלליזכמכץ
㟕䙎յ蝄脢כ水䙎ˉױ׀יזםמֹ־⮔ֿ
٤كյ☭ם㸯厲כ☭脢յ✄呬ֿ虘ַַםךֹאכ
侷䕉عتٛ؞侷䕉յ♉侷䕉յّٚت侷䕉յؕ٭ث
♐նױַיז阋עך׆׆כץ☭┞ס♑סא
⫏㳔ꯖיא⻉⪾㝘⠿յ㳌硼ע偙׀⦐כꓪס◜
סն䈰㖪ױ׀יז㜟ך⚂匛סלם圸䧯ס☭⛿
篁ײ皑ך٤ؕٚי⦍ׂ☭չס㖪⻉מֹסյ♐◜
ꓪ塌唩溷מ䌐瞏ꏕ⮔עאגזױי┮⪪
婞ֵך┮婞聋ךכ׆םն⪴ةֿؓם׀⦐מ
ؓ㳔ꯖס瑭עהג䠊䙎骅ױ׀ַימ־ն

蔦撬עכ׆ַֹכׂ⦐מ⪳כյⱁꅎײס噺כ
㶔䱸ֿםֿםחמ气⾀䭥籽鉿掿ך
幾ׂ괵מֹס׆նך篑닫ם괵溷י״յ嚋־
溷ם篑닫傽չ⪴劔כַיյ瑭סהגꪨֵמ
걀㚦כמַ◦յעסגזַכꇙַס┪㴴侷
沼⛣㴴侷ע㳔ꯖؓةնؓױ׀ַיזםׂםעך
겏㎒ףׄםך玗ַם⟥脢ס겏ֵךױ
ס甦☭ֵג匡יז־╚ն┾汔؆ױ
☭ꪨֿ⪴מ气כ׆׀蔦氮ח־摾⯜ꮹמ⪴劔
סם㳔ꯖؓةֿؓ✄⻎⪳ם幾ׂ괵溷ַֹֹאյ
מ气סַ⻉ה־⮔յעמ☭┞כץסն㳔ꯖך
Ⲏַֹכ蔦סכ笴匙ع٤ْعشِؤ
傽չ偆ױַי➶ֿכ׆כסםגն
כ׆ֵכնך✄⻎⪳ס蔦䉁긞偆ע㳔ꯖؓةؓ
նך鉿掿ם侓岕溷עכ׆ַֹכعشِؤמ
✄⻎⪳ם侓岕溷ך宐╭溷ע㳔ꯖؓةؓך⽱䟨סא
նױםמכ׆ַֹכ

⪳րע٭عشٓעֵַُ٭طס㳔ꯖؓةؓ
ꄼס׆յע阋訪ס׆նךցמ״ג׀气מ
յ偆笴ֿ؆ױֵעךכ׆ַֹכך阋ַ偙ס
臉剹ٞؗقס剹祔ױ׀י⮂צגצגמնס׆
סַֹכյֵךُ٭ط鬪ׂ✄⪡臉剹עُ٭ط

굸ךץⴓַさֲךְכהⴓַさֲֿה
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ֿ瑭ס⠥☭溷槏闋ךնעסַֹכُ٭طס׆玗
כ✄⻎⪳յꮹ籽ׄ׀气ֿהגն瑭ךヂ獏ס
٭إ׀ֹ־⻔ֿהג瑭יכ☭⠥יאյי
յמն⻎免ךכ׆ַֹכַי獏מ׆אֿٜ
傽չס气嵛ֽׄמ㵅氠溷ם䭰ꓹյ٤ؕٚغؕ
նױֵך

ךכ׆ֹ⻉ה־⮔מ⪳气עכ׀气מ⪳
傽չסכ☭걋☭ס♣┾ַי׀气ױնַ
כչ☭ס♣┾յ㸝匡ׂםךׄדֹ⻉ה־⮔气ס
յעמնױױעמ׆אַ⻉ה־⮔ס
錺ꅎ朮⪡שמ㸝匡כ♀յׂםעךׄדכعك
⻉ה־⮔նױַי⽱䟨כ׆ֹ⻉ה־⮔כ
ה־⮔յ׀׀气מ⪳免յַׂי״气幾סַ
י卸עعتٛסאכַׂי䮕⮬㸐骭׀ֹ⻉
ה־⮔气כն⪢气䡢笠ױ׀ַך؆蒈ׂם
סם劔塌溷ע气סהג免յ瑭׀气יז⻉
ג־ꪛ㸐מ㝂坎䙎יאնױםכ
նױםכס

气עמֹ⻉ה־⮔յ錺ꅎ朮⪢✄幾ׂ槏闋
յ倀ⵊ溷מ璇㳔溷ˉױםכ姊⺪┮ֿכ׆
⻉ה־⮔ն气ֿכ׆槏闋מ괵溷יאյמ
ֵךꪨ☭םؠشؔطتٛ٭յ⪢溷ٌעמֹ
յ䘼䢩עמֹ⻉ה־⮔ն气ױ锡寛ֿכ׆
幾ַ☭ꪨכ׆ֵך寛ױ״նיאյ蔦
撬סכ篙ֿ׀חצ懍ַ⪴⻎✄ך☭ֿ气׀免յ䘼
䢩幾ַ☭ꪨֿ芌ױ׀ַיױնעא侷芌溷ם
ס蔦撬ע☭יַֽמ✄⻎⪳גֹאնך✄⻎⪳
䭥־ّثٛח气ס㕈勓䔾㳔ךס⺅צնא
ס蔦撬ם嵛溪יׂ懈ע㵅ַֿעיյ뭇י
嵛ⳛמ膀ׄ⥰䡢䍲յיא蔦撬汔ס劔塌溷
璭䍇✄笠ע☭㳔ךסַׂיז⺅צն

⪢溷מ气עמֹ⻉ה־⮔յ鮐筶ם凰כ
鮐筶ם气׀偙ֿ┮⺪姊ךն㸴ׂם䨾劔
׀气气םն긊盨◚溷յ긊䨾劔溷ךכ׆ַֹכ
ַյ㝕ㅢׯ׳־כն鬨姯ךכ׆ַֹכ
նր䨾ךכ׆ַֹכ׀气气ֵמ㸐嚋עכ
劔־׀յכא气־׀׀ցؙ٬كشٛ٭
✄⻎⪳㳔ꯖؓةնؓױꂿמ尴偂סّٞن
ה־⮔յ־╚ס气嵛ַ⻉ה־⮔סꩽ䌑ֽׄמ
ն鮐筶ױ׀י锶ֻֿסםכ㕈狸סכ׆ֹ⻉
☭ם䌐瞏ך⯼סյ玗ם䌐瞏מ澵☭յעכ气嵛ם
ꪨיכ㸥ꓨյ◦ַ⺇ׄ㵼ךכ׆ն瑭

նױַך؆յ㝂坎䙎嚝צꇙַㄻסꪨסהג
气מ鮐筶גֹ׆յעמؓةؓמכ׆ַגֵֿ
אյⶥ⮔槏闋⽱䟨ס溷气⪡םյ祔愃כ׆׀
նױꇖֽֿ⩰ס㝂ׂג㵅鴫מֹס

彸מ䨾劔姯כ◚յ盨עכ✄⻎⪳ֹ⻉ה־⮔
յֿךնךס翝⛺מ㸐嚋ס✄⻎⪳גה
函ⲇםֹסאיז盨◚溷⪴⻎✄ס׀ם
鞃䕑ג偙ꄼ׀气םն鮐筶؆ױעכֹ
〈圸䧯סאכ✄⻎⪳յ盨◚溷יזⲇַֹכ
㜟ֻךׄדכֹնֿא׆׆澵סյ䓜ג
յ蔦ע✄⻎⪳ֹ⻉ה־⮔նךꇓ蔷מ气ס⯼
כ׆㙟ֻֿ✄⻎⪳⻎יַֽמ勓鮐כהג⮔
꿈ױַיזն

מֽ�%
璇㳔䪫銉ֿٚؕגגמٜؕذتن篙卸瑭
גⶨ䌑笫ꁸַֻյ偆ֿױַי⺇☐עהג
♀յ瑭סהג气׀偙ֿ㐌槉欎㘶כמյיא瑭
־僻ױױֿכ׆ֵך劔㵬כמ蔦麃הג
׀气气ג⾔鞪כն錺ꅎ朮ױַי׀יזםמ
ױַי׀יזם䠊䙎ֿꔽׂס蔦麃הג瑭ס״ג
כֹ⻉׀⻔כ頲鞏꾴ס٤٘ب٭حٛف٭ٞءն
ַֹ瑭ס׆סהגⶾ饗⚶סך雧עײյַױ瑭הג
ֿ翝ג־槁枱מ㸐婞聋鉿ֹ䖩锡ֵֿכ׆
虘ַ䖇ך⽱䟨ַֹכֵחח״潨镊מ
Ꞇַׂי鉿ⳛמֹסאն؆ױ־סם
ס气嵛ס傽䊬ֹ⻉ה־⮔סյ낛עחכץס
ցنؕٚغ٭نնր؆ױ־סֵמ╚
յ־כ׆ַֹכ־ַׂיז⻉ה־⮔מֹסל
瑭סהגյ气⾀ס徎מ㸐❿⡑ס䠊镊䡢䍲ֿ
锶ֻכׂי䘼ױն勓匡յ蔦撬ֹל槏闋
焒ח䭥ס璇㳔䪫銉גױ气־ꫀ䖥ַֹכ־
䛒כⲇכ嵛氠יյ瑭ֿהג枩גꇃה婞յ
ףנ׀ךֿכ׆婞聋鉿ֹמסյֵגױ
նױ獫כ׆ֵך茣⺪ֿאն؆ױם
ג׀ַי״寛气䱱ס⯼ג䓜׀յֵמ⪳
նךסַ
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About “euodoō” גְאח٦պس㷕ꤍ秀銲չِؔ٦،آ،

This journal presents articles and theses written 
predominantly by ARI staff and community members 
that explore ARI’s foundational spirit, motto, key 
concepts, and training program. It aims to improve 
supporters’ understanding of ARI while also promot-
ing the values and philosophies ARI holds dearly to 
new audiences. In the past, articles and theses about 
ARI were scattered and not well publicized; even staff 
members were often unaware of their existence. In 
order to give these important writings new life and 
inspire a new generation of ARI friends and support-
ers, we deemed it meaningful to reorganize and 
republish them in journal form. The journal is pub-
lished annually and is also be available electronically 
via the ARI homepage.

“Euodoō,” the journal’s name, is derived from Greek. 
The root meaning is “prosperity,” but another transla-
tion of euodoō is “a good way.” We humans have 
achieved prosperity and development in many ways, 
but we need to ask ourselves whether the way in 
which we have attained those has been through “a 
good way.” Did we destroy what is necessary for the 
next generation? Did we disregard new lives to come? 
Reflecting on our past activities while presenting a 
challenge to ourselves as responsible agents for the 
future, we need to keep asking, “Is this a good way?” 
The name “euodoō” shows our will to prepare a space 
for careful consideration of this question. 

The journal’s subtitle, “Journal of Rural Future Study,” 
is also significant. One of the intentions of the journal 
is to reconsider our image of what the future should 
be, instead of simply recording important events in 
the history of ARI, or extrapolating current trends. 
Further, we want a future that is derived from images 
of all creatures standing firmly on a living soil. Consid-
ering what healthy rural communities can and should 
look like is another important aspect of the works 
presented here.

椚䙀ծٌךծⶼ鏣חך褏㉔ה椚鍑ְ״״ך⣣⦼錁椚䙀ծ䙼䟝ծ䓼锃ׅך㷕ꤍ،آ،ծכ㷕ꤍ秀銲،آ، חההկ秵㯭⡤ׅתֶג䙼ה䠐纏ָ֮חהְֻֿג׃ծ涪遤התח㹀劍涸ג׃ה秀銲ד♳ְֻג⠗ִח⚅䖓חծׁחְֻג׃椚鍑ח倯ղך㢳ֻ״ծדֲִⱄ钠陎ׅ椚䙀ך㷕ꤍ،آ،ծֻזֻז㼰⡲ㅷװ灇瑔⮚כח⚥ךկ׃תְגꣲכ堣⠓ת铣ׅח➂ךծⰻ鿇חַזְגהתחֲ״ךⱁ㶨דְֽג盖ׁ⥂חללכծָ׃תְגֻׁג׃⳿ח⚅ד䕎ך锷俑瘝װ✲鎸ծ׃灇瑔װ倯ղָ《勞ך㢳ֻג׃ꟼח㷕ꤍ،آ،חדתկֿׅדך涪遤ׅחְֻד䎢ֻ铣ח倯ղְגְְג䭯倯ղծꟼ䗰ְגְ佄䴂ְ׀㷕ꤍ،آ،ծ꧊锷俑瘝㷕ꤍꟼ⤘罏ָ剅ְ،آ،װ耵㆞ך㷕ꤍ،آ،ח⚺ծגְאחוזծ灇⥜ⰻ㺁زفإٝ٦ծؗ٦زح '晛ⵖ⡲׃ծآ٦لي٦م瘝ַׅתֹדس٦ٗٝؐتկ
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Leaders in the era of globalization understand the essence of global challenges, 
including climate change, take courageous actions with community members, 
and are expected to minimize the damage of climate change by changing community 
lifestyles to be more sustainable. For that, not only the acquisition of knowledge, 
but also the transformation of values, behaviors, and lifestyles, as well as emotions 
and a sense of justice are required.
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